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1
Syllabus
Question

Lokpal & Lokayukta
zz
zz

Why in news? zz
Introduction

zz

zz

zz

zz

GS2: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies.
Recently the first head of Lokpal has been appointed, explain the importance
of Lokpal in the present time and also discuss its new provisions in detail.
A selection panel finalized the name of former SC judge Justice Pinaki Chandra
Ghose as the first head of the Lokpal, a national anti-corruption ombudsman.
Background:
(1) Lokpal is an Indian version of ombudsman which is originated in Sweden in 1809.
(2) In 1966 ARC report recommended the creation of two special authorities
designated as 'Lokpal' and 'Lokayukta' for redress of citizens' grievances.
(3) In 2011 government formed a Group of Ministers suggest measures to
tackle corruption and examine the proposal of a Lokpal Bill.
(4) In 2013 Lokpal and Lokayuktas Bill, 2013, was passed in both Houses of
Parliament.
(5) 2016: Lok Sabha agreed to amend the Lokpal Act and Bill was sent to
Standing Committee for review.
Important features in the 2013 Bill:
(1) Lokpal at the Centre and Lokayukta at the level of the States.
(2) The Lokpal will consist of a Chairperson and a maximum of eight Members,
of which fifty percent shall be judicial members.
(3) Fifty percent of members of Lokpal shall be from amongst SC/ST/OBCs,
Minorities and Women.
(4) Lokpal's various wings:
¾¾ Inquiry Wing: Headed by the Director of Inquiry, for the purpose of
conducting preliminary inquiry into any offence alleged to have been
committed by a public servant.
¾¾ Prosecution Wing: Headed by the Director of Prosecution, for the purpose
of prosecution of public servants in relation to any complaint.
Jurisdiction of Lokpal:
(1) Prime Minister has been brought under the purview of the
Lokpal. Except allegations relating to IR, external & internal security, public
order, atomic energy, space.
(2) Lokpal’s jurisdiction will cover all categories of public servants.
(3) All entities receiving donations from foreign source in the context of FCRA in
excess of Rs. 10 lakhs per year are brought under the jurisdiction of Lokpal.
Powers:
(1) Lokpal will have power of superintendence and direction over any
investigation agency including CBI for cases referred to them by Lokpal.
(2) Protection for honest and upright Public Servants.
(3) The Lokpal can summon or question any public servant if there exists a
prima facie case against the person.
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(4) An investigation must be completed within six months. However, the Lokpal
or Lokayukta may allow extensions of six months at a time provided the
reasons for the need of such extensions are given in writing.
(5) Special courts will be instituted to conduct trials on cases referred by Lokpal
(6) The Lokpal can award fine up to Rs. 2 lakh for “false, frivolous or vexatious”
complaints.
zz Who appoints Lokpal:
(1) The selection of Chairperson and Members of Lokpal shall be through a
Selection Committee consisting of:¾¾ Prime Minister.
¾¾ Speaker of Lok Sabha.
¾¾ Leader of Opposition in the Lok Sabha.
¾¾ CJI or a sitting SC judge nominated by CJI.
¾¾ Eminent jurist nominated by the President of India.
zz As per convention, an opposition party to get the Leader of the Opposition
post, it should have a strength of at least 10% of the total members in the
House. None of the parties managed to cross this mark.
zz This unique situation called for an amendment to the existing Lokpal Act to
change the Leader of Opposition to Leader of the largest Opposition party.
zz Well Defined Functions: There are relatively limited documentation and
information about their work, often confusion and uncertainty about their role.
zz Inaccessibility: Inaccessibility is the chief reason why ombudsman offices
tend to be under-utilised. Few citizens are aware of the different ombudsman
schemes, how to reach them and how to process a grievance.
zz Integrity of the Officers: Ombudsman office is also criticized for the fact that
its effectiveness tends to depend upon the character and personality of the
ombudsman officer(s) themselves rather than the system as a whole.
zz Ombudsman lacks teeth: The annual report (document issued Ombudsman
annually) is often considered an inadequate instrument for influencing
administration procedures and practices.
zz Limitation: Lokpal shall not inquire or investigate into any complaint if the
complaint is made after the expiry of a period of seven years from the date
on which the offense mentioned in such complaint is alleged to have been
committed.
zz The ombudsman should be concerned not merely with laws or codes as they
stand, but also with how they should be.
zz For Lokpal to function effectively it should have its own investigating agency.
zz Regardless of organizational framework, Lokpal is a highly personalized
institution and success demands an individual or team who are perceived as
independent and impartial, with relevant qualifications and in-depth knowledge
of the sector, and can command respect and trust from all parties.
PIB, The wire, LiveLaw, the Hindu , Indian express, RSTV.
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2

Official Secrets Act (OSA) & RTI

Syllabus

zz

Question

zz

Why in news? zz
zz

More about
the OSA

zz

zz

zz

Conflict with
RTI

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

GS2: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors
and issues arising out of their design and implementation.
Discuss the key features of the Official Secret Act. Critically analyse the relevance
of this colonial era law today.
Government threatened to invoke the Official Secrets Act against two
publications that had run reports on the Rafale deal, on the basis of documents
which, the government claimed, had been stolen from the Defence Ministry.
Attorney-General’s request for criminal action against those responsible for
making stolen documents on the Rafale deal that has brought the Official
Secrets Act into focus.
Background:
(1) OSA has its roots in the British colonial era.
(2) The original version was The Indian Official Secrets Act 1889.
(3) It was amended and made more stringent in the form of The Indian Official
Secrets Act, 1923.
Main objective: Was of muzzling the voice of a large number of newspapers
that had come up in several languages, and were opposing the Raj’s policies,
building political consciousness and facing police crackdowns and prison terms.
Key features of OSA:
(1) The secrecy law broadly deals with two aspects:
¾¾ Spying or espionage, which is dealt with in Section 3 of the Act.
¾¾ Disclosure of other secret information of the government, which is dealt
with in Section 5.
(2) The secret information can be any official code, password, sketch, plan,
model, article, note, document or information.
(3) Under Section 5, both the person communicating the information, and the
person receiving the information, can be punished by the prosecuting agency.
For classifying a document, a government Ministry follows the Manual of
Departmental Security Instructions, 1994, not under OSA.
Also, OSA itself does not say what a “secret” document is.
It is the government’s discretion to decide what falls under the ambit of a
“secret” document to be charged under OSA.
Hence, the law is in direct conflict with the Right to Information Act, 2005.
Between the RTI Act and OSA, which has primacy?
(1) Section 22 of the RTI Act provides for its primacy vis-a-vis provisions of
other laws, including OSA.
(2) This gives the RTI Act an overriding effect, notwithstanding anything
inconsistent with the provisions of OSA.
(3) If there is any inconsistency in OSA with regard to furnishing of information,
it will be superseded by the RTI Act.
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(4) However, under Sections 8 and 9 of the RTI Act, the government can refuse
information if government classifies a document as “secret” under OSA
Clause 6.
(5) That document can be kept outside the ambit of the RTI Act, and the
government can invoke Sections 8 or 9.
(6) Legal experts see this as a loophole.
The SARC report states that as the OSA’s background is the colonial climate
of mistrust of people and the primacy of public officials in dealing with the
citizens, it created a culture of secrecy.
Section 5:
(1) Under Section 5, both the person communicating the information, and
the person receiving the information, can be punished by the prosecuting
agency.
(2) It deals with potential breaches of national security, is often misinterpreted.
(3) The Section makes it a punishable offence to share information that may
help an enemy state.
(4) The Section comes in handy to book journalists when they publicise
information that may cause embarrassment to the government or the
armed forces.
Rafale aircraft deal:
(1) Reports cited documents “stolen” from the defence ministry.
(2) Attorney General raised an objection in court seeking dismissal of the
review petitions.
(3) Official Secrets Act was used as a shield against allegations of wrongdoing
in the Rafale deal.
Supreme Court's observation:
(1) The court questioned that if there was a corruption complaint, was it to be
protected under national security.
(2) Court held that the Act did not offer the liberty to commit corruption.
(3) Court dismissed targeting the messenger and criminalizing the whistleblower
under the cover of “national security” or “stability” of government or
“official secrecy”.
(4) SC called it an attack on the freedom of expression and the people’s right to
know.
SC says RTI trumps Official Secrets Act
Supreme Court's clarification of RTI act:
(1) Section 22: This section declared the RTI to have an overriding effect over OSA.
(2) Section 24: which mandates even security and intelligence organisations to
disclose information on corruption and human rights violations.
(3) Section 8(2): which compels the government to disclose information “if
public interest in disclosure outweighs the harm to protected interests”.
Law Commission 1971:
(1) In its report on ‘Offences Against National Security’, it agreed that “merely
because a circular is marked secret or confidential, it should not attract
the provisions of the Act, if the publication thereof is in the interest of the
public and no question of national emergency and interest of the State as
such arises”.
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(1) The Law Commission, however, did not recommend any changes to the Act.
In 2006, the Second ARC report:
(1) It recommended that OSA be repealed, and replaced with a chapter in the
National Security Act containing provisions relating to official secrets.
(2) It observes that OSA was “incongruous with the regime of transparency in
a democratic society”.
zz Madhuri Gupta case in 2018:
(1) Delhi court held former diplomat Madhuri Gupta, who had served at the
Indian High Commission in Islamabad, guilty under the OSA.
(2) 3 years in jail for passing on sensitive information to Pakistan’s ISI.
zz Poonam Agrawal case 2017: Charged under OSA for conducting a sting
operation on an Army official who criticised the sahayak system in the Army.
zz CoomarNarain spy case:
(1) 12 former staff members in the PMO and Rashtrapati Bhavan Secretariat
were sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment in 2002.
(2) They were found guilty of entering into a criminal conspiracy with officials
of the French, Polish and German embassies, communicating secret official
codes, classified documents and other sensitive information.
zz OSA in a democracy needs constant contest, and the need for official secrecy
has to be weighed against the citizen’s right to know.
zz The right to freedom of speech and expression, and information should be
prioritised over the archaic Official Secrets Act.
zz Govt. should emphasize on increasing the protections to whistleblowers, to
ensure that those who expose corruption and wrongdoing are not vulnerable
to any intimidation.
Indian express, The hindu.

zz

Notable
convictions

Way forward

Source
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3

Contempt of Court

Syllabus

zz

Question

zz

Why in news? zz
Recent cases
zz

Introduction

zz
zz
zz
zz

zz

zz

zz

GS2: Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal
mechanisms and institutions.
Does the speech in criticism of the courts should be allowed without punishment
in democratic nation? Critically analyse in light of Contempt of court.
Meghalaya High Court found Editor and Publisher of “The Shillong Times”
guilty of contempt and asked them to sit in a corner till raising of the court and
imposed a fine of Rs. 2 lakhs each.
Earlier this year 4 senior most judges held a press conference alleging Chief
Justice of political bias but escaped contempt proceedings, while consequences
would be different if a common citizen had done the same.
What is contempt of court?
The offense of being disobedient to or being disrespectful towards a court of law.
A judge may impose sanctions such as a fine or jail for someone found guilty of
contempt of court.
In India, the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971, divides contempt into civil contempt
and criminal contempt.
¾¾ Civil contempt: Under Section 2(b) it is defined as wilful disobedience to
any judgment, decree, direction, order, writ or other processes of a court or
wilful breach of an undertaking given to a court.
¾¾ Criminal Contempt: Under Section 2(c) criminal contempt is any publication
which may result in:
¾¾ Scandalising the Court by lowering its authority.
¾¾ Interference in the due course of judicial proceeding.
¾¾ Creates an obstruction in administration of justice.
Amendment to the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971 in 2006:
¾¾ The 2006 amendment clarifies that the Court may impose punishment for
contempt only when it is satisfied that substantially interferes or tends to
substantially interfere with the due course of justice.
¾¾ 2006 amendment has rectified the addition of the word truth and good
faith as defences against the law of contempt in India.
Provisions in the Constitution of India:
¾¾ Article 129 and 215: The SC/HC shall be a court of record and shall have all
the powers including the power to punish for contempt of itself respectively.
¾¾ Article 215: High Courts do not have power to initiate contempt proceedings
of Supreme Court.
¾¾ Article 142(2): Enables the Supreme Court to investigate and punish any
person for its contempt.
Section 10 of 1971 Act give special powers to punish contempt of subordinate
courts.
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Objective:

Purpose is to uphold the majesty and dignity of justice delivery system.
Help judges to do their duties of deciding cases without fear, favour and
affection.
z
z
Arundhati
Roy Case: SC observed that fair criticism of the conduct of a Judge,
Cases dealing
the institution of the judiciary and its functioning may not amount to contempt
with contempt
if made in good faith and in public interest.
of court
zz Sahara case, 2012:
(1) Five-judge bench of SC permitted contempt law as a pre-emptive mechanism
in pending proceedings.
(2) So that sensitive reports and comments don’t lead to a “real and substantial
risk of prejudice to the proper administration of justice” and “the fairness of
trial”.
zz Limits freedom of speech: Articles 129 and 215 give the power of contempt
Challenges
of court to the higher judiciary, and this limits the freedom granted by Article
19(1)(a).
zz Laws are not objectively defined: It can be used against bonafide intentions. It
is often used by judges arbitrarily to suppress their criticism by public.
zz Conflict of interest: Contempt law invokes conflict of interest for judiciary as it
itself is the victim and the judge simultaneously.
zz Against democracy and people’s sovereignty:
(1) Contempt law supresses criticism of judiciary by public.
(2) Contempt law is not in consonance with the constitutional scheme which
makes people sovereign and the source of all power.
zz Lack of safeguards: Contempt law is draconian in nature without commensurate
safeguards in favour of the persons charged with the accusation.
z
z
The Law Commission on why the Act should remain as it is:
Law
Commission
(1) The 1971 Act only lays down the procedure in contempt cases.
on Contempt
(2) The powers of contempt of the Supreme Court and High Courts are
of Court
independent of the Act 1971.
(3) The contempt powers of the higher courts are drawn from the Constitution
itself.
(4) To delete the provision relating to criminal contempt will have no impact on
the power of the Superior Courts to punish for contempt.
z
z
The
law of contempt should be employed only to enable the court to function,
Way forward
not to prevent criticism.
zz Judiciary should balance two conflicting principles, i.e. freedom of expression,
and fair and fearless justice.
zz This extraordinary power must be sparingly exercised considering the
subjectivity involved in its definition and only when there is public interest
demand.
zz It’s time for the legislature to take steps to amend the Contempt of Court Act
and eschew definition of criminal contempt.
Source
The Hindu, the Indian express, PIB,
¾¾
¾¾
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4

Model Code of Conduct

Syllabus
Relation
Question

GS 2: Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability,
e-governance- applications.
Trace the evolution of Model Code of Conduct in India. Critically analyse its
effectiveness.
Why is it in the zz The Election Commission of India announced the schedule of general elections 2019.
zz With this announcement of election schedule, the Model Code of Conduct
news?
(MCC) comes into effect.
z
z
The Election Commission’s Model Code of Conduct is a set of guidelines issued
Model Code of
to regulate political parties and candidates prior to elections.
Conduct
zz It lays down the minimum standards of behaviour for political parties and
their candidates contesting elections, by defining their dos and don’ts in the
electoral battle.
zz The rules range from issues related to speeches, polling day, polling booths,
content of election manifestos, processions and general conduct, so that free
and fair elections are conducted.
z
z
Model
Code of Conduct (MCC) was first introduced in the state assembly
Introduction
elections in Kerala in 1960.
zz It was largely followed by all parties in the 1962 elections and continued to be
followed in subsequent general elections.
zz In October 1979, the EC added a section to regulate the ‘party in power’ and
prevent it from gaining an unfair advantage at the time of elections.
zz The MCC comes into force from the date the election schedule is announced
until the date that results are out.
Key Provisions zz The MCC contains eight provisions:
of MCC
(1) General Conduct:
¾¾ 1. Not aggravate existing differences or create mutual hatred or cause
tension between different castes and communities, religious or linguistic.
¾¾ Avoid “corrupt practices” and offences under the election law, such as
bribing of voters, intimidation of voters, impersonation of voters etc.
(2) Meetings:
¾¾ Inform the local police authorities of the venue and time any proposed
meeting Well in time and cooperate to maintain order.
(3) Procession:
¾¾ Any traffic regulations or restrictions shall also be carefully adhered to
during processions and prior information must be given to Police.
(4) Polling Day:
¾¾ Co-operate with the officers on election duty to ensure peaceful and
orderly polling.
¾¾ There should be complete freedom to the voters to exercise their
franchise without being subjected to any annoyance or obstruction.
16  Contemporary Issues & Current Affairs March - 2019 (Study Material)
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legally
binding?

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
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implementing zz
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zz
zz

zz

(5) Polling Booth:
¾¾ Excepting the voters, no one without a valid pass from the Election
Commission shall enter the polling booths.
(6) Party in Power:
¾¾ The ruling party also cannot use government transport or machinery for
campaigning.
¾¾ The issue of advertisement at the cost of public exchequer in the
newspapers and other media is also considered an offence.
¾¾ Party in power cannot announce any policy, project or scheme that can
influence the voting behaviour.
(7) Guidelines on Election Manifestos:
¾¾ The election manifesto shall not contain anything repugnant to the ideals
and principles enshrined in the Constitution.
The Model Code of Conduct does not have a statutory backing.
Everything is voluntary. The EC uses moral sanction or censure for its
enforcement.
However, the Code has come to acquire teeth in the past decade, because of its
strict enforcement by the EC.
Some of the more serious offences listed in the Code have also found their way
into the statute books.
Some Recommendations:
(1) In 2013, the Standing Committee on Personnel, Public Grievances, Law and
Justice, recommended making the MCC legally binding.
(2) In a report on electoral reforms, the Standing Committee observed that
most provisions of the MCC are already enforceable through corresponding
provisions in other statutes, mentioned above.
(3) It recommended that the MCC be made a part of the Representation of the
People Act, 1951.
The political parties do routinely flout many of the norms.
Size and scale: It’s very challenging for a single entity to monitor a country with
900 million voters sprawled over 3.2 million square kilometres.
The ruling parties often announce sops, schemes and project days before the
Election Commission announces the election schedule.
Social Media:
(1) Election Commission has specified guidelines for the use of social media
during the impending elections.
(2) However, closed systems such as WhatsApp, where users connect
individually, are not covered by the election commission’s guidelines.
(3) Similarly, there appears to be no way to apply the guidelines to Tik Tok even
though it is widely used to share ideologically charged content.
No Fear of disqualification:
(1) Since the MCC guidelines have no statutory backing and does not take any
stringent action, the party or candidate tend to ignore it and escape with
simple apology.
(2) Despite the application of MCC, the following happens frequently:
¾¾ Inciting hatred through political speeches.
¾¾ Appealing to caste and community feelings.
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¾¾ Distributing liquor or holding public meetings in the 48 hours preceding
the close of polling are the offences.
Paid News:
(1) Paid news continues to be a menace for the EC.
(2) There are many reported complaints every General and assembly elections
in India.
(3) While the EC has already taken up the issue with the law ministry, seeking
that paid news be treated as a cognisable offence, nothing has been done
so far.
The Hindu, Indian Express, Scroll.in.
zz

Source
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Syllabus
relation
Question

ERBI forex swap & its impacts on
the Indian Economy
zz
zz

Why is it in the zz
news?
zz
zz

What is forex zz
swap and how
it works?

What is FOREX
Swap

zz
zz

zz
zz
zz

GS-3: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources,
growth, development, and employment.
What is the purpose of recent RBI forex swap? Explain its effect on Indian
economy.
Recently, RBI used dollar-rupee swap instead of the traditional open-market
purchase of bonds to infuse liquidity into the economy.
It received an overwhelming response and infused ₹34,561 crore into the
banking system in exchange for dollars.
Under the current swap auction, RBI will buy US dollars from banks totalling to
$5 billion. Minimum bid size would be $25 million and in multiples of $1 million
thereafter.
Different tools available for RBI to inject liquidity in the market: The RBI has
different tools through which it injects liquidity into financial markets like(1) Open-market operations.
(2) Monetary policy tools such as repo rate, cash reserve ratio and statutory
liquidity ratio.
(3) The ‘swap auction’ is one such tool.
Technically, this activity is termed as a USD/INR buy/sell swap auction.
Forex swap (FX swap) is a simultaneous purchase and sale of identical amounts
of one currency for another with two different value dates (normally spot to
forward) and may use foreign exchange derivatives.
In this process, Reserve Bank of India will buy dollars from banks for three years
and offer them rupees in return.
It has specific tenure buy-back agreement and in return the RBI will pay rupees
to these banks at the current spot rate. In this case, tenure is 3 years.
The final exchange rate will be decided by an auction where banks will bid on
the forward premium, they are willing to pay.
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zz Swaps: These are derivatives that are used for swapping cash flow streams and
How is it
are used in most instances for hedging purposes.
different
z
z
Currency Swap Vs FX Swap: These two derivatives are different from one
from currency
another in thatswap?
(1) A currency swap exchanges a series of cash flows (interest payments and
principles), whereas in an FX swap involves 2 transactions; sell or purchase
at the spot rate, and repurchase or resell at the forward rate.
(2) A currency swap is a loan that is taken out by either party where interest and
principal payments are then exchanged, whereas an FX swap is conducted
by using an available amount of currency that is then exchanged for an
equivalent amount of another currency.
zz Easing the liquidity crunch: Main aim of RBI is to inject cash into the banking
What is the
system to ease the liquidity crunch typically seen before the fiscal year-end in
purpose
March.
behind it?
zz Increasing forex reserves: It will also help in increasing the central bank’s
foreign-exchange reserves.
zz Prevention of sharp appreciation in Rupee: Another objective of the RBI is
to prevent a sharp appreciation in the value of the rupee because of robust
inflows from foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) and other transactions such as
the $6billion proposed acquisition of Essar Steel by ArcelorMittal.
zz It provides RBI a chance to directly influence both- the value of the rupee and
the amount of liquidity in the economy at the same time using a single tool.
zz No exchange risk: An FX swap allows sums of a certain currency to be used
Effects of FX
to fund charges designated in another currency without acquiring foreign
swap on an
exchange risk.
economy as a
z
z
Efficient
management for companies: It permits companies that have funds in
whole
different currencies to manage them efficiently.
zz Earning of interests for banks: It will provide bank some interests on the forex
reserve which lying idle with them as they cannot lend it.
zz Increase in forex reserve: It will increase forex reserves maintained by RBI
which in turn help in increasing India’s financial rating and stability in marketthus, help in attracting FDI.
zz Cheap imports:
zz Increase in lending: Higher liquidity at bank disposal would result in an increase
in lending or credit activities because of lower interest rates.
z
z
Disruption in the bond market:
Issues with
forex swap
(1) RBI may gradually reduce its dependence on the regular bond purchase
scheme to manage liquidity within the economy.
(2) This results in selling bonds at low prices and reduces the bond holder’s
confidence in the bond system and this further deters new purchase.
zz Limitation in participation: Swap transaction put a limit on who can participate
in this process. In a recent swap, only Category-I banksare allowed to participate
in the auction. This excludes and takes down the benefits of other members of
financial services.
zz Onus on the bank: It would depends on banks whether they will pass liquidity
The way
benefit in the market and lend money or choose to deposit the fresh money in
forward and
safe government securities at low yields, as they have done in the past.
Conclusion
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Increase in business and growth: More liquidity-low interest rates-more lending
in the market. Thus, it will help in Businesses and growth of the economy to a
great extent.
zz New alternative: Success of this foreign swap policy would provide an effective
alternative to existing liquidity flow adjustment systems.
The Hindu, Live Mint, Economic times, money control
zz

Source



6
Syllabus
Relation

India & Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP)

GS 2:
Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India.
Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries, Indian
diaspora.
z
z
What is Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)? Discuss the possible impacts
Question
of GSP withdrawal announced by US recently.
Why is it in the zz The United States has announced its intention to terminate India’s designation
as a beneficiary of its Generalised System of Preferences (GSP).
news?
zz It is the latest US attempt to counter what is sees as "Unfair trade practices".
zz US has claimed that India has not assured equitable and reasonable access to
More in the
its markets.
news
zz The announcement to withdraw duty benefits on $5.6 billion worth of exports
from India is due by May this year.
zz US blamed the trade barriers created by the Indian government, after
negotiations for a trade package fell through.
zz The GSP programme allows duty-free entry of 1,784 products from India into
the US.
zz Exporters of textiles, engineering, gems and jewellery and chemical products
benefit the most from this programme.
zz The Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) is a U.S. trade program designed
About GSP
to promote economic growth in the developing world.
zz The GSP program provides additional benefits for products from least
developed countries.  
zz It provides preferential duty-free entry for up to 4,800 products from 129
designated beneficiary countries and territories.
zz GSP measure was adopted at UNCTAD Conference in 1968 and later enacted
by General Agreement on Trade and Tariff (GATT) in 1971.
zz US instituted GSP on January 1, 1976, by the Trade Act of 1974.
zz A wide range of industrial and agricultural products originating from certain
developing countries are given preferential access to US markets.
zz GSP supports U.S. as well:
zz
zz
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India-US trade zz
(In general)

zz
zz
zz

Background

zz

zz
zz
zz

zz

Impact of GSP zz
withdrawal

zz

zz

Other Side

zz

(1) GSP boosts American competitiveness by reducing costs of imported inputs
used by U.S. companies to manufacture goods in the United States.
(2) GSP is especially important to U.S. small businesses, many of which rely on
the programs’ duty savings to stay competitive.
Trade:
(1) U.S. goods and services trade with India totalled an estimated $126.2 billion
in 2017.
(2) Exports were $49.4 billion; imports were $76.7 billion.
(3) The U.S. goods and services trade deficit with India was $27.3 billion in
2017.
U.S. accounted for about 16% of India’s total merchandise exports of $303
billion in the fiscal 2017-18.
It is the largest market for Indian exports, both for merchandise and services.
Engineering goods, chemicals, gems and jewellery are among the major items
of exports to the US from India.
India-U.S. trade tensions escalated last year when the U.S. took two consecutive
decisions:
(1) To increase import tariffs on steel and aluminium, and
(2) Place India’s eligibility for GSP benefits under review.
Shortly after, India said it would impose retaliatory tariffs on imports from the
U.S. and even notified the list of items on which these would apply.
However, India, for its part, postponed the deadline for the imposition of the
retaliatory tariffs six times. The latest deadline is on April 1.
Washington’s decision to review India’s GSP status stemmed from complaints
from American medical and dairy industries, both of which said India was not
providing “equitable and reasonable access to its market”.
Also U.S. has been expressing discontent over India’s policies to do with data
localisation and FDI rules in e-commerce.
Indian goods to become less competitive
(1) The removal of GSP status will make it difficult for the affected Indian
exporters to sell their products at competitive prices.
(2) In the absence of any support, orders meant for India could go to other GSP
countries.
Impact on Small Industries (MSMEs)
(1) The impact on small industries in the country could be significant.
(2) The sectors that will likely be impacted will include processed foods, leather
products other than footwear, plastic products etc.
(3) However, the textiles sector may not see significant impact as only a few
products are covered under the GSP.
Impact on some US industries: The GSP withdrawal will also impact the
downstream industries in the U.S. that were using the cheaper inputs from
India to maintain their cost and price competitiveness.
Response from Indian Government:
(1) Indian government downplayed the withdrawal by saying that the
withdrawal will not have a significant impact on exports to US.
(2) As per the official statement, India exports goods worth USD 5.6 billion
under the GSP, and the duty benefit is only USD 190 million annually.
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zz

Other tussles
between
India-US

zz
zz

zz

zz

zz

Is India a
"Tariff King"?

zz
zz
zz

(3) India mainly exports raw materials and intermediate goods such as organic
chemicals to the US.
Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO): GSP withdrawal could have
significant impact on individual sectors, even though the overall impact will
amount to less than 0.4% of India’s exports to the U.S.
Trade relationships between India and the US have soured under the current
US administration.
Tariff Issue
(1) Trump unilaterally raising tariffs on steel and aluminium imports from India.
(2) India has dragged the US to the WTO on higher steel and aluminium tariffs and
has threatened to impose retaliatory tariffs worth $240 million on US imports.
(3) US, on the other hand accuses India for its high tariffs on certain products
from US including the motorcycles(Harley Davidson).
(4) US had also asked India to cut tariffs on its ITC products including Mobile
phones and its parts and smart watches.
(5) However, as a WTO signatory, if India were to cut tariff on any product, it
can't specifically be to benefit one country. The tariff reduction will have to
be across the board.
(6) And since bulk of India's ITC imports are from China, Japan and South Korea,
India would end up losing a lot of revenue.
Subsidy dispute at WTO
(1) US is also challenging India's export subsidy regime at the World Trade
Organization (WTO).
(2) US is against the MSP regime of India and accuse India of violating WTO
subsidies norms.
Solar trade dispute
(1) USA had accused India of using locally-sourced PV cells in Jawaharlal Nehru
Solar Power Mission for their solar panels installment.
(2) The Appellate Body of WTO concurred that India’s domestic content
requirements for solar cells favours domestic products over imported products.
(3) Under national treatment, governments are required to treat imported
products on par with the domestically manufactured products.
Intellectual property rights
(1) United States Trade Representative (USTR) has once again placed India on
‘Priority Watch List’ in its annual Special 301 Report.
(2) Special 301 Report identifies US trading partners that do not adequately or
effectively protect and enforce IP rights or otherwise deny market access to
its innovators that rely on protection of their IP rights.
US president Donald Trump call India a "tariff King" on this front alleging that
India imposes 100% to 150% tariff on some of its exports. (e.g. Harley Davidson).
However, as per some reports, countries like Japan, South Korea and even US
impose far higher tariffs than what India do.
As per WTO data, the highest tariffs these countries are:
(1) Japan- 736%
(2) South Korea- 807%
(3) US- 350%
(4) Australia- 163%
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US charges very high tariffs on several items like Tobacco (350%), peanuts
(163%), textiles (25%), Sweaters (32%) etc. to protect its domestic producers.
zz Absorbing duty loss: While exporters should be able to absorb the duty loss
where it is 2-3%. The government should look into providing fiscal support to
those products where GSP tariff advantage was significant, particularly in the
labour-intensive sectors.
zz Negotiations: India should continue negotiating for a trade package with the
US, India needs to boost exports and cut non-essential imports.
The Hindu, Indian Express, LiveMint, ToI, Scroll.in
zz

Way Ahead

Source
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15th Finance Commission &
Fiscal Federalism

Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

Why is it in
news?

zz

Finance
commission

zz

zz

zz

zz

GS-2: Issues and challenges pertaining to the federal structure, devolution of
powers and finances up to local levels and challenges therein.
Why are state governments apprehensive about Terms of reference of 15th
finance commission? Suggest some way forward.
The commission is visiting different states across the country before submitting
its recommendations to the government for devolution of taxes and other
fiscal matters for five fiscal years, commencing April 1, 2020.
Article 280 of the Constitution:
(1) The comprehensive set up of the Finance Commission has been provided in
Article 280.
Structure of finance commission:
(1) Consists of a chairman and 4 other members, appointed by the President
himself.
(2) The qualifications are determined by the elected parliament and by
formulating appropriate law.
Functions of Finance Commission: Major functions of it is to make
recommendations to the president of India on the following affairs:
(1) The distribution of the net proceeds of taxes to be shared between
the Centre and the states, and the allocation between the states of the
respective shares of such proceeds.
(2) The principles that should govern the grants-in-aid to the states by the
Centre (i.e., out of the consolidated fund of India).
(3) The measures needed to augment the consolidated fund of a state to
supplement the resources of the panchayats and the municipalities in
the state on the basis of the recommendations made by the state finance
commission.
(4) Any other matter referred to it by the President in the interests of sound
finance.
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Constitutional zz Jurisdictions over tax revenue were assigned according to the following scheme
where five categories of taxes were provided:
provision
for Fiscal
(1) Taxes, which are levied, collected and retained by the Central government.
Federalism
(2) Taxes, which are levied and collected by the Central government but wholly,
assigned to the States.
(3) Taxes which are levied and collected by the Union government but the net
proceed is shared with the States. This category of taxes is also known as
divisible pool.
(4) Taxes, which are levied by the Union but, collected and retained by the States.
(5) Those taxes, which are collected, levied and retained by the States.
z
z
Performance based incentives: 15th FC will recommend performance-based
Analysis of
incentives to the states depending on following parameters:
15th finance
commission
(1) Efforts made in expansion of GST tax-net: For instance, Manipur would
terms of
not be able to compete with Maharashtra in deepening the GST tax net
reference
given its economic, geographic and political factors (instability-bandh and
blockades). Yet, it could be rated negatively.
(2) Efforts made in achieving replacement level of population growth i.e.
Total Fertility Rate 2.1 or lower: Northern states’ total fertility rate higher,
so they are concerned about it.
(3) Controlling the expenditure on populist measures:
zz Both Southern and Northern states concerned about it as both have been
running populist schemes. For instance, free TV, Fridge, bicycle, free laptop
schemes.
zz They fear they will be reviewed negatively, and thus, union will get to keep
more money for itself.
zz Census-2011:
(1) 14th FC had used Census-1971 formula for horizontal distribution of taxes
among states.
(2) As per it, population was given 17% weight i.e. populous state will get more
funds.
(3)	But 15th FC is ordered to use the Census-2011 data.
(4) This would hamper fund allocation of Southern states as they have reduced
their fertility rate between 1971 to 2011, whereas Northern states could
not achieve so due to poverty, illiteracy.
zz New India-2022:
(1) 14th FC had recommended 42% vertical devolution.
(2) 15th FC TOR asks the commission to examine the impact of 42 % devolution
on Union government, including its New India-2022 Vision (Housing for all,
doubling farmers’ income).
(3) States fear that Union will use it as an excuse to keep more funds to itself,
and the devolution may be reduced to less than 42%.
zz Debt and Grants:
(1) 15th FC will also examine whether revenue deficit grants given to the states
should be abolished.
(2) As per Article-293, States can’t borrow without consent of the Union.
(3) So, States are concerned about terms and conditions that Union would
impose on it for borrowings from market/external sources.
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Way forward

Sources

(4) States fear it will reduce their autonomy in raising loans from the market.
The share of cess and surcharges in the Centre’s gross tax revenue had increased
from 7.5 % in 2000-01 to 18 % in 2017-18.
zz An expansion of cess and surcharges levied by the Centre shrink the size of the
divisible pool of taxes in gross tax revenues.
zz In other words, they help the Centre in mobilising tax revenues, which it does
not need to share with the States.
zz Allocation of unconditional transfers:
(1) There is need to determine the total transfers that need to be made and
whether all transfers must be done by the Finance Commission alone.
(2) Some scholars suggested that there is need to re-invent role of NITI Aayog
established in place of planning commission.
zz Fixing proportion of shareable taxes:
(1) It seems that time has come for the Constitution to be amended and the
proportion of shareable taxes going to the States fixed at the desired level.
(2) The shareable tax pool must also include cesses and surcharges as these
have sharply increased in recent years.
zz Appropriate balancing of equity criteria:
(1) There are challenges relating to horizontal distribution. Equity considerations
have dominated the allocations.
(2) The ability of bringing about equalisation across States in India has
limitations.
(3) Even the relatively richer States have their own problems and they feel
‘cheated’ because of the overuse of the equity criterion.
(4) An appropriate balancing of criteria is needed particularly in the context of
the rise in unconditional transfers.
zz Proper fund devolution among Panchayat Raj institutions and urban local
bodies:
(1) 14th Finance Commission had diverted 25% of funds that used to be
earmarked to the zilla parishads and mandal parishads by the earlier Finance
Commissions also to the gram panchayats and released funds directly to
the Gram Panchayats.
(2) As a result, in the last five years, the zilla and mandal parishads were finding
it difficult to mobilise even maintenance expenditure.
zz Control on cess and surcharges:
(1) Higher revenue mobilisation by the NDA government through cess and
surcharges has certainly not been in the spirit of cooperative federalism.
(2) The CAG and the Fifteenth FC Finance Commission needs to take cognisance
of this in order to ensure that this trend is reversed in the next five years.
The Hindu, Hindu Businessline, Economic times
zz

Issue with
Cess and
Surcharges
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8

Electoral bonds & lack of
transparency

Syllabus

GS2: Important aspects of governance, transparency, and accountability,
e-governance- applications, models, successes, limitations, and potential.
Question
To what extent the electoral bonds scheme will be successful in achieving the
coveted objective of transparency in political funding? Critically analyze.
Why in news? zz The Election Commission of India (ECI) has told the Supreme Court that
electoral bonds, contrary to government claims, wreck transparency in political
funding.
zz The petition filed by Association of Democratic Reforms (ADR) on the issue
of electoral bonds, unlimited corporate funding, and transparency in political
funding.
z
z
What are electoral bonds?
Introduction
(1) Electoral bonds are designed as bearer instruments like Promissory notes
that carry no information about the owner but yield to the holder or
bearer of the bond.
(2) It was mooted for the first time in the Union Budget, 2017.
(3) It can be purchased by an Indian citizen or a body incorporated in India.
(4) The bonds will be issued in multiples of Rs 1000, Rs 10,000, Rs 1 Lakh, Rs 10
Lakh, and Rs 1 Crore and can be bought by the donor with a KYC compliant
account.
(5) Donations made through these bonds are exempt from taxes.
(6) They cannot be purchased by paying cash.
(7) The maximum amount that a political party can receive as a donation in
cash is capped at Rs 2000. Electoral bonds thus permit them to raise higher
sums.
zz Eligibility:
(1) Party registered under the Representation of People’s act, 1951 and
securing not less than one percent votes polled in the preceding election is
entitled to receive the electoral bonds.
(2) Electoral Bonds are valid for 15 days from the date of issue and shall not
carry the donor’s name.
(3) The payee will have to fulfill KYC protocols at the bank.
zz They provide a transparent mechanism for political parties to raise finances in
Need for
order to meet election expenditures.
electoral
zz ADR (Association for Democratic Rights) states that 69% of political funding in
bonds/
India comes from unknown sources.
positive
z
z
They will prompt donors to take banking route to donate, with their identity
aspects.
captured by the issuing authority.
zz It also preserves the anonymity of donors which is essential as they need to
be protected against any post-poll intimidation or harassment by political
opponents.
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zz

About ADR

How has India zz
addressed
the issue
of election
funding so far?

Issues
regarding
transparency

zz

zz

zz

Way forward

zz
zz
zz
zz

zz
zz

Source

Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR):
(1) The ADR is a non-partisan, non-governmental organization which works in
the area of electoral and political reforms.
(2) Aims at bringing transparency and accountability in Indian politics and
reducing the influence of money and muscle power in elections.
Timeline:
(1) In 1968, corporate funding was banned.
(2) In 1974, the Supreme Court ruled that party spending for a candidate must
be included in calculating the candidate’s election spend but Parliament
legislated against the order.
(3) In 1979, political parties were exempted from income- and wealth tax,
provided they filed annual returns including audited accounts, listed donations
of Rs 10,000 and above, and disclosed the identities of such donors.
(4) In 1985, an amendment to the Companies Act restored corporate funding.
Companies could donate up to 5% of their average net profit over the
previous three years.
(5) Dinesh Goswami Committee Report (1990), and Indrajit Gupta Committee
Report (1998) recommended partial state funding of elections.
(6) In 1998, the government provided partial state subsidy in the form of
allocation of free time for national and state parties on state TV and radio.
(7) In 2003, individual and company donations fully tax-deductible.
Advantage for ruling govt.: The opposition has pointed out that the bonds
will help any party that is in power because the government can know who
donated what money and to whom.
Identity of donor not revealed: Transparency is not enhanced for the voter.
Scheme undermines the complementary nature of the rights to privacy and
information.
Unchecked foreign funding:
(1) ECI extends its critique to the Finance Act of 2016, highlighting how it had
amended the FCRA 2010 to allow donations to be received from foreign
companies.
(2) It would pump in black money for political funding through shell companies
and allow unchecked foreign funding of political parties.
It can tantalize the buyer of the bond into trading in it for profit.
There should be a National Electoral Fund to which all donors can contribute.
The cap of Rs 2000 for cash donations should be eliminated as it provides an
opportunity for the flow of black money into elections.
Funds in proportion to vote: The funds would be allocated to political parties
in proportion to the votes they get. It would protect the identity of donors as
well as weed out black money from political funding.
To prevent parties from flouting expenditure norms, Election commission
should permit higher expenditure limit for candidates.
To bring all parties on a level playing field and to make private donations less
relevant, state funding of elections can also be explored.
The Hindu, Indian express, live mint, live law.
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9
Syllabus
Relation

Academic Reservation System

GS 2:
Mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection of
vulnerable sections.
zz Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services
relating to Health, Education, Human Resources.
Question
How the reservation system in academic appointments works? Discuss with
reference to recent ordinance related to 13-point and 200-point roster system.
z
Why is it in the z The Union Cabinet recently (7th March 2019) cleared an ordinance to restore
the 200-point roster for reservation in faculty recruitment in universities and
news?
colleges.
zz Various students' and teachers' organisations had been urging the government
to bring an ordinance to restore the 200-point roster taking college or university
as a unit for reservation in teaching posts.
zz 200-Point Roster System:
About the
Roster System
(1) In the 200-point roster system, 99 posts were reserved for SC, ST and OBC
communities. (It considers entire college or university as a unit).
(2) Doing so ensured that the constitutionally mandated reservation
(constitutionally mandated ceiling of 49.5%) is maintained.
(3) The remaining 101 posts were kept for the unreserved.
(4) In case of a deficit in reserved seats in one department, more people from
reserved communities could be employed in other departments at the
university under this system.
zz 13-Point System:
(1) The expression “13-point roster” reflects the fact that 13.33 (or 14)
vacancies are required to complete one cycle of reservations.
(2) Based on this, every 4th, 7th, 8th, 12th, and 14th vacancies are reserved for
OBCs, SCs, OBCs, OBCs, STs respectively in the 13-point roster.
(3) The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th posts will be unreserved in a department.
Again the 9th, 10th and 11th will be unreserved.
zz How it is done?
(1) A position in the roster for any reserved group is reached by dividing 100 by
the percentage of the quota that the group is entitled to.
(2) For example, the OBC quota is 27%. Therefore, they get 100/27 = 3.7, that
is, every 4th post for which a vacancy arises.
(3) SCs, likewise, get every 100/15 = 6.66, that is, every 7th post, and STs get
100/7.5 = 13.33, that is, every 14th vacancy.
(4) Thus, the lower the percentage of reservation provided to a category, the
longer it will take for a candidate from that category to be appointed to a
reserved post.
zz
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What is the
Issue then?

zz

zz

Background/ zz
Developments
zz
zz
zz

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

Problem with 13-point system:
(1) The problem arises when the size of departments are small.
(2) In India, there are a few departments where there are more than 14 faculty
positions, and in such cases, it becomes difficult to ensure reservation to all
SC/ST/OBC posts.
(3) In departments with fewer than four available positions, no reserved seat
will be created at all.
(4) Similarly, for departments with fewer than seven faculty positions, there
will be no SC and ST position.
(5) In departments with fewer than 14 faculty positions, there will be no ST
faculty.
Data:
(1) The UGC report of 2016-17 shows the combined representation of OBCs, SCs,
and STs among assistant professors, associate professors, and professors in
all central universities were 32%, 7.8% and 5.4% respectively- less than the
49.5% reservation ceiling.
(2) Representation of SCs, STs and OBCs at the highest level of teaching
position (Professor) in all Central universities is just 3.2%, 1.1% and 1.1%,
respectively.
(3) According to a report submitted by Banaras Hindu University to the HRD
ministry in 2018, if the university were to use the 13-point roster, posts
reserved for SCs would be reduced by half, those for STs by almost 80% and
those for OBC teachers by 30%.
(4) Central University of Haryana in 2018 advertised 80 seats, but none for SCs,
STs, and OBCs.
(5) IGNTU (Amarkantak) advertised one reserved post out of 52, and Central
University of Tamil Nadu advertised 2 reserved posts out of 65.
In order to provide the constitutionally mandated 49.5% reservation, the
University Grants Commission (UGC) started to treat the university or college
as a ‘unit’ (rather than individual departments), and adopted the ‘200-point
roster.
The quota deficit in one department can be made up by another.
The 200-point system of implementing reservations was adopted by all central
universities by 2014.
In April 2017, Allahabad High Court struck down the 200-point roster, saying
that it could result in some departments/subjects having all reserved candidates
and some having only unreserved candidates.
The Supreme Court upheld this decision.
Later the UGC notified changes to its guidelines, bringing back the 13-point
system.
Following a furore, the Centre moved a Special Leave Petition in the Supreme
Court in April. The court rejected the petition in January 2019.
There were large protests by university faculty members and student bodies
after the Supreme Court dismissed the special leave petition.
The Cabinet now cleared an ordinance to bring back the 200-point roster. But
the ordinance was challenged in court the very next day.
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zz The advantage of the 200-point roster over the 13-point roster is that deficit in
Is the
reservation in one department can be compensated by other departments.
200-Point
z
z
However, the 200-point roster allows for the mandated percentage of
Roster System
reservations, only when exactly 200 appointments are made.
ideal then?
zz Though the 200-point roster system is better than 13-point system, reservation
falls short even here, if the number of appointments is either less or more than
200.
zz Further it may create disparities among the departments that some
departments/subjects having all reserved candidates and some having only
unreserved candidates.
z
z
The mathematical juggling has been reducing the constitutionally mandated
What could be
reservation for the deprived sections.
done?
zz The government should ensure the constitutionally mandated reservations of
49.5% (either 13-point or 200-point) by taking all reserved categories together.
zz Every second position should be given to the reserved categories while
maintaining the internal sequence of reserved positions intact (except the
100th position which shall be kept unreserved to restrict reservation to 49.5%).
zz In this way, every second post will be reserved, which can then be distributed
among all reserved categories as per their respective quotas.
Source
The Hindu, Indian Express, Firstpost.



10
Syllabus
Relation

Aviation Crisis in India

GS 3:
Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources,
growth, development, and employment.
zz Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Investment models.
GS 2: Governance: Important aspects of governance, transparency, and
accountability.
Question
The Indian aviation sector is getting deep into the crisis. What crisis the sector is
facing and what are the causes of the recent crisis?
Why is it in the zz Jet Airways promoter Naresh Goyal and his wife announced their decision to
step down from the board of the airline he had founded 25 years ago, under
news?
the pressure from lenders.
zz The resolution plan led by the State Bank of India (SBI) is that the lenders will
install a board for day-to-day operations and revive the airline, give comfort
level to the pilots by paying their salaries and rentals to the lessors and bring it
to the stage of selling to a new owner to recover their loans.
zz Saddled with more than $1 billion of debt, it has delayed payments to banks,
suppliers, employees and lessors.
zz
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Over the past few weeks, two-thirds of Jet Airways’ fleet has been grounded as
talks over a bailout continue among Jet, its lenders, and Etihad, which owns a
24% stake in the airline.
zz Jet Airways has canceled flights and suspended operations to several
destinations, including Abu Dhabi.
zz After two consecutive years of profits in fiscal 2016 and 2017, Jet incurred
losses of about Rs 76 crore during FY-2018.
zz

Why Jet
Airways is in
trouble?

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

Other Airlines zz
zz
in trouble
zz

About the
Indian
Aviation sector

zz
zz
zz

zz
zz
zz

What ailing
the sector?

zz

Due to the competition: Budget carriers started flooding the market in the
mid-2000s leading to dropping of fares, sometimes to below cost.
The provincial taxes of as much as 30% on jet fuel added to its expenses.
The full-service airlines such as Jet Airways offer amenities like onboard meals
and entertainment mostly for free.
With a negative net worth of over ₹7,242 crore and cash flows under strain, the
airline could not repay its dues to banks and aircraft lessors on time.
It defaulted on loans that were due by December 31 and has delayed payments
to staff and lessors.
Fluctuation in Rupee exchange rate has also added to the worry of payment for
inventory and services availed from foreign vendors.
The airline business in India is getting difficult due to the cut throat competition.
Kingfisher Airlines, ended operations in 2012 after failing to clear its dues to
banks, staff, lessors, and airports.
SpiceJet Ltd. almost collapsed two years later before its founders returned to
gain control and revive the company.
State-run Air India Ltd. is surviving on bailouts worth billions of dollars.
Indigo- India’s largest carrier by passengers flown, has reported a falling profit margins.
According to a report by the International Air Transport Association (IATA),
India is set to become the third largest aviation market in the world by 2025,
behind China and the United States.
Also, the civil aviation industry in India has emerged as one of the fastest
growing industries in the country during the last three years.
India is expected to become the world’s largest domestic civil aviation market
in the next 10 to 15 years.
However, India’s airlines are facing an existential crisis, due to high fuel costs,
low ticket prices and clogged airport infrastructure.
Cost-Revenue Mismatch:
(1) The airlines are getting hit due to high cost but lower yields in India.
(2) Analysts say fall in yields is due to airlines not being able to charge a premium
on fares booked at the last minute.
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Concerns

Way Ahead

Source

(3) High taxes on fuel are another problem.
(4) The Centre charges 14% excise duty on Aviation turbine fuel (ATF). The
states pile on their own sales tax that can go as high as 29%.
zz Fuel Price:
(1) With crude oil prices (subject to volatility) having risen over the past year
and a half, the cost of Aviation Turbine Fuel saw a 40% rise.
(2) Fuel accounts for the biggest expenditure for an airline- anywhere between
30 and 40% of the total expenditure incurred.
zz Rupee Depreciation:
(1) The rupee has seen a consistent fall and even breached 74 to a dollar in
early October though it has stabilized to a degree now.
(2) This means airlines will be spending more on payments made in foreign
currency (apart from fuel) for engine lease rentals, and maintenance and
purchase of spare parts.
zz Competition:
(1) Despite this rise in operational costs, the airlines have been unable to raise
fares because of stiff competition among them.
(2) In an attempt to fill up seats, companies give attractive offers.
zz Impact connectivity: Shutting down of an airline due to losses could impact
connectivity and compress capacity on important routes and drive up airfares.
zz Necessity:
(1) Air travel is no more a luxury, but a necessity, and impacts the economy.
(2) So, possible airline failures will impact the public directly and indirectly.
zz However, experts say that an airline closing down is unlikely, though there
could be a merger or a consolidation.
zz For Jet:
(1) With 16,000 jobs at stake and the general election coming up, the
government is turning on the pressure on banks to find a quick solution.
(2) Using taxpayer money to bail out Jet is not an option as it will be difficult for
the ruling party to defend.
(3) The airline said it was focusing on creating a healthier and more resilient
business and that it had been implementing several measures to cut costs
and raise revenue margins.
zz Experts see a profitable future for most Indian carriers if infrastructure, policy
and regulatory framework improve.
zz The industry stakeholders should engage and collaborate with policymakers
to implement efficient and rational decisions that would boost India’s civil
aviation industry.
zz A fine balance will need to be maintained between pricing and costs to ensure
the industry returns to profit and lives up to its potential as the world’s third
largest market in the next decade.
The Hindu, BL, ET, Rstv, Financial Express.
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11
Syllabus
Relation

Drug Affordability & Pricing

GS 2: Governance and Social Justice
Important aspects of governance, transparency, and accountability.
Mechanisms, laws, institutions, and Bodies constituted for the protection of
vulnerable sections. Issues relating to the development and management of
Social Sector/Services relating to Health, Education, Human Resources.
Question
Drug price control may hamper the growing pharmaceutical Industry in India.
Critically Analyze.
z
Why is it in the z The union government capped trade margins of 42 cancer drugs at 30%, seeking
to curb profiteering on these vital medicines.
news?
zz The move is expected to reduce the prices of cancer drugs by 85% and will
cover 72 formulations and 355 brands.
zz The inclusion of new drugs is in addition to 57 anti-cancer drugs already under
More in the
price control.
news
zz The step has been taken to control the out-of-pocket expenses on medicines.
zz The NPPA currently fixes the price of drugs on the National List of Essential
Medicines under schedule I of DPCO.
zz So far, around 1,000 drugs have been price-capped through this mode.
zz The move is likely to face resistance from the pharma industry.
zz India has traditionally adopted ‘price control’ as a regulatory strategy to ensure
Background
access to drugs, extending the same to medical devices.
zz The NPPA order conceded that out-of-pocket expenditure on medicines is the
single largest factor in pushing families into poverty in the country.
zz Citing the Sandhu committee report of 2004, it also acknowledged the fact
that trade margins go up to even 1,800% or more.
zz Therefore, in view of “extraordinary circumstances”, the NPPA decided to
invoke powers under the Drug Price Control Order (DPCO) to reign in the trade
margins.
zz Some studies on India suggest that about 60 and 32 percent households resort
to borrowings and contributions (from friends and relatives) respectively for
cancer hospitalisation.
zz It is estimated that almost more than 50% of cancer patients avail privatesector facilities and out of pocket expenses in healthcare, including cancer care
is about around 65%.
The other side zz Insufficient Measure:
(1) The price of drugs or medical devices is only a single component of a
patient’s healthcare bill.
(2) In spite of Indian drug prices being one of the lowest in the world, out-ofpocket expenditure of Indians on healthcare is as high as 65%.
zz Retail price Vs Margin:
zz
zz
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How Drug
prices are
controlled in
India?

zz
zz

zz
zz
zz

zz

zz

Impact of price zz
control on
zz

(1) Health activists say that the maximum retail prices of these drugs are already
so high that capping the trade margins would hardly make any difference.
(2) Maximum medicines are being imported at such high prices that trade
margin capping would have a negligible impact.
(3) Suggestion: Some experts expect that the government should bring all
cancer medicines under price control which fixes the maximum selling
price, and just not the trade margin. ( Need to focus more on cost than
margin).
The drug prices in India are controlled using what is called the Drugs (Prices
Control) Order (DPCO) 1995.
The DPCO is an order issued by the government under Section 3 of the Essential
Commodities Act, 1955 empowering it to fix and regulate the prices of essential
bulk drugs and their formulations.
NPPA (National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority), Controls and regulates
the prices of Pharmaceutical drugs in India under the DPCO, 1995.
NPPA began working since August 1997.
The current DPCO 2013 has three primary aims:
(1) Expanding the National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM).
(2) Authorizing the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority to regulate
prices.
(3) Authorizing the NPPA to regulate price increases of non-essential medicines.
About NPPA
(1) NPPA is an organization of the Government of India which was established
to fix/revise the prices of controlled bulk drugs.
(2) It enforces prices and availability of the medicines in the country.
(3) The organization is also entrusted with the task of recovering amounts
overcharged by manufacturers for the controlled drugs from the consumers.
(4) It also monitors the prices of decontrolled drugs in order to keep them at
reasonable levels.
National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM) and NPPA:
(1) Every few years, the Health Ministry, in consultation with experts, draws up
a National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM).
(2) These medicines, deemed essential for the treatment of common conditions,
automatically come under price control.
(3) In addition, the government has the power to bring any item of medical
necessity under price control.
(4) Currently, the health ministry prepares the list of drugs eligible for price
regulation.
(5) Then, the department of pharmaceuticals, which comes under the ministry
of chemicals and fertilizers, incorporates them into Schedule 1 of DPCO.
Following this, the NPPA fixes the prices of drugs in this schedule.
(6) The non-scheduled list is allowed a maximum annual price hike of 10%.
Any price control notification for the Indian pharmaceutical industry portrays a
visible impact on their profit margins.
Pre-Requirements:
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Pharmaceutical Industry

Way Ahead

Source

(1) Modern medicines are mandated to prove their efficacy during numerous
clinical trials, which take years to complete and hit the market.
(2) The underlying groundwork to develop a successful molecule, even a small
pill, demands a strenuous amount of research and knowledge in the field of
science.
(3) To cure a disease with better results, a pharma company has to invest in a
team of expert staff, technology and development procedures, in order to
discover new and preferable medicine.
zz Impacts the Process of Medicine Development and Business Growth:
(1) With the regulations on the price of complex medications and the
consequential profitability of the manufacturing companies, the cash inflow
gets limited for further research and development.
(2) The manufacturers are only able to draw capital investments into the
pharmaceutical industry if a sustained growth rate is established over the past.
(3) Hence due to the regular circular over price control, zeal for continuous
innovation is dwindled at times.  
zz Striking the right balance between rewarding innovation in medical science
research and catering to the needs of a nation’s healthcare system is important
and a challenging task.
zz Addressing the entire Healthcare:
(1) The real route to affordable medicines is pooled, prepaid heathcare for the
populace.
(2) Failure to organise this many a times leads to measures such as price control.
The Hindu, LiveMint, Down to Earth, ET.
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OIC and India

Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

Why is it in
news?

zz

zz

zz
zz
zz

GS-2: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India
and/or affecting India’s interests.
Discuss the significance of OIC for India and challenges before India in
building good relation with Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC).
Recently, United Arab Emirates had invited foreign minister Sushma Swaraj to
attend the foreign ministers meet of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) States which took place in Abu Dhabi.
Finance Minister Sushma Swaraj was the “guest of honour” at the inaugural
plenary 46th meeting of OIC foreign ministers.
The move was seen as a major diplomatic victory for India and a setback for
Pakistan that has consistently opposed India’s entry.
Yet the Abu Dhabi declaration included the phrase “Indian terrorism in
Kashmir”, “atrocities and human rights violations” highlights Pakistani influence
within the organisation.
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Organisation
of Islamic
Cooperation
(OIC)

zz

zz
zz
zz
zz

zz

India’s
address at
the inaugural
plenary
meeting

zz

zz

zz

Background

zz

zz

Significance of zz
invite
zz

zz
zz

Arguments for zz
joining OIC
zz

zz

Second largest inter-governmental organization: With 1.5 billion people and
a combined GDP of about seven trillion dollars, OIC is the second largest intergovernmental organization after the United Nations founded in 1969.
Members: It consists of 57 states spread over four continents.
Administrative centre (headquarters): Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
Voice of the Muslim world: The Organization is the collective voice of the
Muslim world.
Aim: To safeguard and protect the interests of the Muslim world in the spirit
of promoting international peace and harmony among various people of the
world.
Permanent delegations to UN and EU: OIC has permanent delegations to
United Nations and the European Union.
Anti-terror fight was not a clash among civilisations: Ms. Swaraj said the fight
against terrorism and extremism does not amount to a clash of cultures and
instead described it as a fight between ideas.
Role of Indian Muslims: Ms. Swaraj presented India’s pluralism and diversity
as a source of strength and said Indian Muslims are a “microcosm” of India’s
larger diverse culture.
Fighting against terror: To save humanity, India said, we must tell the states that
provide shelter and funding to the terrorists to dismantle the infrastructure
of the terrorist camps and stop providing funding and shelter to the terror
organisations based in their country.
First summit-Embarrassment for India: India was invited to attend the first
summit of the OIC 50 years ago in 1969 in Morocco. But the Indian delegation
had to return midway due to a withdrawal of the invitation after Pakistan’s
objection.
Setback for Indian diplomacy: It was understood as a setback for Indian
diplomacy, as it could not further become a part of the second largest intergovernmental organization in the world (after the United Nations).
Unprecedented event: This is the first-time that India got invitation to be a
Guest of Honour at the Plenary of the OIC.
Timing of the invite: Invitation came at a time when India-Pakistan relations
are at its peak tensions following the Pulwama terrorist attack.
Indication of increased India’s global stature: It can be taken as recognition to
India’s increasing strategic, economic and political significance in globe.
Diplomatic victory: It also indicates India’s success in isolating Pakistan on
global multilateral platform through which it earlier successfully attempted
India’s boycott.
OIC name change: Organisation changed its name from Organisation of the
Islamic Conference to Organisation of Islamic Cooperation in a way opened up
OIC and its engagement with other non-Muslim secular countries and under
which it recently engaged with India.
Indian Muslim population: India represents about 12% of the world’s Muslim
population which is far greater than countries like Thailand and Russia which
got observer status. Thus, India holds huge potential to be a member of OIC.
Positive initiative and firmness showed by member countries:
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zz

zz

zz

zz
Arguments
against joining
OIC
zz

zz

Way
forward and
Conclusion

zz

zz

(1) United Arab Emirates (UAE) has strongly defended the decision to invite
India as a guest of honour unlike earlier incident where India had to return
in midway.
(2) It defended its decision despite Pakistan’s strong objection and threat to
boycott the event.
Opportunity for India and OIC countries:
(1) It will provide great opportunity for India to engage with the Muslim world
and the Middle East.
(2) As Mr. Hamid Ansari said inclusion of India would add to the collective
credibility and bargaining power of the organisation and would allow OIC to
influence India on important issues of the Muslim world.
India’s growing influence and Pragmatic shift in Gulf countries foreign policy:
(1) India is doing rapid progress in its influence in the international arena
through its fastest growing economy, military might and technological
advancement which all together making it a political heavyweight.
(2) Gulf countries also indicating shift in their foreign policy which is now more
based on economic and political dimensions than earlier religious dimension.
(3) Thus, India’s formal association with the OIC would help both to forge
mutually beneficial economic deals.
Use of Indian experiences to OIC countries: India’s experiences would be used
as an asset for joint action to promote tolerance and moderation, modernisation,
extensive reforms in spheres of activities including science and technology,
education, trade, and good governance and promotion of human rights.
Secularism at basis of India: India adopted secularism and thus it doesn’t
prefer any religion above nationality which is contradictory to OIC countries
groupings basis of religion. Thus, the government must carefully consider its
engagement with OIC.
Brotherhood based on Nationality Vs Brotherhood based on Religion:
(1) The major basis of the OIC is of the Muslim Brotherhood which is against
India’s philosophy of brotherhood based on Nationality. India does not
support such a philosophy of a collective identity based on religion.
(2) Thus, if India decides to engage with OIC it should be on the basis of our
national interest not on account of religion.
OIC’s stand on Kashmir: OIC in its earlier statements condemned India and
supported third-party intervention and self-determination which are against
India’s stand on Kashmir as an integral part of India.
Hyphened expectations:
(1) Just after the completion of summit, its joint statement “Abu Dhabi
Declaration” didn’t mention Indian inaugural address or anything related to
India and Pulwama attack and instead condemned India for human rights
violation in Kashmir.
(2) This indicates that it would be wrong to expect that OIC got rid of Pakistan’s
influence so early and would favour India above it.
India’s stature-Difficult to ignore: Given that India being the 3rd largest economy
in the world, one of the biggest importers of hydrocarbons like gas and oil, and
one of the largest exporters of labour especially in the Gulf region, it would be
difficult for the OIC to ignore India.
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OIC Charter:
(1) States the need for consensus among the OIC Council of Ministers for
granting observer status to a state.
(2) Consensus-building for India’s entry in the grouping without Pakistan’s
support is unlikely.
zz New concerns:
(1) Increasing concerns like the rise of Islamophobia, cross-border terrorism,
extremism, and instability in the world order made the OIC become more
relevant than ever before.
(2) Thus, active engagement in the grouping by India can add more substance
to the existence and working of the OIC.
zz Taking it forward: India’s presence at the latest OIC meeting is historic, but it
ultimately a stepping stone to which more engagement with the Muslim world
is needed.
The Hindu, Indian express, Hindustan times, the Diplomat
zz

Sources
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UN Reforms

Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

Why is it in
news?

zz

zz

zz

What is UN?

zz
zz
zz

Efforts till date zz

GS-2: Important International institutions, agencies and their structure,
mandate.
Explain in detail need for UN reforms and India’s approach India’s and strategies
towards UNSC membership.
In a recent bid of India to list Masood Azhar a global terrorist, China once again
used its veto power to turn it down which again raises question on veto power
of P5 members and reforms related to it.
Recently, for month of March 2019, France assumed the Presidency of the
United Nations Security Council and it has reiterated its support for India along
with Japan and Germany as the permanent member of UNSC.
International organization: The is an international organization founded in
1945. It has 193 members.
UN Secretary-General: UN's Chief Administrative Officer.
General Assembly: States are admitted to a membership in the UN by a decision
of the General Assembly on the recommendation of the Security Council.
UN Secretary-General efforts for reform:
(1) UN Secretary-General António Guterres has made proposals to reform the
United Nations since the beginning of his term in January 2017.
(2) This plan has following main goals:
¾¾ To prioritize prevention and sustaining peace.
¾¾ To enhance the effectiveness and coherence of peacekeeping operations
and special political missions.
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¾¾ To align the peace and security pillar more closely with the development

zz

Why UN
reforms
needed?

zz

zz
zz

zz

UNSC reforms zz
till date
zz

India’s bid
for UNSC
reforms and
permanent
membership

zz
zz

zz
zz

and human rights pillars to create greater coherence and cross-pillar
coordination
WW-II organisation:
(1) UN was established after WW-II to avoid any war further and to maintain
world peace.
(2) Now in 21st century, the global challenges UN have to face changed
completely and in some instances UN also received criticism for not
delivering on its mandate.
21st century geo-political realities:
(1) UN also received criticism for its failure to take cognisance of new emerging
powers which are capable of shouldering the responsibility.
(2) Thus it is said that it doesn’t reflecting contemporary geo-political realities.
(3) India is also making its efforts to push for governance reforms instead of
just procedural and managerial reforms.
Increasing consensus: Today many member states are for UN reforms than
earlier. Thus, it’s getting now wider attention and push for it.
Use of veto:
(1) P-5 members of UNSC enjoy a veto power. So, it’s argued that misuse of veto
power by P-5 over a time period is increasing for their own petty national
interests over wellbeing of all.
(2) Thus, many important and substantive issues get blocked and neglected like
Terrorism, climate change.
Transparency and Working Methods:
(1) It is one of the important factor need to focus on along with UNSC reforms.
(2) Undemocratic nature of UN working will reduce its value and credibility in
world.
1965:
(1) Number of elected, non-permanent seats without veto power was extended
from 6 to current 10.
(2) It’s the only Security Council reform since its formation.
2015:
(1) Intergovernmental Negotiations (IGN)-UNGA adopted a framework text
for further discussion on UNSC reform by means of IGN.
(2) This indicates most of the members support the restructuring of UNSC.
UNSC has always been significant for India since its founding years.
India’s important factors as basis for bidding: Population, industrial potential,
willingness and ability to contribute to international peace and security, and
past performance, and the need for representation for various regions for
states to be selected for the Security Council.
Democratic majority: India has always got democratic majority in terms of
support from other UNGA member countries for it UNSC membership.
India's popularity in UNGA:
(1) India has been elected for seven terms for a two-year non-permanent
member seat, the last being 2011-12, only behind Japan, Brazil and
Argentina.
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zz
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Conclusion

zz

(2) In last term, India won the non-permanent seat with the highest votes in
the UNGA which shows its popularity among countries.
U.S.A: It merely favoured a “modest expansion”, without supporting any
formula under consideration and no alteration or expansion of the veto.
Russia: It supports India’s bid for membership almost with no condition.
France: It supported the addition of five new permanent members, including
India, without any objection to veto being extended to them.
U.K: It supported the G-4 without the power of veto.
China: It indicated that the time had not come for any serious negotiations on
the subject.
UNSC power and role:
(1) UNSC exercises almost all the substantive powers in UN and its unwillingness
to reforms and denial to settling on reduced or less power is the biggest
hurdle.
Difficulty in getting consensus: Claims and counter claims among different
members creates hurdles in implementation of reforms.
Other challenges to UN reforms:
(1) These are present in the form of fragmented structures, complex procedures
and red-tapism. The UN Secretary General himself expressed concern over
it.
Broad agenda and complexity therein: UN reforms are just not limited to the
question of expansion of the UNSC but also include reform in- veto power,
geographical quotas, appointment of the Secretary General, voting procedures,
Security Council-General Assembly relationship, etc.
India’s bid to UNSC will help India:
(1) To improve its global stature and to project it as world power.
(2) To contain and compete with its rival in region i.e. China.
(3) To contain state sponsored terrorism like in case of Pakistan.
(4) To make UNSC itself more democratic and inclusive.
(5) To fulfil its long dream of leading developing countries.
Reforming veto powers:
(1) There should be limit on unlimited veto power of P-5 members and one
nation alone must not be allowed to block the UNSC consensus.
(2) Alternative suggestions like elimination of veto, dual veto i.e. veto will only
be effective if it is used by two permanent members instead of just one
need to be considered.
Maintaining credibility of UNSC: In recent times the credibility of UNSC has
suffered as it remained a mute spectator and failed in tackling the conflicts in
different parts of the world such as Syria, Ukraine, Israel recent provocations,
etc.
Continuing efforts: India needs to continue its efforts to push for UN and UNSC
reforms and need to keep pressurising P-5 countries to agree for reforms.
Consensus and willingness in P-5 countries: All P-5 countries need to have
consensus and willingness to accept that institutions that reflect the imperatives
of 20th century won't be effective in the 21st.
The Indian interests in joining the reformed UN Security Council stem from its
long, civilisational history, an exceptional, globally impacting geography
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and demography, its rapidly increasing traditional great power ambitions, and
assuming its rightful place in the community of nations.
zz UN to maintain its relevance and act as world parliament of countries in true
sense need to undergo reforms in all aspects.
The Hindu, ORF, Live Mint, RSTV

Source
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Denuclearization of Korean
Peninsula

Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

Why is it in
news?

zz

Background

zz
zz
zz

zz

zz

zz

2nd summit
outcomes

zz

Impediments zz
in progress on
talks
zz

zz

GS- 2: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on
India’s interests, Indian diaspora.
Discuss impediments in progress in ongoing US-North Korea Denuclearization
of Korean Peninsula talks and Suggest way forward for the same.
Second summit between US-N.Korea leaders remained inconclusive because
of North Korea’s insistence on lifting US imposed sanctions on it without the
committing to eliminate its nuclear arsenal.
1950: North Korea invaded democratic South Korea.
2003: North Korea had withdrawn from the NPT.
2003: Six-Party Talks initiated which involved China, Japan, North Korea, Russia,
South Korea, and the United States but failed.
2018: Inter-Korean dialogue between Kim Jong Un and Moon Jae-in and
declaration referencing the shared goal of denuclearization of the Korean
peninsula.
2018: Trump and Kim sign a joint declaration agreeing to "establish new
US-DPRK relations," "build a lasting and stable peace regime on the Korean
peninsula" and recover POW/MIA remains.
Inconclusive deal: The recent second summit between U.S. President Donald
Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, in Vietnam, was cut short after
they failed to reach a deal on the extent of sanctions relief North Korea would
get in exchange for steps to give up its nuclear programme.
Lack of clear understanding between leaders: In recent summit, after summit
US said North Korea want complete sanctions to be lifted whereas North Korea
said it just asked for few sanctions to be lifted in return of closure of 1 nuclear
facility.
Differences on complete denuclearisation: South Korea emphasised that
complete denuclearisation was essential for peace. However, North Korea
didn’t make its stand clear on it.
Different understanding of word “Denuclearisation”: It means different things
to different people. For the U.S., it is surrendering all nuclear assets in return
for peace and normalisation like Iraq, Libya whereas North Korea seems to go
for a different model.
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Pakistan factor:
(1) North Korea posed significant security risk to India by exchanging missile
technology with Pakistan.
(2) Thus, there is eminent concern on Indian side for possible collaboration
between North Korea and Pakistan relations.
zz New market for Indian goods:
(1) New relationship between Washington and Pyongyang could also benefit
India in ensuring a new market in the East Asia.
(2) This is significant to in the wake of government’s ‘Act East policy’ that
focuses on increasing economic ties between India and its neighbours in
the Asia-Pacific region.
zz India’s positive image in North Korea:
(1) India and North Korea has long-standing diplomatic relations dating back
to the Korean war of the early 1950s when New Delhi was part of the
international initiative to bring in the ceasefire.
z
z
Complete
guarantee: The final agreement between both leaders should
What is
guarantee North Korea s sovereignty and non-interference in its internal affairs.
needed for
zz Equal reciprocation from both sides:
complete
denuclearis(1) North Korea has complained that the United States has done little to
ation of
reciprocate for its actions so far to dismantle some weapons facilities and
Korean
freeze its weapons testing.
peninsula?
(2) US and UN also need to reciprocate with lifting all UN non-proliferation
/ Way forward
related sanctions on North Korea.
zz Firm commitments: Both leaders need to make firm commitments to work
toward the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula with clear mutually
agreed meaning of “Denuclearization”.
zz Verification procedures: North Korea must also sign and ratify the IAEA
additional protocol. In addition, it must agree to certain negotiated conditions
on its missile programme with verification procedures.
zz China factor: US while continuing its bilateral effort to engage with North
Korea, it also needs to understand that China is also important stake holder in
case of North Korea and help of China would catalyse the peace process.
zz Increasing engagements: Both need to increase their engagements through
different platforms and with frequent summits to maintain peace and
normalisation in ties.
zz Insecurity and fear mitigation: The real reason for nuclear expansion of North
Korea is continuous insecurity and fear of invasion by USA. Thus, it needs
to be addressed with clear agenda, mutual trust and assuring help for its
development, energy security, food security, etc.
zz Identifying role of South Korea: After recent summit failure, South Korea
expressed its willingness for mediation which need to be utilized by both sides
for early conclusion.
zz The issue of denuclearisation can be resolved if both increase their engagements
Conclusion
with through continuous dialogue and diplomacy.
Sources
The Hindu, Indian express, Indian diplomat
Benefits of
successful
talks to India

zz
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India-Latin America Relation

Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

Why is it in
news?
Brief timeline

zz

zz

zz
zz
zz

zz
zz
zz
zz

What attracts
India to have
good relations
zz
with LA?
zz

Bilateral
relations

zz

zz

GS-2: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India
and/or affecting India’s interests.
What attracts India to have good relations with Latin American region? Discuss
challenges and opportunities in engagement with region.
Recently, the Vice President concluded his two-nation visit to Paraguay and
Costa Rica to strengthen bilateral ties with the two Latin American countries.
1968: Significant visit of Indira Gandhi to the region.
2004: India and MERCOSUR had signed a PTA in 2004 offering reciprocal tariff
preferences to each other.
May 2018: Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu chose Guatemala, Panama and
Peru for his first foreign visit. This was the first high-level Indian visit to the two
countries in 50 years of diplomatic ties.
June 2018: President Ram Nath Kovind visited Suriname and Cuba.
November 2018: Prime Minister Modi visited Argentina to attend the Group of
Twenty (G20).
March 2019: Vice President’s two-nation visit to Paraguay and Costa Rica.
Huge market: Latin America is home to near bout 625 million population which
is half of India’s population but with landmass of 5 times that of India with huge
potential of resources for raw material and market for finished goods.
India's desire to diversify energy sources: India being fastest developing
country in world now wants to diversify its energy resources imports to reduce
its dependency on one particular country to ensure its energy security.
China factor: Growing Chinese influence in the region is also a matter of
concern for India which in turn attracts India to maintain good relations with
and sufficient presence in Latin America.
Trade and investments:
(1) Sectors for engagement: Indian pharmaceuticals, automobiles, textiles,
chemicals, machinery and other value-added products have found dedicated
customers all over the region.
(2) Private companies: Indian companies-UPL, Godrej, Hero and others-have
bought local companies or invested in greenfield projects.
(3) Indian software companies: Over a dozen Indian software companies
employing several thousand software professionals in development and
delivery centres all over Latin America.
(4) Source for raw material and new market: Latin America offers an essential
alternative source for our raw material needs, and new markets for valueadded exports of our goods and services, in an increasingly insecure and
volatile international environment.
Energy security:
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(1) Latin America has discovered many more domestic reserves of oil over the
past few years, which provides great potential for engagement.
(2) With India showing keen interest in procuring energy from Latin America,
both sides are set to benefit from the current state of the market.
Defence relations:
(1) India through its PSU Hindustan Aeronautics Limited has sold helicopters to
Ecuador, Peru, Suriname, etc.
(2) India also authorized its sale of BrahMos supersonic missiles to Latin
American countries.
(3) DRDO with Brazilian defence ministry engaged in developing airborne radar system.
MERCOSUR:
(1) It comprises Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.
(2) It was formed in 1991 to facilitate free movement of goods, services, capital
and people among the four-member countries.
(3) It is the third largest integrated market after the European Union (EU) and
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Pacific Alliance:
(1) It is a Latin American trade bloc, formed by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and
Peru, all bordering the Pacific Ocean.
(2) Aim is to form an area of integration with the purpose of ensuring a complete
freedom in the movement of goods, services, capital, and people.
(3) India has an observer status at the annual summit of Pacific Alliance.
China factor:
(1) Chinese influence has been increasing exponentially over the last few years.
(2) It has a target of US$500 billion in trade and US$250 billion investment in
the region by 2025.
Ad hoc interactions: India has absence of strategic agenda, lack of uniform
approach and ad hoc basis of engagement with Latin America stagnated its
relationship growth with Latin America.
Rivalries between countries:
(1) Rivalries between countries like Brazil and Argentina for regional dominance
is also affecting India’s relations.
(2) For instance, while India and Brazil are part of the G4 seeking the UNSC
membership, Argentina is part of the coffee club (Uniting for consensus
movement in opposition to the possible expansion of Security council).
Low investment:
(1) Bilateral investments are relatively low. It is only four percent of India’s total
outward investment.
(2) India’s investment and trade in Latin America is very low compared to the
Chinese trade and investment with the region.
Engagement and visits: Recent engagements have created the buzz but a lot
more dialogue through engagement and visits needs to be conducted.
Energy security:
(1) India looking for an alternative to reduce its dependency on West Asia for
its energy security.
(2) With US cutting down its oil imports Latin America also needs countries
willing to import its oil and thus can be a stable supplier.
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engagements/ zz Climate change:
Opportunities
(1) Both India and Latin America need to increase their collaboration in understanding
to increase
the impacts of El-Nino and its approach against weather pattern.
engagements
(2) Countries dependent upon agriculture and fishing, particularly those
bordering the Pacific Ocean, are the most affected by El-Nino.
zz Integrated market:
(1) Both India and Latin America need to increase their collaboration in understanding
the impacts of El-Nino and its approach against weather pattern.
(2) Countries dependent upon agriculture and fishing, particularly those
bordering the Pacific Ocean, are the most affected by El-Nino.
zz Exchange of Expertise:
(1) India on one hand has expertise in service sector, Space programs, education
and innovation whereas on other hand Latin America got expertise in
poverty alleviation programs, sustainable energy technology and agriculture
and food storage (Brazil).
(2) Both can exchange knowledge about these expertise with each other to
benefit mutually and grow rapidly in these fields.
zz Food security:
(1) LA Region can also contribute immensely towards food security as Latin
America region is five times that of India and only has half as much
population.
(2) India is importing pulses and oil seeds from many of African and Southeast
Asian countries at very high costs.
(3) Thus, it can negotiate with South American countries that can give it an
edge over existing suppliers in terms of prices.
zz Mining:
(1) Latin America is also very rich in minerals such as copper, lithium, iron ore,
gold and silver.
(2) It gives India an opportunity to increase investments for their extraction as
well as for their imports at cheaper rates.
z
z
Increase
diplomatic reach:
Conclusion
(1) Despite a highly energetic outreach to the rest of the world, India still
relegates Latin America to the backwater of diplomacy.
(2) Thus, there is an urgent need for India to reconsider its relations with Latin
America with a seriousness of purpose.
Source
The Hindu, ORF, Diplomat, PIB
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16. Naga Peace Accord
Syllabus
relation
Question

zz

GS-3: Internal security

zz

Discuss in detail the reasons for the delay in finalizing Naga Peace Accord
signed by the government in 2015. Suggest way forward.
North East India is culturally, ethnically and linguistically most diverse part
of the country. Discuss the challenges in the governance of this part of the
country and Government’s approach towards it with special focus upon Naga
Peace Accord.
Recently, the Forum for Naga Reconciliation (FNR), the influential civil society
group in Nagaland gave a call to re-imagine the Indo-Naga Peace Process.
1952: Armed movement begin.
1963: Naga Hills-a district of Assam was upgraded to a state.
1975: Government got a section of NNC leaders to sign the Shillong Accord
under which this section of NNC and NFG agreed to give up arms.
1988: NSCN which was formed by peoples in opposition of Shillong Accord
split into NSCN (IM) and NSCN (K).
1997: GoI signed a ceasefire agreement with NSCN (IM).
2015: Nagaland peace accord signed by GoI and the National Socialist Council
of Nagaland- IssacMuivah (NSCN-IM).
Nagas: The Naga people are various individuals or ethnic groups associated to
the North Eastern part of India and north western Myanmar. The tribes have
similar cultures and traditions, and form the majority of population in the
Indian state of Nagaland, with significant populations in Manipur, Arunachal
Pradesh and Assam in India and the Sagaing Division of Myanmar
Distribution:
(1) The tribes have similar cultures and traditions, and form the majority of
population in the Indian state of Nagaland.
(2) It also has significant populations in Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh and in
Assam in India and the Sagaing Division of Myanmar.
Naga tribes: As of 2012, the state of Nagaland officially recognises 16 Naga
tribes.
“Greater Nagalim” which comprises “all contiguous Naga-inhabited areas”,
along with Nagaland, several districts of Assam, Arunachal and Manipur and a
large tract of Myanmar.
Greater Nagalim has about 7 times area (1,20,000 sq km) that of state of
Nagaland which consists of 16,527 sq km.
These claims by NSCN (IM) have always kept Assam, Manipur and Arunachal
Pradesh suspicious of a peace settlement that might affect their territories.

zz

Why is it in
news?
Brief timeline

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

Nagas

zz

zz

zz

Demands of
NSCN (IM)

zz

zz
zz
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Naga peace accord: It was signed in August 2015 by GoI and the National
Socialist Council of Nagaland- IssacMuivah (NSCN-IM) to end the insurgency.
Basis of framework agreement:
(1) Article 371A of constitution of India accords special status to Nagas.
(2) The framework agreement is based on the "unique" history of Nagas and
recognising the universal principle that in a democracy sovereignty lies with
the people.
NSCN stand:
(1) NSCN (IM) showed willingness to change their goals from complete
sovereignty and Greater Nagalim to acceptance of constitutional framework
(2) The NSCN appreciated the Indian political system and governance.
GoI stand:
(1) Government of India has made clear that existing boundaries of states will
not be altered.
(2) The Government of India recognized the unique history, culture and position
of the Nagas and their sentiments and aspirations.
(3) It will advance a life of dignity, opportunity and equity for the Naga people,
based on their genius and consistent with the uniqueness of the Naga
people and their culture and traditions.
(4) It will restore peace and pave the way for prosperity in the North East.
Accord details: The details of the accord are yet to come in public domain.
Aimed at cultural integration instead of territorial integration: The deal is said
to have provided for cultural integration of Naga areas instead of territorial
integration as NSCN-IM abandoned its earlier demand for independent
sovereign state.
Adoption of peaceful path: It shows the intent of both parties to resolve the
issue through peaceful dialogue and in a time-bound manner.
Integration of North-East with the Indian mainland: Greater peace and
normalcy will enhance growth of north east India and realise its economic
potential leading to the integration of North-East with the Indian mainland.
Fulfilling aspirations of Naga people:
(1) This peace accord will fulfil aspirations of Naga people and will honour
constitutional Article 371A which accords special status to Nagas.
(2) It would also provide for the financial and administrative autonomy of the
Naga-dominated areas in other states.
Importance to geo-political position of North East:
(1) The Peace accord dealt well with the internal security dimension of the
North-East given its geo-political position as being surrounded by four
countries China, Myanmar, Bangladesh and Bhutan.
(2) Greater normalcy in North east region will allow security forces involved in
internal security to be moved to border areas.
No final conclusion reached: The agreement has remained only on paper as
there is no progress since it was signed in 2015.
Lack of clarity in further course of action: Central government signed a
preamble in November 2017 with six Naga National Political Groups (NNPGs) to
hold further discussions to find a solution but it showed no clarity on roadmap
to get all factions on the same page.
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Non-Inclusive agreement: Agreement has only one major faction i.e. NSCN-IM
in its consideration and it left major factions and stakeholders like NSCN (K),
tribes of Eastern Nagaland, etc are not onboard.
zz Exclusion of important issues: The agreement is said to have skirted critical
issues raised by Nagas like a separate ‘flag’ and armed Naga battalions, noncodification of Naga customary law.
zz Maintenance of secrecy: Government didn’t disclosed main provisions of
original agreement signed completely which increasing uneasiness and doubt
in minds of other factions and thus, increase in armed conflicts are seen.
zz No major effect on illegal working of NSCN-IM: NSCN-IM is reported to be
operating its illegal work in an area like extortion, parallel government, arms
supply etc. with impunity.
zz Impracticability of demand:
(1) NSCN (IM) has continued its demand of complete autonomy to Nagas in
other states which in turn a threat to the territorial integrity of Assam,
Manipur and Arunachal Pradesh. This would lead to clashes in other states.
zz Inspiration to other factions: Soft and peaceful approach to these rebel groups
by the government could also inspire other rebel groups in other parts of India
to have autonomy or separate state on lines of Naga Peace accord.
zz Inclusive agreement and representation to other stakeholders:
(1) There are numerous stakeholders in the Naga peace process like NSCN
(Khaplang), Naga Hoho( tribal council), Naga National Council(NNC), Naga
Student Federation(NSF) and Naga Mother Association.
(2) Thus, for dialogue to be successful government through proper consultations
needs to accommodate the interests of all these parties.
(3) It is also important to take Naga inhabited states in confidence before
announcing any final decision.
zz Inspiration to other factions: If government get success in finalizing this accord,
it will motivate other rebel factions across India to adopt this peaceful path of
settling demands.
zz Confidence building measures: Continuing its dialogue, the government should
also initiate confidence-building measures through infrastructure creation in an
area in terms of health, education and employment generation, etc. to address
the developmental problems.
zz Mainstreaming of rebels: Government should increase its efforts to mainstream
rebels through attractive packages like reduction of punishments, financial
support through imparting skills, education, absorption in the state forces after
re-training, etc.
zz Guiding light for resolving other ethnic conflicts: As Naga issue is one of the
oldest armed ethnic conflicts in India, resolution of it will act as guiding light for
resolving other ethnic conflicts in the North East such as those involving Kukis,
Meiteis, Bodos, Dimasas, Hmars, and Karbis.
The Hindu, Indianexpress, Hindustan times.
zz

Way forward

Conclusion

Sources
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Syllabus
Relation

Unorganized Sector Workers

GS 2:
Protection of vulnerable sections.
Social Sector/Services relating to Health, Education, Human Resources.
zz Poverty and hunger.
zz Government recently launched the social security scheme 'Pradhan Mantri
Question
Shram Yogi Mandhan Yojana'. Critically analyze the various provisions of the
scheme.
z
z
Recently, the Prime Minister launched the Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi
Why is it in
Mandhan (PM-SYM) Yojana. (05 March 2019).
the news?
zz The national pension scheme for workers and labourers of the unorganised
sector was announced in the interim Budget in February this year.
zz The scheme will be open for unorganised sector workers under the age of 40
More about
years earning up to Rs 15,000 every month.
the PM-SYM
zz The pension scheme entails a minimum monthly pension of Rs 3,000 after the
Yojana
age of 60 years to its beneficiaries.
zz An unorganised sector worker joining pension yojana at the age of ¾¾ 29 years will have to contribute only Rs 100 per month till the age of 60 years.
¾¾ 18 years, will have to contribute Rs 55 per month only.
zz The Government will deposit equal matching share in the pension account of
the worker every month.
zz The target is to cover 10 crore informal sector workers in five years.
zz It will be implemented by the Labour Ministry.
zz The enrolment will be carried out by all the Common Service Centres (CSCs).
zz Eligibility:
¾¾ Only the workers between the age of 18 years and 40 years can avail the
benefits of PMSYM scheme.
¾¾ Beneficiaries need to have a bank account linked with their Aadhaar number
to avail its benefits.
¾¾ Informal workers already covered under the National Pension Scheme, the
Employees' State Insurance Corporation Scheme or Employees' Provident
Fund Scheme cannot avail the PMSYM scheme.
¾¾ Workers who are income-tax assessees are not be eligible, either.
zz Voluntary nature of contributions:
Challenges/
Problems with
(1) The contributions are not linked to employment of workers and are
PM-SYM
voluntary in nature.
(2) Social security schemes all over the world and even in India are linked with
employment. However, in the new scheme, the contributions are to be
made by the workers.
(3) To expect workers to deposit their contributions regularly over a period of
20 to 30 years is a tall ask and practically not possible.
zz
zz
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Sector in India
zz
zz
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zz
Issues with
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sector workers zz
zz
zz

zz

Way Ahead

zz
zz
zz

Poor paying capacity:
(1) As per some experts, contributory pension schemes are set to fail since
those targeted find the monthly payments too high.
(2) Even least developed economies like Bolivia, Lesotho and Botswana have
no-strings-attached pension for the poor.
Low level of Life Expectancy:
(1) By the age of 60 year when the pension benefits are supposed to start
flowing in, a large chunk of workers will not be alive any more to claim
benefits.
(2) The current average life expectancy in India is 68.8 years and for rural males
it is 65 years.
(3) However, life expectancy in India varies sharply with socio-economic status.
Income Cap:
(1) The income cap of Rs 15,000 per month may be a hurdle for urban and
metro city poors.
Unorganized sector of the economy refers to the house-hold based
manufacturing activity and small scale and tiny sector of industry.
The unorganised sector is not registered with the government and whose
terms of employment are not fixed and regular.
In this sector, no government rules and regulations are followed. There is no
job security present in this sector.
The Indian Economy is characterized by the existence of a vast majority of
informal or unorganized labour employment.
Low productivity: It is widely acknowledged that the informal sector in India
suffers from a low productivity syndrome, compared to the formal sector.
Low real wages: The prominent features of the sector are lower real wages and
poor working / living conditions.
Seasonal nature of work: The sector is characterized by excessive seasonality
of employment (especially in the farm sector).
Poor human capital base (education, skill and training) as well as lower
mobilization status of the work force further add to the vulnerability and
weaken the bargaining strength of workers in the informal sector.
Other problems faced by Unorganised workers:
(1) Insufficient labour laws.
(2) No social security.
(3) Bonded labour (they don’t complain about this because if they do their
master may remove them considering their ignorance).
(4) Child Labour (they are the most exploited among them.
(5) Working Women- issue of harassment at work place.
(6) Vulnerable to diseases
India has moved forward on advancing principles of rights, inclusion and
employment security for workers but there is still a lot to be done.
The budgetary allocations and provisions must come with increased
accountability and responsibility built into the system.
Redressal Mechanism: There should be a way to have feedback and a dedicated
complaint redressal system, so that dispute and policy revisions can be sorted
out quickly and in an informed manner.
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Awareness: Making the people financially literate is very important through
awareness-building and educational programmes.
zz Information dissemination of rights and entitlements is also very important
and must be looked into.
zz Alternatives: Instead of always providing cash, one can also provide for other
forms of facilities free healthcare and educational.
The Hindu, PIB, ET, The Wire.
zz

Source
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UArticle 370 and 35A
zz

Syllabus

zz
Question
Why in news? zz
zz
zz
zz

Introduction

zz
zz

zz

GS2: Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features,
amendments, significant provisions and basic structure.
Article 370 and 35A undermines the unity of our nation. Critically analyse.
There was a writ petition filed by an NGO “We the Citizens” challenging the
validity of both Article 35A and Article 370.
The threat of abrogation of Article 35A is leading to unprecedented political
developments in the Valley.
Attorney General KK Venugopal told the SC, during a hearing on 35A, that the
Centre was in favour of a ‘larger debate’ caused consternation through the Valley.
Recently, a Kashmiri woman called CharuWali Khan, settled outside the state,
challenged the legality of Article 35A that allows J&K to define its “permanent
residents”.
She claimed that such it took her succession rights away and disenfranchised her.
Article 35A:
(1) It bestowed Jammu and Kashmir Legislature a complete freedom to decide
about the permanent residents of the State.
(2) It gives the permanent residents special rights and privileges regarding the
acquisition of property in the state, in public sector jobs, scholarships and
other public aid and welfare.
(3) The provision was arguably added in pursuance of Article 370 that gives
special status to the state of J&K within the Indian Union.
(4) The wording of Article 35A tries to insulate it from being challenged in
courts by mandating that no act of the legislature coming under it can be
challenged for violating the Constitution or any other law of the land.
Negative Aspects of Article 35A:
(1) It forbids Indian citizens from settling in the state, acquiring immovable
properties, seeking employment in the state.
(2) Issue of women’s rights: If a native woman marries a man not holding a
permanent resident certificate of Jammu & Kashmir, then she would lose
her property right and their children also become ineligible to claim the
property of their mother.
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(3) Critics allege that Article 35A has catalysed in radicalization and ghettoization
and aids separatist ideology.
(4) Article 35A also adversely affects the economic development of the state.
Article 370:
(1) Included in the Constitution on October 17, 1949.
(2) Exempts J&K from the Indian Constitution (except Article 1 and Article 370
itself) and permits the state to draft its own Constitution.
(3) It restricts Parliament’s legislative powers in respect of J&K.
(4) For extending a central law on subjects included in the Instrument of
Accession (IoA), mere “consultation” with the state government is needed.
(5) But for extending it to other matters, “concurrence” of the state government
is mandatory.
(6) The IoA came into play when the Indian Independence Act, 1947 divided
British India into India and Pakistan.
Terms included in the IoA:
(1) IoA gave Parliament the power to legislate in respect of J&K only on Defence,
External Affairs and Communications.
(2) Temporary provision:
(3) Article 370 could be interpreted as temporary in the sense that the J&K
Constituent Assembly had a right to modify/delete/retain it; it decided to
retain it.
(4) Another interpretation was that accession was temporary until a plebiscite.
(5) Article 370(3) permits deletion by a Presidential Order. Such an order, however,
is to be preceded by the concurrence of J&K’s Constituent Assembly.
Significance:
(1) Article 370 itself mentions Article 1, which includes J&K in the list of states.
(2) Article 370 has been described as a channel through which the Constitution
is applied to J&K.
(3) India has used Article 370 at least 45 times to extend provisions of the Indian
Constitution to J&K. This is the only way through which, by mere Presidential
Orders, India has almost nullified the effect of J&K’s special status.
Challenges:
(1) Right to equality: Article 14 of the Constitution gives a fundamental right to
equality before law.
(2) In favour of males: But 35A is heavily loaded in favour of males because
even after marriage to women from outside, they will not lose the right of
being permanent residents.
(3) Outsider vs insider: While a woman from outside the state shall became a
permanent resident on marrying a male permanent resident of the state, a
daughter who is born state subject will lose her permanent resident status
on marrying an outsider.
(4) Violation of fundamental rights: Of those workers and settlers like Scheduled
Caste and Scheduled Tribe people who have lived there for generations.
(5) Children of non-state subjects do not get admission to state colleges.
(6) Ruins the status of West Pakistani refugees: Being citizens of India they are
not stateless persons, but being non-permanent residents of Jammu and
Kashmir, they cannot enjoy the basic rights and privileges.
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Conclusion
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Judiciary’s stand:
(1) Supreme Court was ready to have a discussion on scrapping Article 35A
while the state government opposed such a move.
(2) The Supreme Court hinted at referring petitions against Articles 370 and
35A of the Constitution — which give special provisions to Jammu and
Kashmir — to a Constitution bench.
(3) The top court said all petitions that demand scrapping of the articles should
be heard together.
zz Arguments against scrapping Article 35A:
(1) Seen as an assault on the special status of the Jammu and Kashmir.
(2) Cannot be challenged on the ground that they affect the fundamental rights
of the other Indian Citizens.
(3) Rights of the state legislature are not unlimited and can be given only in the
case of – Employment, Property, Settlement and Scholarship.
(4) Kashmiris are apprehensive that such a move would be dominated by the
Hindu nationalist groups.
zz Arguments in favour of scrapping:
(1) Article 35A was not a part of the original Constitution but was added later
by a presidential order of 1954.
(2) Article 370 is another matter of discussion as it is not permanent but a
temporary clause.
(3) The definition can be altered by the state government by passing a law with
two third majority.
zz Give confidence: It is necessary to give confidence to the residents of J&K that
any alteration in status quo will not take away their rights but will boost J&K’s
prosperity as it will open doors for more investment.
zz Requires a relook: especially given that J&K is now a well-established democratic
State.
zz Removed as an expression of the will of the people: If Article 35A is to be
removed, it must be removed as an expression of the will of the people,
through a political process which includes the people of Jammu and Kashmir
in the discussion.
zz Insaniyat, jamhooriyat and Kashmiriyat: Atal Bihari Vajpayee firmly believed
that the issues relating to J&K could be resolved following the principles of
insaniyat (humanity), jamhooriyat (democracy) and Kashmiriyat (Kashmiri
values).
zz Kashmir has been on the boil since the death of Hizbul Mujahideen leader
Burhan Wani.
zz Taking a hasty step to deal with Article 35A under such dire circumstances, ,
may prove to be the last straw in the Centre’s relationship with the state.
The Hindu, Indian express, PIB, RSTV.
zz

Analysis
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E Mobility in India

GS 3:
Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc.
Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources,
growth, development and employment.
Question
What are the different aims of India's National Electric Mobility Mission Plan?
What could be done to achieve the targets of the plan?
Why is it in the zz Recently, the central government notified the second phase of the FAME India
scheme (FAME II) with a Rs 10,000-crore outlay to encourage adoption of
news?
electric and hybrid vehicles.
zz The scheme is proposed to be implemented over a period of three years, with
effect from April 1, 2019.
zz The FAME India (Faster Adoption and Manufacture of (Hybrid and) Electric
About FAME
Vehicles) Scheme was launched by the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public
Scheme
Enterprises in 2015.
zz The scheme was launched to incentivize the production and promotion of
eco-friendly vehicles including electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles.
zz FAME India is a part of the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan.
zz Main thrust of FAME is to encourage electric vehicles by providing subsidies.
zz FAME focuses on 4 areas i.e. Technology development, Demand Creation, Pilot
Projects and Charging Infrastructure.
zz The phase-I of the scheme is being implemented for a period of 2 years i.e.
from 2015-16 and FY 2016-17.
zz FAME-II
(1) The Second phase of the scheme will focus on boosting demand for EVs and
creating the charging infrastructure, pilot projects for innovative proposals,
technology, technology platform for e-mobility etc.
(2) However, no target has been set for electric vehicle (EV) sales to be achieved
over the given period of the scheme's implementation.
(3) The scheme also proposes support for setting up of charging infrastructure.
zz Benefits under FAME-II:
(1) 10 lakh registered electric two-wheelers with a maximum ex-factory price
will be eligible to avail incentive of Rs 20,000 each.
(2) It will also support 5 lakh e-rickshaws having ex-factory price of up to Rs 5
lakh with an incentive of Rs 50,000 each.
(3) There will be an incentive of Rs 1.5 lakh each to 35,000 electric fourwheelers with an ex-factory price of up to Rs 15 lakh.
(4) It will support 7,090 e-buses with an incentive of up to Rs 50 lakh each
having an ex-factory price of up to Rs 2 crore.
z
z
The
advent of new technologies is a key enabler to go green.
Background
zz
zz
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Why
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zz
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National
Electric
Mobility
Mission Plan.
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zz
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National
Electric
Mobility
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zz
zz

zz

zz
zz

Issues/
Challenges

zz

The government is making efforts to introduce enabling policies to push green
energy-powered vehicles with pollution rising to alarming levels.
According to a NITI Aayog report, transport demand has grown almost 8 times
since 1980, way more than any other Asian economy.
India has set an ambitious target to electrify 100% of vehicles on road by 2030.
It aims to achieve 6-7 million sales of hybrid and electric vehicles each year
from 2020 onwards.
The government is promoting the idea through various financial schemes and incentives.
Environment-friendly:
(1) According to a WHO report, 14 Indian cities feature in the top 20 most
polluted cities in the world.
(2) Moving to electric vehicles is expected to reduce the pollution in
cities by 80-90%.
Energy Security:
(1) As per the data of 2018, Conversion of vehicles to electric vehicles has
potential to save fossil fuels worth about $100 billion annually.
(2) Along with saving countries foreign exchange, it will prevent the dependency
on importing the petroleum products.
Cost-effective: The per kilometer cost for an electric car is just 85 paisa against
Rs 6.5 for normal cars.
Government of India launched the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan
(NEMMP) 2020 in 2013.
It aims to achieve national fuel security by promoting hybrid and electric
vehicles in the country.
There is an ambitious target to achieve 6-7 million sales of hybrid and electric
vehicles year on year from 2020 onwards.
Government aims to provide fiscal and monetary incentives to kick start this
nascent technology.
It will also help in reducing GHG emission in India.
The Programme aims to provide an impetus to the entire e-mobility ecosystem
including vehicle manufacturers, charging infrastructure companies, fleet
operators, service providers, etc.
The Programme will be implemented by Energy Efficiency Services Limited
(EESL) which will aggregate demand by procuring electric vehicles in bulk to
get economies of scale.
EESL had procured 10,000 e-vehicles last year and will issue a new tender very
soon for 10,000 more e-vehicles to cater to the growing demand.
With these 20,000 electric cars, India is expected to save over 5 crore litres
of fuel every year leading to a reduction of over 5.6 lakh tonnes of annual
CO2 emission.
Costs
(1) In a country where 75% of car sales are in the small (cheaper) car segment,
cost is a huge factor to consider before buying EVs.
(2) On an average, the electric variant of a petrol-run car is more than double
its price.
(3) The cost of EVs in India bumps up primarily due to Li-ion batteries. The
batteries make up to about 70% of the cost of the vehicle.
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Lack of required Infrastructure:
(1) The non-availability of sufficient charging infrastructure is hampering
promotion of the electric vehicles in the country.
(2) Also there is a rampant problem of load shedding in many parts of the
country.
(3) For Electric Vehicles to run smoothly, India will need assured excess power
supply that can be fed to charging stations throughout the country.
zz Lithium Resource:
(1) India does not have enough lithium reserves (a key raw material for EV
batteries) for manufacturing lithium-ion batteries.
(2) Given the concern of supply shock, lithium could become as important as
buying oil and gas fields overseas.
(3) Chinese firms are already acquiring assets in countries such as Bolivia,
Australia and Chile, which have substantive lithium reserves, trying to
establish a monopoly on lithium reserves.
zz Technological impediments:
(1) There are challenges regarding development of local manufacturing of
components which will take some time.
(2) In other critical areas such as motors, controllers are also yet to be fully
developed. This adds to costs and makes price of the vehicles uncompetitive.
zz Niti Aayog had recommended offering fiscal incentives to EV manufacturers
and discouraging privately-owned petrol- and diesel-fuelled vehicles.
zz Awareness: It is important to play an active role in educating consumers about
the positive features of EVs.
zz Improving Infrastructure: Government should focus on improving charging
and other infrastructure related issues to electric vehicles.
zz To Promote Shared Mobility:
(1) There is needs to improve public transport and shared mobility so that
fewer commuters opt for private vehicles.
(2) Government should curb the ownership of vehicles per household and
make it prohibitively expensive to own more than one vehicle.
zz Green Shift:
(1) India’s shift to EVs should be kickstarted by converting intra-city public
transport to green, and by generating enough surplus power through clean
energy.
The Hindu, PIB, LiveMint, ET, RSTv.
zz

Way Ahead
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One Nation, One Driving License

Syllabus
Relation

GS 3: Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Investment
models. Science and Technology - developments and their applications and effects
in everyday life.
GS 2: Governance Important aspects of governance, transparency and
accountability.
Question
Appropriate use of technology is critical for enhancing the efficiency of any
system. Discuss with reference to the newly introduced 'Smart uniform driving
license policy'.
Why is it in the zz The Indian government plans to roll out uniform smart driving license and
vehicle's registration certificates across the country.
news ?
zz Across the country, the format, colour, design of DLs will be the same and will
also be embedded with microchips and QR codes.
zz The new norms will be enforced from 1st October, 2019.
zz The cost of moving to this new system and issuance of the new smart driving
More in the
license will not be more than Rs 20 per license and State Governments will be
news
given enough time to roll out this new process.
Features of the zz All the new Driving Licenses (DL) issued by RTOs across the country will carry
the same uniform look which means, same format, same colour, same design
new uniform
and same security features.
driving license
zz All new DLs will also be embedded with a SIM card like microchip and QR
codes.
zz Like in metro cards, all new DLs near-field communication (NFC) feature that
will enable traffic cops to access the details easily.
zz New smart driving licenses will feature the National and State emblems along
with the name of issuing authority.
zz The new DL will have a driver’s declaration to donate organs and mention
if the driver is driving a specially-designed vehicle meant for the physically
challenged.
zz This new uniform change will not just be on new and learners license. All the
renewed license will have this new look.
z
z
Different states and UTs issuing its own driving licenses in its own format has
Background
created some chaos for the government and traffic police.
zz New data shows that over 25% of Indians hold more than one driving licenses.
zz While the Government has not made it mandatory to link DL to aadhar it
is working on issuing a uniform Driving Licenses across all States and Union
Territories (UTs).
zz Curbing Redundancy and Duplication:
Significance
(1) It will help in reducing data redundancy of driving licenses and reduce the
multiplicity of driving licenses.
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Challenges to
new uniform
license policy

Way Ahead

Source

(1) Having more than one DL is illegal and the government will have a massive
crackdown against people holding with more than one DL.
zz Cost-Effective: Overall cost to add the new features would increase by just Rs
15 - 20 per card. This will further allow states to easily roll out the new cards
within the given time frame.
zz Near-Field Communications (NFC) will allow traffic enforcers to access driver
details stored on the cards. on their hand-held devices.
zz Data Records:
(1) The cards will give direct access to the URL containing driver and vehicle
details. This also includes any past records of both the driver and vehicle
alike.
(2) Once the state have the database, It would not be difficult for the police to
identify all those involved in accidents and criminal activities.
(3) It will act as deterrence to errant and unruly drivers.
zz Lack of awareness about the issuance and use of the uniform license could be
a barrier in the process and may end up with the ambiguity and delay.
zz Workforce training: The training of different authorities and proper coordination
among the different agencies(like QR code team, blood group inclusion, IT team
etc.) is a challenge.
zz Regional Disparity: The uniform system all over the country may not take
place uniformly due to the differential potential of states in streamlining and
implementing the process. It may affect the inter-state mobility.
zz Corruption: The more stringent or hard to escape technological setup and the
big fines may pave way to the corruption by traffic cops.
zz Training: The drivers and the issuing authorities has to be trained and
government has already started working on it.
zz Official trainer should be better equipped with skill and knowledge
zz Road safety management and safe infrastructure: The new uniform license
system should be complemented by safety norms and better infrastructure.
zz Education and enforcement: Along with educating people and authorities, the
timely enforcement of the new policy is must for the success of policy.
zz Use of Satellite imaging and Google maps upgradation, Smart cctv systems so
that any flaw and malpractice is detected and address immedietly.
The Hindu, ToI, Rstv, Financial Express.
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Immunization/Vaccination in India

Syllabus
Relation
Question

GS 2: Governance and Social Justice :Social Sector/Services relating to Health,
Education, Human Resources.
zz Immunization holds key to meet the SDG 3. In this context discuss the
significance and various challenges of immunization program in India.
Why is it in the zz Growing worldwide concerns about immunisation are so virulent that they
figure among the WHO’s 10 Greatest Public Health Threats of 2019.
news ?
zz Vaccine hesitancy’s latest target is the measles-rubella (MR) combo. India
introduced it through a special campaign in 2017.
zz This January, 70 Mumbai schools refused to submit to the MR programme,
and the civic body could vaccinate only 19.5 lakh children of its nearly 29 lakh
target.
zz Also there are few cases in several states like Karnataka and Uttar pradesh
where people refused vaccination due to whatsapp rumours.
zz Immunization is the process whereby a person is made immune or resistant to
Introduction
an infectious disease, typically by the administration of a vaccine.
zz Vaccines stimulate the body’s own immune system to protect the person
against subsequent infection or disease.
zz Million of children die every year in India, mostly from preventable diseases.
zz While safe water and nutrition greatly help, Immunisation is the most direct,
doable and cost-effective solution to prevent various diseases.
z
z
India
has the largest number of births in the world- more than 26 million a
Data
year and also accounts for more than 20% of child mortality worldwide.
zz Nine million immunization sessions are organized each year to target these
infants and 30 million pregnant women for routine immunization.
zz Though some improvement has taken place in the past few years, the country
still accounts for the largest number of children who are not immunized: 7.4
million.
zz Around 1.3 million Indian children contract measles every year.
zz This also makes them prone to pneumonia and diarrhoea severe enough to need
hospitalisation, encephalitis which can lead to mental disability, complications
with hearing and sight.
Significance of zz Direct and Cost-effective :Immunization is one of the most cost-effective
interventions to prevent the suffering that comes from avoidable sickness,
Immunization
disability and death.
zz Socio-Economic Impact: Along with the improvements in health and life
expectancy but also have the social and economic impact at both community
and national levels.
zz Sustainable Development Goal: An effective evenly targeted immunization
programme will greatly contribute to achieving the SDG-3 that aims for Good
Health and well-being.
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in India

zz
zz
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Mission
Indradhanush

zz

zz

Way Ahead

zz

zz

Limited Human resources: Limited capacities of staff, particularly in poorperforming states and at the field level hampers the outreach of the program.
Inefficiency: Gaps in key areas such as predicting demand, logistics and cold
chain management, which result in high wastage rates.
Limiting Factors:
(1) The factors limiting vaccination coverage include large mobile and isolated
populations that are difficult to reach.
(2) Also there is low demand from underinformed and misinformed populations
who fear side effects and are influenced by anti-vaccination messages.
Vaccine Hesitancy:
(1) WHO defines vaccine hesitancy as delay in acceptance or refusal of
vaccination despite the availability of vaccination services (Due to lack of
trust and misinformation).
(2) Vaccine hesitancy is usually context based, and also factored by:
a) Faith and ethnicity.
b) Past experience with the system.
c) Perceptions about the motivations of those giving the vaccines.
Vaccine hesitancy risks the public health consequences of vaccine-preventable
disease outbreaks.
Mission Indradhanush:
(1) Mission Indradhanush has given a booster shot to the Universal Immunisation
Programme.
(2) Launched in 2014, to target underserved, vulnerable, resistant, and
inaccessible populations.
(3) The programme ran between April 2015 and July 2017, vaccinating around
25.5 million children and 6.9 million pregnant women.
(4) This contributed to an increase of 6.7% in full immunisation coverage (7.9%
in rural areas and 3.1% in urban areas) after the first two phases.
Intensified Mission Indradhanush (IMI):
(1) In October 2017, government launched Intensified Mission Indradhanush
(IMI)- an ambitious plan to accelerate progress.
(2) It aimed to reach 90% full immunisation coverage in districts and urban
areas with persistently low levels.
(3) IMI was built on MI, using additional strategies to reach populations at high
risk, by involving sectors other than health
Political Will and Sufficient Resources:
(1) There should be sustained high level political support, advocacy, and
supervision across sectors.
(2) Also the flexibility to allocate finance and people where needed, is essential.
(3) All districts must strengthen staff capacity to list household beneficiaries.
(4) Add additional vaccination sites to improve access, and invest in the
transportation required for both.
Awareness Campaigns:
(1) Reaching out to communities and areas with poor immunisation coverage with
well-articulated strategies for community awareness will be key to success.
(2) Use of mass media, interpersonal communication (IPC), school and youth
networks and corporates, building on Mission Indradhanush.
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Better communication and counselling skills, tailored to local beliefs, are
needed by community providers in health and partner sectors.
zz The Intensified Mission Indradhanushstrategy showed that cross-sectoral
participation can increase vaccination rates in children at high risk.
zz Districts and primary care facilities must work more effectively with nonhealth stakeholders across sectors by involving them early in planning and
communication strategies.
zz Use of Technology:
(1) Strengthening the data recording and registration systems, called Mother
and Child Tracking System (MCTS).
(2) The linking of already available systems with the unique identification like
Aadhaar can facilitate tracking of the beneficiaries.
(3) Furthermore, development of universal health cards and electronic record
maintenance can facilitate care-seeking by the migrant population in urban
areas and can be used to decide resource allocations.
zz Address Vaccine Hesitancy:
(1) Education and training of health-care workers need to be undertaken to
address vaccine-hesitant behaviors among them.
(2) Countries should incorporate a plan to measure and address vaccine
hesitancy into their country's immunization program as part of good
program practices.
(3) Also, sensitise media to an evidence based rather than sensational approach.
The Hindu, Times of India, UNICEF, Scroll.in.
zz

Source
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National Mineral Policy 2019

GS2: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors
and issues arising out of their design and implementation.
Question
Examine the features of National Mineral Policy 2019.
Why in news? zz Union cabinet has approved National Mineral Policy 2019.
zz Policy aims to ease merger and acquisition of mining entities, attract private
sector participation in exploration, allow transfer of mining leases and creation
of dedicated mineral corridors.
zz NMP 2019 replaces the extant National Mineral Policy 2008 which was
announced in year 2008.
zz Benefits:
About new
policy
(1) The New National Mineral Policy will ensure more effective regulation.
(2) It will lead to sustainable mining sector development in future while
addressing the issues of projects residing in tribal areas.
zz Objective:
(1) The aim is to have a more effective, meaningful and implementable policy.
(2) This brings in further transparency, better regulation, and enforcement,
balanced social and economic growth as well as sustainable mining practices.
zz Key features in NMP 2019:
(1) Introduction of Right of First Refusal for reconnaissance permit and
prospecting license RP/PL holders.
(2) Encouragement of merger and acquisition of mining entities and transfer of
mining leases and creation of dedicated mineral corridors to boost private
sector mining areas.
(3) The 2019 Policy proposes to grant the status of the industry to mining
activity to boost the financing of mining for the private sector.
(4) Also grants for acquisitions of mineral assets in other countries by the
private sector.
(5) Mentions rationalize reserved areas given to PSUs which have not been
used and to put these areas to auction.
zz Some other features:
(1) Long-Term Export-Import Policy: Proposes a long-term export-import policy
for the mineral sector to provide stability and as an incentive for investing in
large scale commercial mining activity.
(2) Attract Private Investment: NMP 2019 aims to attract private investment
through incentives while the efforts would be made to maintain a database
of mineral resources and tenements under mining tenement systems.
(3) Use coastal waterways and inland shipping: The new policy focuses
on the use of coastal waterways and inland shipping for evacuation and
transportation of minerals and encourages dedicated mineral corridors to
facilitate the transportation of minerals.

Syllabus

zz
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Impact mining zz
on Various
sector of
zz
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zz
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(1) The utilization of the district mineral fund for equitable development of
project affected persons and areas.
Inter-Generational Equity:
(1) Policy introduces the concept of Inter-Generational Equity that deals with
the well-being not only of the present generation but also of the generations
to come.
(2) It also proposes to constitute an inter-ministerial body to institutionalize
the mechanism for ensuring sustainable development in mining
Position of Mining Sector in GDP: Mining industry considered to be the
backbone of economic growth of India. This sector constitutes a major
contribution in nation's GDP.
Royalty:
(1) The royalty has been revised in order to make them favourable to the
private sector.
(2) Royalty rates on minerals in India are a matter of grave concern as it can
affect the competitiveness of mine firms.
(3) These are observed to be high as compared to many countries.
Vulnerability to International Market:
(1) Countries with limited mineral resources are most vulnerable to the effects
of high mineral prices and supply disruptions.
(2) Hence mineral policy in import dependent countries should have a strong
security dimension.
Employment in Mining Sector:
(1) Mining sector plays a critical role generating employment. Despite this,
contribution of mining to direct job creation at the national level is relatively
very small.
(2) Employment in Indian mining sector had grown at a rate of about 3% per
annum over the last 10 year.
Environment Consideration in Mineral Policy:
(1) Mineral exploration and exploitation also adversely affect the environment.
(2) The uncontrolled development as per the growing demands goes hand in
hand with global environmental devastation.
(3) For sustainable development, the key issue is managing natural resources
including minerals optimally without disturbing the ecological balance and
containing natural hazards.
Royalty regime is onerous in India and needs revisions in its methodology.
There is a need to securitize mineral resources and also the policy which is
reflected in different measures that characterise the policy.
In India, resource nationalism and the constant demand for more energy
are urging on a social conflict. This should be reflected in the policy trend to
consider minerals increasingly as strategic issue, which in part a response to
the national development.
Mineral sector can potentially change the situation by providing much needed
employment and infrastructure creation. Hence, employment from mining
needs to be encouraged, so as to maximize the contribution of mineral sector
to GDP.
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It is imperative to develop and implement an action plan for creating capacity
in departments of mining and geology for development and conservation of
mineral resources and formulation of strategy to ensure raw materials security.
zz Policies must be formulated to ensure sustainable mining future considering
the needs of the people, environment and economy.
zz In the present era mining sector has become the subject of intense analysis and
debate all over the world.
zz The pragmatic dimension is to be seen in the need for elaborating in detail the
basic mineral strategy of the nation and policy requirements for fulfilling the
needs of the mining sector and consequently proper implementation of the
policy.
PIB, The Hindu, mines.gov.in, researchgate.net.
zz

Conclusion

Source
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Forest Fires

Syllabus

zz

Question

zz

Why in news? zz
zz
zz

Introduction

zz
zz
zz

GS3:
(1) Development, Biodiversity, Environment, Security.
(2) Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental
impact assessment.
(3)	Disaster and disaster management.
There are growing instances of frequent fires in the forest regions of India.
What do you think are the causes and what measures would you suggest to
resolve it?
The number of forest fires shot up to 14,107 from 4,225 between November
2018 and February 2019 according to the Real-Time Forest Alert System of the
Forest Survey of India (FSI).
A five-day fire that raged through the Bandipur Tiger Reserve has reportedly
burnt more than 15,400 acres of forests.
Last year a report titled ‘Strengthening Forest Fire Management in India’, was
published by MoE&F along with the World Bank.
The vulnerability of the Indian forests to fire varies from place to place
depending upon the type of vegetation and the climate.
The coniferous forest in the Himalayan region comprising of Chir, Fir, Spruce,
Deodar etc. is very prone to fire.
Forest fire- part of the ecosystem:
(1) Fire effects on all forests are not equal.
(2) Tropical rain forests on account of fog and mists are least affected by fires.
(3) In deciduous forests of the temperate region, as a result of heavy rainfall and
dampness and relatively high humidity, fire is very occasional and less damaging.
(4) Evergreen forests with broad leaves of dry areas and conifer forest are
more susceptible to fire in general.
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Causes for fire zz
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Impact of
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zz
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Forest fire as a management tool:
(1) Forest fire serves an important function in maintaining the health of certain
ecosystems.
(2) Controlled burning has been used as a genuine forest management measure
in the developed countries.
(3) In India Slash and Burn method of farming is used by the tribal of hilly
areas, in which they cut down and burn small areas of the forest.
(4) This method of burning offers them not only the cheapest means to clear
the forest but also supplies free fertilizers in the form of ash.
Regions where forest fires occur in India:
(1) About 70% of forests in India composed of scrub, grassland, dry and moist
deciduous forests.
(2) Every year in March, forest fires happen in the dry deciduous forests in India,
especially in A.P, M.P, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Maharashtra,
Odisha and Assam.
Natural causes:
(1) Lightning during thunderstorms may lead to the occurrence of forest fires.
(2) In dry season friction leading to sparks by rolling stones in the mountainous
areas may lead to forest fires.
(3) In bamboo areas, forest fires may occur by the rubbing together of clumps
of dry bamboos.
(4) Volcanic eruptions also lead to forest fires naturally.
Man-made causes:
(1) Shifting Cultivation: In the northeastern parts of India, the practice of slashand-burn shifting cultivation is the leading cause of forest destruction.
(2) To get good grass: Forest fires are also caused intentionally to meet the
need of fodder for grazing cattle.
(3) To get better flush for tendu leaves: In central India, fires are ignited in the
forest to increase the production of tendu leaves. Tendu leaves collectors
set fires in the summer months to promote a better flush of leaves.
(4) For concealing the illicit felling: Smugglers and poachers many times start
forest fires to hide the stumps of illicit felling. The poachers use forest fires
for terrorizing wild animals and hunting too.
(4) For cleaning forest paths by the villagers: Many times villagers set small
fires to clear off the path from dry litter i.e. tree twigs, branches, leaves etc.
This fire when become uncontrollable turns disastrous.
Loss of valuable timber resources:
(1) Forest fires cause indispensable loss to timber and deteriorate its quality.
(2) Valuable timber species like teak, sal, chir, deodar, Sheesham, rosewood
etc. are adversely affected by the fire.
Degradation of water catchments areas:
(1) After a forest fire, soil moisture is decreased and litter decomposition
becomes almost negligible.
(2) The removal of litter also decreases water holding capacity of soil and most
of the rainwater is washed away removing top fertile soil of the forest
resulting in loss of soil fertility.
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Loss of wildlife habitat: A wildfire along with killing wild animals also destroys
their habitat and thus makes their survival at stake.
zz Loss of natural vegetation:
(1) Loss of natural vegetation, millions of hectares of the forest area turn to
ashes and remains of no use.
(2) Among various degradation factors, forest fire is also one of the major
factors for overall loss in forest cover.
zz Global warming:
(1) Effect of vegetation burning is the production and release of gases including
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, and various other gases, which
are released to the atmosphere in a matter of hours.
(2) Burning of forest also destroys an important sink for atmospheric carbon
dioxide.
zz To strengthen the Organization, responsible for forest fire management
including:
(1) Communication network of wireless system; Effective transportation;
Improved fire resistant clothing; Fire fightingequipments; Fire finder; Fire
tenders.
(2) To coordinate the States/U.T's plans for systematic forest fire management.
(3) To provide input regarding training, research, extension, and publicity.
(4) To coordinate international transfer of technology and training in the field
of forest fire management.
zz Need to have a clear policy framework at Central level for the purpose of
effective Forest fire management.
zz Awareness should be created among the villagers residing near the forests
with respect to the long-term ill effects of forest fires.
zz Empowering and capacity building of communities for management of Forest
fires must be prioritised.
zz Resilience of the forests against fires must be enhanced using moisture and
water conservation, forest floor biomass management, weed management etc/.
zz Preparedness for eventualities of fire is important to manage them. Forest
fire detection and alert, digitization of location of critical resources and assets,
using of forest fire lines, control burning etc must be resorted to.
zz Suppression of fires once they break out is critical. Appropriate capacity
building of government staff and community members is important in this
regard. Further using technology for moitoring and maintaining infrastructure
needed for access can help in suppressing.
zz Measures to prevent forest fires have to be taken before summer season when
fires are prevalent.
zz Local people should be given skills to use online portals or mobile apps in order
to monitor the forests for fires and inform forest authorities regarding the same.
zz Post fire management is crucial for damage assessment, ascertaining actual
cause, finding out loopholes at planning and implementation level.
zz Funds must be made available at all levels to ensure effective management of fires.
The Hindu.
zz

NATIONAL
PLAN FOR
FOREST FIRE
MANAGEMENT: main
objectives

Way forward
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Rising Man-animal Conflict

Syllabus

zz

Question

zz

Why in news? zz
zz

More about

zz

zz

zz

Impact

zz

Govt.
initiatives

zz

GS3: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental
impact assessment
Man-animal conflicts are on the rise in India, thus proactive measures are
required for a healthy Human-Animal Interface. Examine.
A leopard entered a school in Bangalore, injuring three people who tried to catch
it. An elephant tore through Siliguri town, breaking walls and smashing vehicles.
Such incidents attained serious dimensions in many regions of the country to
the detriment of conservation.
Introduction:
(1) Man-animal conflict refers to the interaction between wild animals and
people and the resultant negative impact on people or their resources, or
wild animals or their habitat.
(2) It occurs when wildlife needs overlap with those of human populations,
creating costs to residents and wild animals.
Statistics:
(1) According to MEFCC, conflict with wild animals has killed more than 1,100
people across India between 2014 and 2017. (1,052 lives were lost to
elephants. 92 people died in tiger attacks.)
Causes:
(1) Habitat fragmentation and shrinking of habitat.
(2) Increased disturbance: It is due to collection of fuel wood, fodder, NTFPs,
water etc. from the forests by tribal.
(3) Changing crop patterns: People have started growing commercial crops like
sugarcane and banana near forest areas which provide good hiding place
for the wild animals like wild boar, sloth bear and panther.
(4) Water scarcity during summer
Human-wildlife conflict are more serious in the tropics and in developing
countries where livestock holdings and agriculture are an important part of
livelihoods and incomes of people in rural areas.
(1) Injury or loss of human lives: People living near forest areas are at risk of
attack by carnivores.
(2) Crop damage: Destruction of crops by wild animals can result in loss of income.
(3) Loss of livestock: killing of livestock by carnivores can destroy income source
of agro-pastoralists who depend exclusively on cultivation and production
of livestock.
(4) Damage to property.
Suggestions in Draft national wildlife action plan (NWAP) 2017-31:
(1) Environment ministry ensure that developmental projects do not increase
conflicts with the help of traditional knowledge.
(2) National surveys to collect data on wildlife-human conflict.
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(2) Formation of a trained workforce for forest departments to tackle conflicts.
Immune-contraception method:
(1) In January 2018, the Environment Ministry has approved immunecontraception method to address man-animal conflicts.
(2) The immuno-contraception is non-hormonal form of contraception.
(3) It causes production of antibodies which in turn prevents pregnancy.
(4) Sanctioned over Rs 10 crore for ‘immunology contraception’ of wild boars,
Rhesus monkeys and elephants.
zz Draft National Forest Policy, 2017:
(1) Short-term actions include quick response, dedicated teams of well equip
and trained personnel, mobility, strong interface with health and veterinary
services, rescue centres, objective and speedy assessment of damage and
quick payment of relief to the victims.
(2) Long term actions include monitoring and management of population of wildlife.
zz MEFCC Guidelines on Man-Animal conflict:
(1) Wild Life Rescue Teams equipped with adequate personnel, equipment
and communication systems should be present in potential areas of mananimal conflict.
(2) There should be proper rescue mechanisms for human and/or animal
victim of conflicts.
(3) Awareness campaign for encouraging conservation friendly practices,
cultivation of suitable species which do not attract wildlife
(4) Compilation of data on conflicts, reasons for such conflicts, best practices
of response.
(5) Help locals in constructing barriers and develop scaring away methods.
(6) Insurance programs for damage due to wildlife
zz SMS Alert System in Kerala:
(1) A mobile App, called Wild Watch has been developed to mitigate man-animal.
(2) The system consists early warning system, public SMS alert, staff
monitoring and management, fence integrity detection system and realtime monitoring.
Solution/ way zz Measures to reduce this conflict:
forward
(1) To undertake SMC works in the habitat: Soil and moisture conservation
measures (SMC) like vegetative checks dams, loose boulder check-dams,
cement plugs, Nala bunding, water tanks, should be taken in the forest so
that water regime of the forest is increased in a natural way.
(2) Regulate monoculture and increase number of edibles miscellaneous species
near forest areas: This will provide more food for animals in the forest.
(3) Regulate fragmentation of wildlife habitat and wildlife corridors: While
going for construction of dams, long canals for irrigation and Highways
through the forest areas, the fragmentation of wildlife habitat should be
avoided and proper care should be taken so that the connectivity through
wildlife corridors is not disturbed.
Source
The Hindu, The Indian Express, PIB, The wire.
zz
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YuvaSahakar Scheme
Why in news
More about
the news

NCDC

Source

National Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC) has come up with a
youth-friendly this scheme for attracting them to cooperative business ventures.
zz Eligibility:
(1) It would have more incentives for cooperatives of North Eastern region,
Aspirational Districts and cooperatives with women or SC or ST or PwD
members.
(2) All types of cooperatives in operation for at least one year are eligible.
zz Funding
(1) The scheme will be linked to Rs 1000 crore ‘Cooperative Start-up and
Innovation Fund (CSIF)’ created by the NCDC.
(2) The funding for the project will be up to 80% of the project cost for these
special categories as against 70% for others.
(3) The scheme envisages 2% less than the applicable rate of interest on term
loan for the project cost up to Rs 3 crore including 2 years moratorium on
payment of principal.
zz Nodal Agency: Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare.
zz It supports cooperatives in diverse fields apart from agriculture and allied sectors.
zz It is a sole statutory organization functioning as an apex financial and
developmental institution exclusively devoted to cooperative sector.
PIB
zz

Rule on reuse of cooking oil
Why in
news?

zz

More in news zz
zz
zz

About RUCO

zz

FSSAI recent directive prohibiting Food Business Operators (FBOs), from
reusing cooking oil more than three times has not being implemented well in
Karnataka.
Karnataka is the first State to have a Bio Energy Development Board.
Re-used cooking oil is being collected from big chains of restaurants.
Challenges:
(1) Main issue is regarding the registration of units.
(2) Empanelment: Without it many aggregators are finding it difficult to collect
used cooking oil from hotel chains.
Repurpose Used Cooking Oil (RUCO)
(1) UCO poses adverse health effects. During frying, Total Polar Compounds
(TPC) are formed on repeated frying.
(2) TPC is responsible for diseases such as hypertension, atherosclerosis,
Alzheimer’s disease, liver diseases.
(3) Therefore, it is essential to monitor the quality of vegetable oils during frying
(4) FSSAI has fixed a limit for Total Polar Compounds at 25 percent beyond
which the vegetable oil shall not be used.
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(1) RUCO is an ecosystem that will enable the collection and conversion of

source

UCO to biodiesel.
The Hindu

Change in law has made election candidates more accountable
Why in
news?
About the
new changes

Source

Law Ministry made it mandatory for election candidates to reveal their incometax returns of the last five years, as well as the details of their offshore assets.
zz This was done by amending Form 26, after the Election Commission of India
wrote to the Ministry on February 13.
zz What is Form 26?
(1) Candidate in election is required to file an affidavit called Form 26.
(2) This furnishes information on her assets, liabilities, educational
qualifications, criminal antecedents and public dues, if any.
(3) The affidavit has to be filed along with the nomination papers and should
be sworn before an Oath Commissioner or Magistrate of the First Class.
zz Changes:
(1) Earlier, a candidate had to only declare the last I-T return. Details of foreign
assets were not sought.
(2) It is now mandatory for candidates to reveal their own income-tax returns
of the last five years rather than only one, and the details of offshore assets.
(3) Offshore assets: means details of all deposits or investments in foreign
banks and any other body or institution abroad and details of all assets and
liabilities in foreign countries.
zz Objective:
(1) The objective behind introducing Form 26 was that it would help voters
make an informed decision.
(2) The affidavit would make them aware of the criminal activities of a
candidate, which could help prevent people with questionable backgrounds
from being elected to an Assembly or Parliament.
Indian express
zz

Ordinance on university faculty reservations gets nod
Why in
news?
Note
Source

The Union Cabinet has approved an ordinance to return faculty reservations in
higher education institutions to the earlier 200-point roster system.
zz 200-point roster system is where the University or college as a whole, is
considered as a unit, rather than each department.
This has been covered thoroughly in contemporary issues.
The Hindu
zz

Model Code of Conduct:
Why in new?

Note
Source

Model Code of Conduct (MCC) has come into effect after The Election
Commission of India has announced dates for the 2019 Lok Sabha polls with
the country voting in seven phases from April 11 to May 19 and the with results
on May 23.
This has been covered thoroughly in contemporary issues.
Indian Express

zz
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J&K draft of return policy for militants: Rs 6,000 stipend, jobs
Why in
news?
More in
news

Source

New reintegration policy draft that is under the consideration of the J&K
government headed by Governor Satya Pal Malik to encourage militants hailing
from the state to give up arms.
zz About Reintegration Policy
(1) J&K govt is considering a policy for return of youth from militancy.
(2) The policy draft is presently at the pre-SAC stage.
(3) The State Administrative Council (SAC) is the body governing J&K, which
is under President’s rule, and is led by the Governor and includes his four
advisors and a Chief Secretary.
zz Features
(1) Addresses the need for rehabilitation at a policy level through a twopronged approach: reformative measures and opportunities of livelihood.
(2) Provision for a monthly stipend of Rs 6,000 for a militant who surrenders
with a view to encourage him to join the mainstream.
(3) Will not cover militants found to have been involved in heinous crimes.
Indian express
zz

EC : no names removed based on draft NRC
Why in
news?

More in
news

Source

ECI assured the SC that names have not been deleted from the Assam electoral
roll on the basis of their exclusion from the draft NRC, which was published in
July last year.
zz The Supreme Court had asked the ECI Secretary to appear before it in
connection with this PIL petition, filed by Assam-based residents Gopal Seth
and Susanta Sen.
zz Alleging that several categories of persons were deprived of voting rights ahead
of the Lok Sabha polls.
zz Concerns expressed by CJI:
(1) Question looms large in the light of the preparation of the final NRC, to be
published on July 31, 2019.
(2) What would happen to those who do not appear there but are included in
the electoral roll?
zz What petitioner claimed:
(1) First category included persons whose names figured in the draft NRC but
not in the voter list.
(2) In another category, persons whose names were deleted from the voter list
appeared in the draft NRC published on July 30, 2018.
(3) The third category of people were those declared foreigners by the
foreigners’ tribunal as well as by the Guwahati High Court.
(4) Petition said the fourth category comprised those already declared
foreigners by the tribunal. However, their names had been deleted from
the voters list pursuant to the order of the tribunal.
(5) Fifth category were those whose names had not been included in the draft
NRC, but their family members were included; these had filed a claim for
the inclusion of their names.
The hindu.
zz
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Registration of political parties under Section 29A of the RP Act, 1951
Why in
news?

Registration of Political parties is governed by the provisions of Section 29A of
the Representation of the People Act, 1951.
zz This is done as per guidelines prescribed by the Election Commission of India
in exercise of the powers conferred by Article324 of the Constitution of India
and Section 29A of the RP People Act, 1951.
More in news zz Eligibility of National Political Party:
(1) It secures at least 6% of the valid votes polled in any four or more states,
at a general election to the House of the People or, to the State Legislative
Assembly.
(2) it wins at least four seats in the House of the People from any State or
States.
(3) It wins at least four seats in the House of the People froIt wins at least two
percent seats in the House of the People i.e., 11 seats in the existing House
having 543 members.
(4) These members are elected from at least three different States. many State
or States.
zz Eligibility of State Political Party:
(1) It secures at least 6% of the valid votes polled in the State at a general
election, either to the House of the People or to the Legislative Assembly
of the State concerned.
(2) In addition, it wins at least two seats in the Legislative Assembly of the
State concerned.
(3) In addition, it wins at least two seats in the Legislative Assembly of the
State concerned. It wins at least three percent (3%) of the total number of
seats in the Legislative Assembly of the State, or at least three seats in the
Assembly, whichever is more.
Source
PIB
zz

How Lokpal will form, function
Why in
news?
Note
Source

A selection panel finalised the name of former SC judge Justice Pinaki Chandra
Ghose as the first head of the Lokpal, a national anti-corruption ombudsman.
This has been covered in contemporary issues.
The Indian express

zz

Time to have institutional mechanism like Fiscal Council to enforce
rules: NK Singh
Why in new?

15th Finance Commission’s Chairman NK Singh called for institutional
mechanism like a ‘Fiscal Council’ to enforce fiscal rules and keep a check on
Centre’s fiscal consolidation.
zz It has Stressed on the need to have uniform rules for fiscal consolidation of
States and Centre.
More in news zz Check over borrowings:
(1) For state government liabilities, Article 293 (3) provides a constitutional
check over borrowings. But there is no such restriction on the Centre.
zz
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(1) Singh had earlier proposed creation of an autonomous Fiscal Council with

Source

representatives from both states and Centre, but the recommendation was
not implemented.
zz Need of fiscal council:
(1) Various cases and surcharges are becoming disproportionate proportion of
overall divisible revenue.
(2) There should be some mechanism to ensure that the basic spirit of the
devolution process should not be undercut by clever financial engineering
or taking recourse to traditions.
(3) There is a need for coordination between the finance commission as well
as the GST Council, which he termed as the only federal institution in the
country.
(4) There’s need for coordination between Finance Commission and GST
council.
(5) GST Council has no clue of what the Finance Commission is doing and
Finance Commission has even lesser clue of what the GST Council is doing.
zz Use of municipality:
(1) Successful economic growth and good quality employment depends on
agglomerations that work.
(2) That in turn is going to depend on whether municipalities have enough
revenue.
(3) Municipalities today get revenue of one per cent of GDP.
(4) Whereas on comparative basis, looking at other emerging market countries,
it really ought to be 5 per cent of GDP.
Indian express

Justice and the manifesto
Why in
news?
More in
news

The Supreme Court in 2012 has held that it is the constitutional duty of the
government to provide the citizens of the country with judicial infrastructure
and means of access to justice.
zz Article 38-A:
(1) As per Directive Principle Article 38-A Manifestoes will do well to
acknowledge the paramount constitutional governance obligation.
(2) The fundamental obligation of the state to “secure that the operation of
the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of equal opportunity.
(3) And shall provide free legal aid to ensure that opportunities for securing
justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other
disabilities.
(4) This Article guarantees a basic human right to a just social and political
order under the Constitution.
zz Access to judicial Infrastructure:
(1) Access to justice now also means access to judicial infrastructure.
(2) every person is able to receive an expeditious, inexpensive, and fair trial.
(3) Financial limitations or constraints may not be urged to defeat this right.
zz Review of legal procedures:
(1) Already, a leading national party is reported as considering deletion of the
offence of sedition (Section 124-A of the IPC).
zz
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(1) Adjudicatory polices on bail and some procedures that allow long periods

Source

of pre-trial detention also need a close review.
(2) The present position where suspects are arrested and detained in jails
for a long time only to be acquitted after a decade or more is simply
unconstitutional because co-citizens have a fundamental right of access to
justice.
(3) The present position where suspects are arrested and detained in jails
for a long time only to be acquitted after a decade or more is simply
unconstitutional because co-citizens have a fundamental right of access to
justice.
zz Reforming Justice System:
(1) We should reiterate the basic assumptions of a civilized criminal justice
system that maintains a few self-evident truths.
(2) One is sent to jail as punishment and not for punishment.
(3) The difference between prosecution and persecution is civilizational
precious.
(4) Person and human being not to be taken away by degrading, cruel and
inhumane punishment or treatment.
(5) Presumption of guilt should never rule or replace the presumption of
innocence.
The Indian express

Greens in the red: Why Aravallis matter to National Capital Region
Why in
news?

zz

zz

More in news zz
zz

zz

zz

In 1900 that the then Government of Punjab enacted the Punjab Land
Preservation Act (PLPA), aimed at conservation of sub-soil water and
prevention of erosion.
As a result, for the last 118 years, the Act provided notified tracts of land in the
Aravalli’s protection against real estate construction, urbanization and mining.
Issue: The Haryana government passed an amendment Bill, which
environmentalists have since termed a “repeal” of the 1900 Act.
Changes proposed:The Bill proposed several changes to the Act, including
exclusion of land that falls under final development plans or any other town
improvement plans or schemes from its ambit, leaving thousands of acres of
the Aravallis vulnerable.
SC’s judgement:
(1) Apex Court came down heavily on the Haryana government for the move,
calling it sheer contempt, and restraining the state from implementing it.
(2) In multiple orders over several years, the Supreme Court has reiterated the
PLPA’s powers, recognising land notified under the Act as a forest.
Importance of Aravallis:
(1) The Aravallis in Haryana are home to over 400 species of native trees,
shrubs and herbs.
(2) More than 200 native and migratory bird species, and wildlife.
(3) They are crucial to groundwater recharge, which is significant given the
water scarcity the region faces during harsh summer months.
(4) he thick forest cover helps to naturally purify air in a region plagued by
high levels of vehicular and industrial pollution through the year
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Source

Indian Express

Teachers entitled to gratuity, rules SC
Why in
news?

More in
news

What is the
Payment of
Gratuity Act,
1972

Source

The Supreme Court altered its judgment and said teachers were entitled to
claim gratuity under the Payment of Gratuity Act.
zz The court had frozen the implementation of the court's January 7 verdict which
erroneously held that a teacher is not an 'employee' under the Payment of
Gratuity Act.
zz The Bench of Justices Sapre and Malhotra was not apprised of the later
development of Parliament amending the law in 2009 to effectively include
teachers within the ambit of 'employee' under the Payment of Gratuity Act,
1972.
zz The amendment had a retrospective effect dating back to 1997.
zz Subsequent High Court judgments had also interpreted the 2009 amendment to
include teachers within the definition of ‘employee’ under the Act irrespective
of the institution in which they work.
zz The Payment of Gratuity Act was passed by Indian Parliament in 21 August
1972.
zz Under Section 4, payment of gratuity is mandatory.
zz The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 is applicable to the following:
(1) Whole of India but according to section 1(2), it shall not be extended to
State of Jammu and Kashmir.
(2) Every factory, mine, oilfield, plantation, port and railway company.
(3) Every shop or establishment within the meaning of any law in which ten or
more persons are employed
The Hindu
zz

Mediation in Ayodhya dispute
Why in
news?

A Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court has referred the Ayodhya dispute
for mediation.
zz The mediation would start Faizabad district of Uttar Pradesh of which the
disputed area is a part with the process conducted in-camera.
zz
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More in
news

Source

Legal provisions for Mediation
(1) Under Section 89 of the Civil Procedure Code, judges must ensure that all
avenues to resolve a dispute outside the Court have been exhausted.
(2) Court said that there exist elements of a settlement which may be acceptable
to the parties, the Court shall formulate the terms of settlement and give
them to the parties for their observations.
zz After receiving the observations of the parties, the Court may reformulate the
terms of a possible settlement and refer the same for:
(1) Arbitration: a process by which parties select an independent person, who
renders a decision regarding the case.
(2) Conciliation: it attempts to make parties come to an agreement, about the
problem at hand.
(3) Judicial settlement including settlement through LokAdalat or Mediation.
The Hindu
zz

Officers with 6 months’ tenure can be named DGP, says SC
Why in
news?

Chief Justice of India RanjanGogoi said senior police officers with a residual
tenure of six months before normal retirement could be considered for the
post of DGP.
zz SC Clarifies position on eligibility for appointment by UPSC.
More in news zz Views of SC:
(1) The Supreme Court said the post of Director General of Police (DGP) of a
State was reserved for the best.
(2) It was meant neither for the political establishment’s favourite officers,
who were on the verge of retirement, nor only for those with a minimum
residual tenure of two years before superannuation.
zz Background:
(1) order came on a plea by former Uttar Pradesh DGP Prakash Singh, who
contended that the UPSC was only considering police officers with a
minimum two years’ residual tenure for appointment as DGP.
(2) This had led to many competent officers being overlooked.
Source
The hindu
zz

RTI trumps Official Secrets Act, says SC
Why in
news?
Note
Source

An all-out effort by the government to claim privilege and push the Rafale
jets’ pricing details back into the dark zone was met with a stoic counter from
Justice K.M. Joseph in the Supreme Court
zz This has been covered in contemporary issues.
TheHindu
zz

SC issues notice to EC on plea to verify at least 50% VVPATs
Why in
news?

zz

The Supreme Court directed the Election Commission to respond to a petition
filed by 21 Opposition parties demanding the random verification of at least
50% electronic voting machines (EVMs) using Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail
(VVPAT) in every Assembly segment or constituency.
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More in news zz Supreme Court’s earlier judgment:
(1) Supreme Court’s judgment in the Dr. Subramanian Swamy case in 2013.
(2) In which the court had held that the paper trail for EVM was an indispensable
requirement of free and fair elections.
(3) They argued that the ruling had made the VVPAT an inherent and intrinsic
part of the very basic structure.
zz What petitioners contended:
(1) The EC guideline hits at the basic structure of the Constitution by making
VVPAT completely ineffective and merely ornamental in nature.
(2) It takes away from the left hand what was given by the right

Source

Image Source: The hindu.
TheHindu

Life imprisonment is the rule, death penalty the exception: SC
Why in
news?

More in
news

Source

A Bench of Justices N.V. Ramana, Mohan M. Shantanagoudar and Indira
Banerjee observed this in its March 12 verdict.
zz Death penalty only when life term is ‘inappropriate punishment’.
zz The judgment was based on an appeal filed by a man sentenced to death for
the rape and murder of a five-year-old in Madhya Pradesh.
zz What SC has observed:
(1) If a court finds it difficult to make a choice between death penalty and life
imprisonment, it should opt for the lesser punishment.
(2) Life imprisonment is the rule to which the death penalty is the exception.
(3) The death sentence must be imposed only when life imprisonment appears
to be an altogether inappropriate punishment
The hindu
zz

Govt.’s prerogative to frame schemes: SC
Why in
news?

Supreme Court has said in a judgment that, it is the sole prerogative of the
government to frame schemes and courts should stay out of governance.
zz A Bench led by Justice A.M. Saprecriticised the Uttarakhand High Court for
framing a scheme to regularize hundreds of casual workers engaged by
zz
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More in
news

Source

the Border Roads Organisation (BRO) in the construction of roads for Char DhamYatra
pilgrimage.

What courts can direct?
(1) All that the High Court can do is to direct the government to consider
framing an appropriate scheme.
(2) It is only in exceptional cases when the court considers it proper and it
should issue an appropriate mandatory direction, the Supreme Court held
(3) In the present case, a single judge of the High Court framed a scheme itself
to regularize the services of the casual labourers and granted the benefits
similar to those of regular employees under the labour law.
The hindu
zz



2

Environment

Rhinos without borders is conservation credo
Why in
news?

More about
the news

Source

Representatives of Asian countries says, International boundaries will not
come in the way of conservation of rhinos, where the one-horned herbivore
thrives.
zz Asian wildlife protection experts place emphasis on expanding the species’
domain to boost population.
zz 2nd meeting of the Asian rhino range countries:
(1) New Delhi declaration underscored trans-boundary collaboration among
India, Nepal, and Bhutan for the conservation and protection of the
greaterone-horned rhino.
(2) There are no rhinos in Bhutan, but some from the Manas National Park in
adjoining Assam or Buxa Tiger Reserve in West Bengal are known to cross
over occasionally.
(3) Emphasis was also laid on expanding rhino domains within a country or
between rhino range countries.
(4) Making the best use of all available individuals and technologies to
accelerate natural and conservation breeding of the critically endangered
Sumatran rhino.
zz About rhinos:
(1) current global population of the Indian one-horned rhinoceros is 3,584.
(2) Assam’s Kaziranga National Park has the bulk of 2,938 rhinos in India while
Nepal 646.
(3) Sumatran Rhino: The smallest of all rhino species and the only Asian rhino
with two horns, became extinct in the wild in Malaysia.
The Hindu.
zz
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Tree cover, forest cover – How are the two different?
Why in
news?
More about
the news

Source

The Economic Survey of Delhi 2018-19, released last week, states that the
capital’s forest cover has increased from 12.72% of its geographical area in
2015 to 12.97% in 2017 while its tree cover has increased from 7.48% to 7.62%.
zz Tree Cover & Forest Cover:
(1) The MoEFCC defines ‘forest cover’ in India as all lands, more than one
hectare in area with a tree canopy density of more than 10%.
(2) The ‘tree cover’ is defined as tree patches outside recorded forest areas
exclusive of forest cover and less than the minimum mappable area of one
hectare.
zz Trees outsides Forest:
(1) Between these two is a third measure, called trees outside forest.
(2) The India State of Forest Report 2017 defines TOF as trees existing outside the
recorded forest area in the form of block, linear & scattered size of patches.
(3) Since tree cover measures only non-forest patches that are less than 1
hectare, it is only a part of TOF.
zz State wise cover:
(1) The India Report, as well as the Delhi Survey, cites state-wise figures, which
show that Goa has the highest tree cover as a percentage of geographical
area, at 8.73%, followed by Delhi and Kerala, both at 7.62%.
(2) Forest cover highs are in Lakshadweep (90.33%) and Mizoram (86.27%).
India has 93,815 hectares, or 2.85% of its area, under tree cover, and 7.08
lakh ha (21.54%) under forest cover.
zz Top 5 by tree cover: Goa, Delhi, Kerala, Gujarat, Jharkhand
zz Top 5 by forest cover: Lakshadweep (90.33%), Mizoram (86.27%), A&N
(81.73%), Arunachal (79.96%), Manipur (77.69%).
The Indian Express
zz

Cabinet approves Petroleum Ministry joining of IEA Bioenergy TCP
Why in
news?
More in
news

The Union Cabinet has approved the joining of Ministry of Petroleum & Natural
Gas to International Energy Agency’s Bioenergy Technology Collaboration
Programme as its 25th member.
zz Bioenergy sources:
(1) Bioenergy is renewable energy made available from materials derived from
biological sources.
(2) It included wood, wood waste, straw, and other crop residues, manure,
sugarcane, and many other by-products from a variety of agricultural processes.
(3) Biomass is any organic material which has stored sunlight in the form of
chemical energy.
zz TCP
(1) Bioenergy TCP is an international platform for co-operation among
countries with the aim of improving cooperation and information exchange
between countries that have national programmes in bioenergy research,
development and deployment.
(2) IEA Bioenergy TCP works under the framework of International Energy
Agency (IEA) to which India has “Association” status since 30 March 2017.
zz
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Benefits for India
(1) Engagement will apprise the Ministry of the developments taking place
Worldwide in Biofuel sector.
(2) Provide opportunity of personal interaction with innovators and help in
bringing suitable policy ecosystem.
(3) After becoming member, India can participate in other related Tasks
focusing on Biogas, Solid waste Management, Biorefining etc.
Indian express

Source

India to tie up with 4 nations to save rhinos
Why in
news?

The five rhino range nations signed a declaration ‘The Declaration on Asian
Rhinos 2019’ for the conservation and protection of the species at the recently
held Second Asian Rhino Range Countries meeting here.
More in news zz India will collaborate with Bhutan, Nepal, Indonesia and Malaysia to increase
the population of three species of Asian rhinos.
zz It includes the Greater one-horned rhinoceros found in the Indian subcontinent.
zz The declaration was signed to conserve and review the population of the
Greater one-horned, Javan and Sumatran rhinos every four years to reassess
the need for joint actions to secure their future.
Source
The Hindu
zz

Fifteen of the 20 most polluted cities in the world are in India
Why in
zz Fifteen of the top 20 most polluted cities in the world are located in India,
news?
according to an analysis of air quality in several cities around the world.
More in news zz Cities
(1) Gurugram, in Haryana, topped - average annual PM 2.5 quality of 135
micrograms/cubic metre.
(2) Delhi is 11th most noxious city behind Lahore, Pakistan (10th) and Hotan,
China (8th).
(3) Iceland emerged as the one with the cleanest air.
(4) Average concentrations in the cities in China fell by 12% from 2017 to 2018.
zz Other cities in India:Ghaziabad, Faridabad, Bhiwadi, Noida, Patna, Lucknow,
Jodhpur, Muzaffarpur, Varanasi, Moradabad, Agra, Gaya and Jind.
zz Country wise ranking:Bangladesh emerged as the most polluted followed by
Pakistan and India respectively.
zz Study findings:
(1) Of the cities analysed, 64% exceeded the WHO’s annual exposure guideline
(10 micrograms/cubic metre) for PM2.5.
(2) 99% of cities in South Asia, 95% of cities in Southeast Asia and 89% of cities
in East Asia breached this level.
(3) Ground-based sensors located in 3,000 cities from 73 countries was
compiled by IQAir Group.
Source
The Hindu.

Nitrogen Pollution
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Why in
news?
More in
news

Source

The annual Frontiers Report 2019 published by the United Nations (UN), has
included a chapter on nitrogen pollution in its latest edition.
zz What is in report?
(1) The report was released by the United Nations Environmental Assembly
(UNEA) in Nairobi.
(2) It highlights that growing demand on the livestock, agriculture, transport,
industry and energy sector has led to a sharp growth of the levels of reactive
nitrogen.
zz Nitrogen:
(1) Nitrogen is essential to all life on Earth as it forms an important component
of life-building and propagating biochemical molecules like proteins.
(2) N2O is 300 times more potent as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide
(CO2).
(3) India had become the third country after the United States and the
European Union to have assessed the environmental impact of nitrogen on
their respective regions comprehensively.
(4) Rice and wheat take up the maximum cropped area in India at 36.95 million
hectares (ha) and 26.69 million ha respectively.
Down to earth
zz

India Cooling Action Plan (ICAP)
Why in
news?
More in
news

Source

India is one of the first countries in the world to develop a comprehensive
Cooling Action plan.
zz It has a long term vision to address the cooling requirement across sectors and
lists out actions which can help reduce the cooling demand.
zz India Cooling Action Plan (ICAP):
(1) Goal of ICAP is to provide sustainable cooling and thermal comfort for all
while securing environmental and socio-economic benefits for the society.
(2) It provides an integrated vision towards cooling across sectors encompassing
inter alia reduction of cooling demand, refrigerant transition, enhancing
energy efficiency and better technology options with a 20 years horizon.
zz Need for cooling:Cooling is an essential part for economic growth and is
required across different sectors of the economy such as residential and
commercial buildings, cold-chain, refrigeration, transport and industries.
zz Benefits:
(1) Sustainable cooling – low GHG emissions related to cooling.
(2) Doubling Farmers Income – better cold chain infrastructure – better value
of produce to farmers, less wastage of produce
(3) Make in India – domestic manufacturing of air-conditioning and related
cooling equipment’s.
PIB
zz

Sundarbans Wetlands
Why in
news?
More in
news

Indian Sundarban was accorded the status of ‘Wetland of International
Importance’ under the Ramsar Convention.
zz About Sundarbans:
zz
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(1)		 Indian Sundarban comprises hundreds of islands and a network of rivers,
tributaries and creeks in the delta of the Ganga and the Brahmaputra at the mouth
of the Bay of Bengal in India and Bangladesh.
(2) It is the 27th Ramsar Site in India, and with an area of 4,23,000 hectares is

Source

now the largest protected wetland in the country.
zz The Indian Sundarban met four of the nine criteria required for the status of
‘Wetland of International Importance’
zz Recent studies claim that the Indian Sundarban is home to 2,626 faunal species
and 90% of the country’s mangrove varieties.
zz Rare and globally threatened species found here:
(1) Northern river terrapin (Batagurbaska): Critically endangered,
(2) Irrawaddy dolphin (Orcaellabrevirostris): Endangered,
(3) Fishing cat (Prionailurusviverrinus): Vulnerable.
zz Two of the world’s four horseshoe crab species, and eight of India’s 12 species
of kingfisher are also found here.
zz Importance of Ramsar recognition:
(1) Help to highlight conservation issues of the Sundarbans at the international level.
(2) International cooperation between the India and Bangladesh for the
protection.
The hindu

India’s newest frog evolved 60 million years ago
Why in
zz The starry dwarf frog, named after Wayanad’sKurichiya tribe, is found outside
news?
protected areas.
More in news zz About the new frog:
(1) Starry dwarf frog a nocturnal amphibian that lives under leaf litter on a
mountaintop in Kerala’s Wayanad.
(2) Tts closest relatives are the Nycibatrachinae group of frogs that dwell in the
streams of Western Ghats, and the Lankanectinae frogs of Sri Lanka.
zz Name:
(1) The team named the new species the starry dwarf frog
Astrobatrachuskurichiyana.
(2) Genus Astrobatrachus after its starry spots and kurichiyana in honour of
the Kurichiya tribal community who live in the area.
(3) It is not only a new species but different enough to be assigned to a new
‘subfamily’.
Source
The hindu.

Much to gain if Paris climate goals are met
Why in
zz Global Environmental Outlook published by UNEP says India could save trillions
news?
in healthcare costs.
More in news zz According to Global Environmental Outlook (GEO):
(1) India could save at least $3 trillion in healthcare costs if it implemented
policy initiatives consistent with ensuring that the globe didn’t heat up
beyond 1.5 degrees Celsius by the turn of the century.
(2) It was sixth edition of the Global Environmental Outlook (GEO), prepared
by the United Nations Environment Programme.
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Concerns:Unless environmental protections were drastically scaled up, cities
and regions in Asia, the Middle East and Africa could see millions of premature
deaths by mid-century.
zz India’s commitment:
(1) Commitment is to lower emissions intensity of its GDP by 33-35% compared
to 2005 levels by 2030.
(2) Increase total cumulative electricity generation from fossil free energy
sources to 40% by 2030.
(3) Create additional carbon sink of 2.5 to 3 billion tons through additional
forest and tree cover.
zz For India to leapfrog onto a 1.5-degree pathway it would have to abandon
plans to build new coal-fired power plants.
The hindu
zz

Source

Environment damage behind a quarter of premature deaths, diseases:
UN report
Why in
news?
More in
news

Source

United Nations said in a landmark report on the planet’s parlous state that A
quarter of all premature deaths and diseases worldwide are due to manmade
pollution and environmental damage
zz Health emergencies shown in the report:
(1) GEO said that poor environmental conditions cause approximately 25% of
global disease and mortality.
(2) Lacking access to clean drinking supplies, 1.4 million people die each
year from preventable diseases such as diarrhoea and parasites linked to
pathogen-riddled water and poor sanitation.
(3) Chemicals pumped into the seas cause “potentially multi-generational”
adverse health effects.
(4) Land degradation through mega-farming and deforestation occurs in areas
of earth home to 3.2 billion people.
(5) Food waste for instance, which accounts for 9% of global greenhouse gas
emissions, could be slashed.
(6) The world currently throws away a third of all food produced. In richer
nations, 56% goes to waste.
The hindu
zz

India’s biodiversity-rich zones also ‘hotspots’ of human impacts
Why in
news?

zz

zz

More in
news

zz
zz

zz

Human impacts on species occur across 84% of the earth’s surface, finds a study
published in PLOS Biology, an international journal dedicated to biological
science.
Southeast Asian tropical forests including India’s biodiversity-rich Western
Ghats, Himalaya and the north-east also fall in this category.
India ranks 16th in such human impacts, with 35 species impacted on average.
How they found this:they mapped the distribution of eight human activities
such as hunting and conversion of natural habitats for agriculture in areas
occupied by 5,457 threatened birds, mammals and amphibians worldwide.
Road poses threat:
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(1) Using sources they found that 1,237 species are impacted by threats in

Source

more than 90% of their habitat;
(2) 395 species are affected by threats across their entire range.
(3) While the impact of roads is highest (affecting 72% of terrestrial areas),
(4) Crop lands affect the highest number of threatened species: 3,834.
zz Rankings:
(1) Malaysia ranks first among the countries with the highest number of
impacted species (125).
(2) India ranks 16th (35 threatened species affected on average).
(3) Southeast Asian tropical forests including Western Ghats, Himalaya are
among the ‘hotspots’ of threatened species.
(4) The average number of species impacted in the South Western Ghats
montane rainforests is 60 and in the Himalayan subtropical broadleaf
forests, 53.
zz Concerns: Cool spots
(1) cool-spots are the world’s last refuges where high numbers of threatened
species persist.
(2) Cool-spots could be the result of protection or because of intact habitat
that has not been cleared yet.
zz Way ahead:
(1) India still has crucial refuges that need protecting.
(2) Identifying such areas could aid conservation and development planning
for countries.
(3) However, these refugia do not necessarily have to be off-limits to human
development, just free of the actions that directly threaten species there.
(4) India has the world’s second largest road network, we really need to plan
for development that keeps wildlife conservation as a primary goal in
biodiversity-rich areas.
The hindu.

A climate vulnerability index for India on the anvil
Why in
news?

The Department of Science and Technology (DST) will be commissioning a
study to assess the climate risks faced by States in India.
zz This follows an assessment of the global warming risks faced by 12 Himalayan
Statessuch as Assam, Arunachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand vulnerable to
climate change.
More in news zz Vulnerability index:
(1) Researchers prepared a ‘vulnerability index’ of each of these States based
on district-level data.
(2) Vulnerability would be a measure of the inherent risks a district faces,
primarily by virtue of its geography and socio-economic situation.
zz Eight key parameters:
(1) percentage of area in districts under forests,
(2) yield variability of food grain,
(3) population density,
(4) female literacy rate,
(5) infant mortality rate,
zz
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(6) percentage of population below poverty line,

Source

(7) average man-days under MGNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act),
(8) The area under slope > 30%.
zz Scaling of index:
(1) On a scale ranging 0-1, 1 indicating the highest possible level of vulnerability.
(2) At the top of the scale were Assam score 0.72 and Mizoram at 0.71.
(3) Whereas Sikkim scores 0.42 was relatively less vulnerable.
zz Climate portal:In this portal users can zoom in on any district in the country
and get a sense of what kind of risks climate, socio-economic are present.
The hindu

Parrotfish in Andaman
Why in
news?
More in
news

Source

Coral cover protection along the existing protected marine areas in Andaman
and Nicobar island is necessary for conservation of the endangered Bumphead
Parrotfish, a new study has suggested.
zz Bumphead Parrotfish:
(1) Categorized as vulnerable in the Red List of IUCN.
(2) Bumphead parrotfish is an important component of coral reef ecosystem,
but is highly endangered globally.
(3) This fish is a highly prized resource, but is threatened due to limited
knowledge about its distribution and abundance in Indian waters.
(4) Incidental catch by fishers and degradation of coral reef habitats are two
potential threats to the species.
Down to Earth
zz

Rising sea levels to affect water table along Chennai’s shoreline
Why in
news?
More in
news

The fragile water table in the coastal areas of Chennai is under threat of severe
seawater intrusion due to anticipated rise in sea levels in the next few decades.
zz There is a rise in sea level by 2mm every year based on a report by the Indian
Network for Climate Change Assessment (INCCA) under the MoEFCC.
zz Aquifers to become saline by 2100
(1) The study has forecast the impact of sea level rise on the coastal aquifer in
the coming years, till 2100.
(2) The increasing sea level would also force the water table along the coastline
to move upwards.
(3) But it would slowly replace the freshwater at the bottom of the aquifer.
(4) Given the rate of increase in sea level, the water table would witness an
incursion of sea water to the extent of 2-3mm every year.
(5) The volume of fresh water would gradually reduce in the coastal areas due
to climate change-induced sea level rise.
zz Why this sudden threat?
(1) Rapid urbanisation and indiscriminate drawal have already led to salt water
intrusion in areas from the Adyar river to Palavakkam.
(2) Residents are heavily dependent on other resources, including private
water tankers.
zz
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(3) The water table along ECR is fragile as it is surrounded by the sea, the Adyar

Source

river, the Buckingham canal and the backwaters of Muttukadu.
zz About INCCA
(1) INCCA is a proposed network of scientists in India to be set up to publish
peer-reviewed findings on climate change in India.
(2) It was announced on 7 October 2009.
(3) It would operate as a sort of Indian ‘IPCC’.
The hindu

Galapagos Islands
Why in
news?

Tonnes of plastic waste wash up on the shores of the Galapagos Islands where
microparticles end up in the stomachs of species found only in the Pacific
archipelago 1,000 km west of mainland Ecuador.
More in news zz Galapagos Islands
(1) The Galapagos Islands an archipelago of volcanic islands part of the
Republic of Ecuador, distributed on either side of the Equator in the Pacific
Ocean surrounding the centre of the Western Hemisphere.
(2) The island inspired Charles Darwin’s Theory of evolution and was his field
of study.
(3) The Islands and their surrounding waters form the Galapagos Province of
Ecuador, the Galapagos National Park, and the Galapagos Marine Reserve.
(4) UNESCO recognised the islands as a World Heritage Site and as a biosphere
reserve.
Source
The hindu
zz

Minimum area, maximum plants: Manmade forest in Kottayam
Why in
news?

zz
zz
zz

More in news zz

zz

zz

The man-made forest, called Mango Meadows.
It is the self-sustaining ecosystem and a unique biodiversity park in Ayamkudy
near Vaikom in Kottayam.
It is the home to about 4,800 plant varieties from as many as 15 countries
enters record books.
About the forest:
(1) This is a man-made green paradise spread across 35 acres.
(2) The park is the result of the dedication and hard work of NK Kurian.
(3) He has planted more than 4,800 species of plants, including 700 varieties
of trees, 85 types of vegetables and 174 fruit-bearing trees, making it one
of the richest artificial forests in the country.
Rare species found here:
(1) Ficusalii tree.
(2) Calabash: Abundant during the time of the Buddha, who is said to have
used its gourd as a food bowl.
(3) Cinnamomumcamphora, from which camphor is produced.
(4) Damas tree.
(5) kattupoovarash which is the national tree of Nepal.
(6) Elaeocarpusganitrus, which yields the Rudraksha beads.
Certificate issued by the Limca Book of Records notes:
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(1) Forest has 4,800 species of plants.

(2) 700 trees, 900 flowering plants, with saplings and seeds collected from 15 countries.
zz URF Records certificate notes:
(1) park has more than 1,950 species of medicinal plants.
The hindu

Source

India’s carbon dioxide emissions up 5%
Why in
news?

More in
news

Source

According to a report by the International Energy Agency (IEA), India emitted
2,299 million tonnes of carbon dioxide in 2018, a 4.8% rise from last year.
zz India’s emissions growth this year was higher than that of the United States
and China due to a rise in coal consumption.
zz China, the United States, and India together accounted for nearly 70% of the
rise in energy demand.
zz Findings in report:
(1) India’s per capita emissions were about 40% of the global average and
contributed 7% to the global carbon dioxide burden.
(2) The United States, the largest emitter, was responsible for 14%.
(3) India’s energy intensity improvement declined 3% from last year even as its
renewable energy installations increased 10.6% from last year.
zz Energy needs:
(1) Global energy consumption in 2018 increased at nearly twice the average
rate of growth since 2010.
(2) This is driven by a robust global economy and higher heating and cooling
needs in some parts of the world.
(3) Higher electricity demand was responsible for over half of the growth in
energy needs.
(4) As a result of higher energy consumption, carbon dioxide emissions rose
1.7% last year and hit a new record.
zz India’s commitment to climate change:
(1) As per its commitments to the UNFCCC, India has promised to reduce the
emissions intensity of its economy by 2030, compared to 2005 levels.
(2) It has also committed to having 40% of its energy from renewable sources
by 2030 and, as part of this, install 100 GW of solar power by 2022.
(3) India says it will cost at least $2.5trillion (Rs 150 trillion approx.) to
implement its climate pledge.
(4) Which is around 71% of the combined required spending for all developing
country pledges.
The hindu
zz

Five varieties of Indian coffee awarded GI certification
Why in
news?
More in
news

Five varieties of Indian coffee have been awarded the Geographical Indication
(GI) tag.
zz This move that will enhance their visibility globally and allow growers to get
the right value.
zz Names and location:
(1) Coorg Arabica coffee - Kodagu district of Karnataka.
zz
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(2) Wayanaad Robusta coffee - Wayanad district in east Kerala.

Source

(3) Chikmagalur Arabica coffee - Chikmagalur district in the Deccan plateau of
Karnataka.
(4) Araku Valley Arabica coffee - the hilly tracks of Visakhapatnam district in
Andhra Pradesh and Odisha region.
(5) Baba Budangiri Arabica coffee - the central portion of Chikmagalur district.
The Hindu

Island Protection Zone (IPZ), 2019
Why in
zz The MoEFCC has notified Island Protection Zone (IPZ) 2019 for Andaman and
news?
Nicobar Islands.
More in news zz IPZ Notification, 2019:
(1) The notification relaxes development norms in the islands compared to the
IPZ notification of 2011.
(2) This stipulated a no-development zone (NDZ) of 200 metres from the HTL
for all islands.
(3) This brings the norms for Andaman and Nicobar at par withCRZ norms for
other islands close to the mainland and backwater islands where an NDZ
only 20 metres from HTL has been stipulated.
(4) The legal changes in the IPZ are aligned with the NitiAyog’s proposal for
holistic development in the Islands which is being taken forward under the
guidance of the Island Development Agency.
zz Features of the IPZ, 2019:
(1) It allows for eco-tourism activities like mangrove walks, tree huts and
nature trails in island coastal regulation zone IA.
(2) Allows for construction of roads, roads on stilts by reclaiming land in
exceptional cases for defence installations, public utilities or strategic
purposes in eco-sensitive zones.
(3) It states that in case construction of such roads pass through mangroves, a
minimum three times the mangrove area destroyed during the construction
process shall be taken up for compensatory plantation of mangroves
elsewhere.
(4) The new notification also allows a number of new activities in the intertidal zone between low tide line and HTL.
(5) This includes land reclamation and bunding for foreshore facilities like
ports, harbours, jetties, wharves, quays, sea links etc, transfer of hazardous
substances from ships to ports, manual mining of atomic minerals, and
mining of sand with permission from local authorities in non-eco-sensitive
sites.
Indian express
Source
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International Relation

Third IT corridor in China
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

India has launched its third IT corridor in China. The corridor will facilitate
partnerships between Indian and Chinese companies.
zz The National Association of Software and Services Companies (NASSCOM)
entered into a partnership with China’s Xuzhou city from Jiangsu Province in
China to help develop the IT corridor.
zz The primary aim of this IT corridor will be to facilitate partnerships between
Indian and Chinese companies.
PIB
zz

The country Human Rights reports-2018
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

The country Human Rights reports for 2018 were released as part of an annual
exercise in which the U.S. State Department submits its assessment of such
rights as per the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to the U.S. Congress.
zz Coverage of issues in report: The 2018 India report covers a range of issues
including press and media freedoms, forced disappearances, custodial deaths
and the NGO clampdown-which became an issue between the U.S. and India,
after the NDA government cancelled licenses of some 15,000 NGOs under the
Foreign Contributions Regulation Act.
zz Restrictions on foreign funding of some NGOs: The government imposed
restrictions on foreign funding of some nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), including those with views the government stated were not in the
“national interest,” thereby curtailing the work of these NGO.
zz Report findings:
(1) Custodial deaths:In terms of custodial deaths, the Report cites official
(Indian) figures of 1,674 cases of such death between August 2017 and
February 2018, with 1,530 occurring in judicial custody and 144 in police
custody.
(2) Role of the Police and Security Apparatus: The report says, Police continue
to be overpaid, underworked, and subject to political pressure, in some
cases contributing to corruption.
(3) Press freedom and the safety of journalists:
zz Report says, there were numerous instances of journalists and members of
media being threatened or killed in response to their reporting.
zz Police rarely identified suspects involved in the killing of journalists.
(4) Editorial freedoms:
zz Report says, The Editors Guild of India claimed the government limited
press freedom by exerting political pressure and blocking television
transmissions.
zz
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It cited the firing of The Tribune’s Editor-in-Chief Harish Khare after
reported government pressure on the newspaper following its report on
privacy and security flaws in the Aadhaar program.
zz The report quotes the 2018 World Press Freedom Index as saying online
trolling and attacks on journalists was a major issue.
The Hindu
zz

Source

Kazakhstan renames capital
Why is it in
zz Mr. Tokayev, new president to Kazakhstan proposed changing the name of the
news?
Kazakhstan’s capital from Astana to Nursultan.
More in news zz NursultanNazarbayev: He is only leader an independent Kazakhstan had
ever known suddenly announced resignation. Mr. Tokayev who will replace
NursultanNazarbayev. Mr. Tokayev will serve out the rest of Mr. Nazarbayev’s
mandate until election due in April next year.
zz Astana to Nursultan: Mr. Tokayev immediately proposed changing the name
of the Kazakhstan’s capital from Astana to Nursultan, or ‘Sultan of Light’ in
Kazakh.
zz Historic event:Mr. Tokayev told lawmakers that Mr. Nazarbayev had “shown
wisdom” by deciding to step down, a rare move in ex-Soviet Central Asia where
other leaders have stayed in power until death.
Source
The Hindu

Italy set to become first G7 country to join ‘Belt and Road’
Why is it in
news?

Chinese President Xi Jinping during a trip to Rome set to sign a deal that
will see Italy to become the first member of the Group of Seven (G7) major
industrialised nations to join China’s “Belt and Road” infrastructure project
(BRI), which is inspired by historic, centuries-old trade routes.
zz Italy and China want to revive the spirit of the ancient Silk Road by deepening
their trade and investment ties.
More in news zz What China says?
(1) Mr. Xi said, it wants to revitalise the ancient Silk Road in order to better
share the fruits of humanity’s progress.
(2) Mr. Xi said the two countries should enhance cooperation in infrastructure,
ports, logistics and maritime transport.
zz Deals in line: Besides the BRI accord, various deals worth up to €7 billion
($7.9 billion) are expected to be agreed, including agreements opening up the
northern ports of Trieste and Genoa to Chinese containers.
zz Concern for US: Italy's decision to get closer to Beijing has caused concern
amongst its Western allies -notably in Washington, where the White House
National Security Council urged Rome not to give ”legitimacy to China's
infrastructure vanity project”.
zz Critics of the BRI: They say it is designed to bolster China's political and military
influence, bringing little reward to other nations, and warn that it could be
used to spread technologies capable of spying on Western interests.
Source
The Hindu
zz

U.S. circulates draft resolution on Azhar in Security Council
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Why is it in
news?
More in
news?

Source

The U.S. took the lead in bringing sanctions against Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)
chief Masood Azhar at the United Nations by circulating a draft resolution
among Security Council members.
zz Significant move: The move comes weeks after the 1267 Sanctions Committee
failed to designate Azhar as a terrorist, after China placed a hold on a listing
request that the U.S., the U.K., and France had brought before the Committee.
zz What U.S draft resolution says?
(1) It condemns “in the strongest terms the heinous and cowardly suicide
bombing in Jammu and Kashmir, which resulted in over 40 Indian
paramilitary forces dead and dozens wounded on 14 February 2019, for
which a member of JeM has claimed responsibility.”
(2) The draft resolution identifies Azhar as the founder of the JeM and seeks to
impose sanctions on him.
(3) The draft resolution also says Azhar is associated with ISIL or al-Qaeda
for “participating in the financing, planning, facilitating, preparing, or
perpetrating of acts” and “supplying, selling or transferring arms and
related material to” or otherwise supporting the JeM.
zz Resolution 2462 on terrorism financing:
(1) In a related but separate development, the Security Council passed
Resolution 2462 on terrorism financing.
(2) The resolution stresses the primary responsibility of Member States in
countering terrorist acts and reiterating their obligation to prevent and
suppress the financing of terrorist acts as well as its call upon all States
to become party to the international counter-terrorism conventions and
protocols as soon as possible.
The Hindu
zz

Second summit between US-N.Korea leaders remained inconclusive
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

Second summit between US-N.Korea leaders remained inconclusive because
of North Korea’s insistence on lifting US imposed sanctions on it without the
committing to eliminate its nuclear arsenal.
zz U.S. policy: Longstanding U.S. policy has insisted that U.S. sanctions on North
Korea would not be lifted until that country committed to, if not concluded,
complete, verifiable and irreversible denuclearization.
zz North Korea willing to close his country’s main nuclear facility, the Yongbyon
Nuclear Scientific Research Center, if the sanctions were lifted.
zz But it would leave it with missiles, warheads and weapon systems to which US
objected.
zz There are also suspected hidden nuclear fuel production sites around the country.
The Hindu
zz

Push at UNSC to ban Azhar
Why is it in
news?

Three permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), the
U.S., U.K and France, have made a ‘listing request’ to the UNSC.
zz It asked for a travel ban, arms embargo and asset freeze on Pakistan based
Jaish-e Mohammad ( JeM) leader Masood Azhar.
zz
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More in
news

Source

February 14 suicide attack: The JeM had claimed responsibility for the February
14 suicide attack on an Indian security convoy in Pulwama in Kashmir that killed
more than 40 Indian troops.
zz Sharing dossier with UNSC: India had shared the dossier given to Pakistan, on
Azhar and Jaish-e Mohammad-including specific details of the group's terror
camps and links to the Pulwama attack and previous attacks carried out by
them-with all 15 members of the UN Security Council as well.
zz UNSC 1267 Committee request acceptance: Listing request which has reviewed
by UNSC will be considered as accepted by the UNSC 1267 Committee unless
objections are raised by March 13, i.e., after a period of 10 business days.
zz Fourth attempt: China had used its veto power as a permanent member of the
UNSC to block previous attempts at sanctioning Azhar (most recently in 2017).
This attempt is the fourth since 2009 to list the JeM chief.
zz Listing request:
(1) The JeM had already been listed by the UNSC as being associated with al
Qaeda in October 2001.
(2) The listing request, in the “Statement of Case” section, links Azhar to the
JeM, saying he founded it “upon his release from prison in India in 1999”
and that, “Azhar has also financially supported JEM since its founding.”
(3) Mr. Azhar is also cited as having a role in recruiting fighters in Afghanistan.
The Statement of Case further links JeM to the February 14 Pulwama attack.
The Hindu
zz

S. Korea to help U.S., N. Korea reach a deal
Why is it in
news?

South Korean President said, he will work with the U.S. and North Korea to
ensure they reach agreement on denuclearisation, a day after talks between
the U.S. and North Korean leaders collapsed over sanctions.
More in news zz Inconclusive deal: A second summit between U.S. President Donald Trump
and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, in Vietnam, was cut short after they
failed to reach a deal on the extent of sanctions relief North Korea would get
in exchange for steps to give up its nuclear programme.
zz Active supporter of efforts to end confrontation on the Korean peninsula:
South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in has been an active supporter of efforts to
end confrontation on the Korean peninsula, meeting Mr. Kim three times last
year and trying to facilitate his nuclear negotiations with the U.S.
zz Joint tourism projects:South Korea would consult the U.S. on ways to resume
joint projects with the North, including tourism development at Mount
Kumgang and the Kaesong industrial complex, both in North Korea.
zz Need full commitment:The U.S. has demanded North Korea’s complete,
verifiable and irreversible denuclearisation before sanctions can be lifted.
North Korea has denounced that position as ”gangster like.”
Source
The Hindu
zz

Pakistan over Terrorist Organisations
Why is it in
news?

zz

Facing severe pressure from the Financial Action Task Force, and calls from a
number of countries to crack down on terror groups, the Pakistan government
passed an order to effectively ban Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) offshoots Jamat-
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udDawa (JuD) and Falah-i-Insaniyat Foundation (FIF).

More in news

India sceptical about ban:
(1) India is sceptical about the move, given Pakistan’s attempts to ban these
groups in the past, only to drop the ban over a period of time.
(2) In February 2018, the Pakistani government had passed a similar order as
a Presidential Ordinance, but then allowed it to lapse six months later.
(3) India said the decision was part of a “decade old fraud” by Islamabad, to
pass SROs that are not prosecutable in courts and do not place any liability
on the government authority that doesn’t implement the orders.
zz What SRO by Pakistan says?:Statutory Regulatory Order (SRO) passed says all
“properties owned or controlled, wholly or partly, directly or indirectly, by a
designated entity or designated individual” and any income from the assets
including rent would be frozen or physically seized by the Pakistani authorities.
zz Streamlining the banning of groups: Islamabad said it will “streamline” the
banning of groups that have been proscribed by the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC), and ensure that all entities banned by UNSC 1267 Committee
in particular will have their assets frozen.
zz Listing status of terrorist organisations:
(1) The JuD and FiF were listed by the UNSC as aliases for the Hafiz Saeed-led
Lashkar-e Taiba (LeT) that was banned in May 2005.
(2) However, Pakistan only had them on a watch list (Schedule-2) not the
banned list (Schedule-1).
(3) Both the LeT and the Masood Azhar-led Jaish-e Mohammad (JeM)
are amongst the 68 organisations presently on the list of proscribed
organisations maintained by the National Counter-Terrorism Authority
(NATCA) of Pakistan.
The Hindu
zz

Source

China, U.S. close to trade deal
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

The Trump administration is close to a trade deal with China that would roll
back tariffs on both sides of the Pacific.
zz Significant details remain unsettled and the deal is still being discussed.
zz Progress made:
zz
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(1) So far, the two sides have agreed on a pact that would largely require Beijing

Source

to make big purchases of U.S. agricultural and energy goods and to lower
some barriers that prevent U.S. companies from operating in China.
(2) In return, the U.S. would most likely drop its tariffs on at least $200 billion
of the $250 billion worth of Chinese imports currently subject to U.S. levies.
zz Enforcement mechanism: As part of the agreement, the Trump administration
has been pushing China to accept an enforcement mechanism that would enable
the U.S. to quickly reinstate tariffs if Beijing fails to live up to specific promises.
zz Expanding market:The agreement under discussion would expand markets for
U.S. financial services firms and farmers, in part by requiring that China buy
large amounts of energy and farm goods, like liquid natural gas and soya beans.
The Hindu

China offered mediation between India and Pakistan
Why is it in
zz China reiterated that it would continue to play a “constructive role in its own
news?
way” to ease tensions between India and Pakistan.
More in news zz Utilizing SCO’s counter-terrorism mechanism: The Chinese foreign ministry
also backed Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s advocacy of utilising
the counter-terrorism mechanism of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO) to defuse ongoing military tensions between New Delhi and Islamabad.
zz China’s principled position: China said that it encourage the relevant parties in
the international community to make all constructive efforts that are conducive
to promoting the relaxation of the regional situation and maintaining peace
and stability in the region.
zz India’s stand: India from past had stand that any communication and tension
between India-Pakistan is total bilateral issue between the two. It will not
allow any country to interfere in between the two.
Source
The Hindu

India-UK cooperation on Defence
Why is it in
news?
More in news

zz

As the Indian Air Force (IAF) continues its efforts to procure new fighter jets,
the U.K. has made a pitch for cooperation in the fields of building aircraft
carriers and future fighter aircraft technologies.
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Partnership building exercise: It is not a selling proposition. It is a partnership
building exercise on how India and the U.K. can collaborate as future
defence technologies are increasingly going to be delivered by collaborative
programmes.
zz 5th generation stealth fighter:
(1) The IAF has floated a tender for 114 fighter jets.
(2) Proposed fifth generation stealth fighter, the Advanced Medium Combat
Aircraft (AMCA), is on the drawing board.
The Hindu
zz

Source

India-Saudi Arabia relations
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

India invited Saudi Arabia to invest in its strategic oil storage even as it looks
to resurrect a $44 billion (Rs. 3.08 lakh crore) refinery project with the world’s
largest oil producer after the Maharashtra government denied land at the
initial site.
zz Mega oil refinery-cum-petrochemical complex: Saudi Oil Minister Khalid Al
Falih, on his second visit to India in three weeks, discussed with his Indian
counterpart Dharmendra Pradhan the 60-million-tonne (MT)-a-year mega oil
refinery-cum-petrochemical complex.
zz Review proposals:The [two] Ministers reviewed various Saudi investment
proposals in the Indian oil and gas sector, including the urgent steps to be taken
to expedite the implementation of the first joint venture West Coast Refinery
and Petrochemical Project in Maharashtra, estimated to cost $44 billion, which
will be the largest greenfield refinery in the world.
zz India’s current storage capacity status: India has built 5.33 MT of emergency
storage, enough to meet its oil needs for 9.5 days, in underground rock caverns
in Mangalore and Padur in Karnataka and Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh.
The Hindu
zz

India-Maldives relations
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

External Affairs Minister SushmaSwaraj is on visit to the Maldives.
Maldives, island nation, reaffirmed its “India first” policy.
Agreements signed:
(1) Three agreements were signed during the visit, which officials called the
first “full-fledged substantive bilateral” engagement at a political level with
the new government in Male.
(2) One of the agreements is for visa exemption for diplomats and another for
MoUs for development projects.
zz Grants and lines of credit: Prime Minister Narendra Modi attended the
swearing-in of President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih in November and announced
$1.4 billion in grants and lines of credit to the Maldives.
zz Resetting ties:
(1) Maldives reaffirmed its “India first” policy and promised to look forward to
working closely with the Government of India on all issues.
(2) Maldives also reiterated that it would remain sensitive towards India’s
security and strategic concerns.
zz
zz
zz
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(3) The words indicate a stark contrast with the frosty relationship between the

Source

two countries last year, under previous President Abdullah Yameen’s tenure.
(4) New Delhi, in turn, expressed its full support to the Maldives in line with its
“Neighbourhood First” policy.
zz Visit outcomes:
(1) Ms. Swaraj inaugurated the renovated Indira Gandhi Memorial Hospital,
built in 1995, and met with several senior leaders including President
Ibrahim Solih, Speaker of the Assembly Gasim Ibrahim and former President
Mohamed Nasheed.
(2) Requests for a cricket stadium, renewable energy projects and a thousand
additional slots for Maldivian students in Indian courses were the highlights
of the discussions.
The Hindu

India-UK relations
Why is it in
news?

Britain has acknowledged that securing a Free Trade Agreement with India will
not be its immediate priority as it prepares to leave the EU and focusses on
“first-tier” countries.
zz Instead, Britain would initially focus on tackling existing barriers to trade.
More in news zz Approach to securing post-Brexit trade deals: Department of International
Trade (DIT)’s approach to securing post-Brexit trade deals is that the Department
would first focus on securing FTAs that were “relatively simple” and “where
there was clear mutual advantage.”
zz First barriers to trade to deal with: Rather than going straight for an FTA with
India, the DIT are looking first at how to deal with other barriers to trade and
that this would build towards a future trading relationship.
zz Ease of Doing Business Index: UK said, while it was a positive step that India
had risen by 53 ranks in the ‘Ease of Doing Business Index’ between 2016 and
2018, the fact that it remained at position 77 suggested that there are still lot
of difficulties that are there.
zz Visa issue:UK said the Chinese visa was simply a pilot whose efficacy was still
being examined, and if this were to be found suitable, could potentially be
replicated for India in the future.
Source
The Hindu
zz

India-US relations
Why is it in
news?

India and the U.S. signed an inter-government agreement for the automatic
exchange of country-by-country (CbC) reports, which will reduce the
compliance burden for Indian subsidiary companies of U.S. parent companies.
zz This is a key step in making India compliant with the Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS) project, of which it is an active participant.
More in news zz How will it help?
(1) This Agreement for Exchange of CbC Reports, along with the Bilateral
Competent Authority Arrangement between the two competent
authorities, will enable both the countries to automatically exchange CbC
reports filed by the ultimate parent entities of multinational enterprises
(MNE) in the respective jurisdictions, pertaining to the years commencing
zz
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Source

on or after January 1, 2016.
(2) The Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan adopted by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and
G20 countries in 2013 recognised that the way forward to mitigate risk
from base erosion and profit shifting was to enhance transparency.
(3) Against this background, a template was released in 2014, which outlined
how MNEs could report the required information for each tax jurisdiction
in which they do business. These are called the country-by-country reports.
The Hindu

India gets first TIR shipment via Chabahar Port from Afghanistan
Why is it in
news?
TIR
convention

The first shipment under the United Nations ‘Transports InternationauxRoutiers’
(TIR) convention arrived in India from Afghanistan through Iran’s Chabahar
Port.
zz The consignments arrived at port of NhavaSheva, Mumbai and Mundra.
¾¾ Background: In2017, Central government given its approval for India's
accession to the Customs Convention on International Transport of Goods
under cover of TIR Carnets (TIR Convention) and for completion of necessary
procedures for ratification, for its entry into force.
zz How will it help India:
(1) Access to fast, easy, reliable and hassle free international system: The
Convention will help Indian traders to have access to fast, easy, reliable and
hassle free international system for movement of goods by road or multimodal means across the territories of other contracting parties.
(2) Obviation of inspection of goods at intermediate borders: Need for
inspection of goods at intermediate borders as well as physical escorts en
route shall be obviated due to reciprocal recognition of Customs controls.
(3) Avoid congestion on ports and checking points: Customs clearance can
take place at internal Customs locations thereby avoiding clearances at
Border Crossing Points and ports that may often be congested.
(4) Reducing border delays, transport and transaction costs: It will thereby
leading to increased competitiveness and growth for the trade and transport
sectors.
(5) Enhanced security in the supply chain: Compliance with the Convention
shall ensure enhanced security in the supply chain as only approved
transporters and vehicles are allowed to operate in terms of the Convention.
(6) No need to file multiple declarations:As the TIR Carnet represents a
guarantee for Customs duties and taxes and traffic in transit, there is no
need for payment of such taxes and duties en route and it precludes the
need to file multiple declarations satisfying national laws of the different
transiting countries.
(7) Boosting trade: The TIR Convention can be an instrument for movement
of goods along the International "North-South" Transport (INSTC) Corridor
and would be helpful in boosting trade with the Central Asian Republics
and other Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), particularly using
ports in Iran like the Chabahar port.
zz
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Source

The Hindu,PIB

World Water Day-22 March
Why is it in
news?
Facts related
to water

All about
World Water
Day 2019

Source

zz

World Water Day is celebrated every year on 22 March.

billion people live without safe water at home.
One in four primary schools has no drinking water service, with pupils using
unprotected sources or going thirsty.
zz More than 700 children under five years of age die every day from diarrhoea
linked to unsafe water and poor sanitation.
zz Globally, 80% of the people who have to use unsafe and unprotected water
sources live in rural areas.
zz Women and girls are responsible for water collection in eight out of ten
households with water off-premises.
zz 700 million people worldwide could be displaced by intense water scarcity by
2030.
zz What is the theme?:The theme for World Water Day 2019 is ‘Leaving no one
behind’. This is an adaptation of the central promise of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development: as sustainable development progresses, everyone
must benefit.
zz How does it relate to water?:Sustainable Development Goal 6 (SDG 6) aims
to ensure availability and sustainable management of water for all by 2030. By
definition, this means leaving no one behind.
zz What is the problem?
(1) Today, billions of people are still living without safe water – their households,
schools, workplaces, farms and factories struggling to survive and thrive.
(2) Marginalized groups – women, children, refugees, indigenous peoples,
disabled people and many others – are often overlooked, and sometimes
face discrimination, as they try to access and manage the safe water they
need.
zz What does ‘safe water’ mean?:‘Safe water’ is shorthand for a ‘safely managed
drinking water service’: water that is accessible on the premises, available
when needed, and free from contamination.
zz What is the human right to water?
(1) In 2010, the UN recognized “the right to safe and clean drinking water and
sanitation as a human right that is essential for the full enjoyment of life
and all human rights.”
(2) The human right to water entitles everyone, without discrimination, to
sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically accessible and affordable water for
personal and domestic use; which includes water for drinking, personal
sanitation, washing of clothes, food preparation, and personal and
household hygiene.
The Hindu, Worldwaterday.org
zz
zz
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4

Social Issues

Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS)
Why is it in
the news?
More in the
news

According to a paper published in a WHO bulletin recently, Anganwadi services
have a poor reach among key beneficiaries- the poorest of the poor and
uneducated mothers.
zz The study analyses the findings of the National Family Health Survey 20052006 and 2015-2016 to compare the coverage of ICDS over a 10-year period.
zz Findings:The average respondents benefiting from these services increased:
zz

a) From 9.6% to 37.9% for supplementary food,
b) From 3.2% to 21% for health and nutrition education,
c) From 4.5% to 28% for health check-ups and
d) From 10.4% to 24.2% for child-specific services over a period of 10 years.

At the same time, the poorest of the poor or quintile 1, got left behind by 2016
for all four indicators such as supplementary food, counselling on nutrition,
health check-ups and early childhood services.
zz Mothers without any schooling were the lowest beneficiaries as compared to
those with primary and secondary schooling in 2006, and they continued to be
so in 2016.
zz ICSD
¾¾ Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Scheme is a centrally
sponsored scheme.
¾¾ It provides a package of six services at anganwadi or child-care centres to
young children and pregnant women and lactating mothers.
¾¾ These services include supplementary nutrition, referral services,
immunisation, health check-up, pre-school non-formal education and
health and nutrition education.
zz

Source

The Hindu.

Pension scheme for workers
Why is it in
the news

•

More about
the Scheme

zz

•

zz
zz
zz

Prime Minister launched the Pradhan MantriShram Yogi Mandhan (PM-SYM)
Yojana on 5 March 2019.
The national pension scheme for workers and labourers of the unorganised
sector was announced in the interim Budget in February this year.
This pension yojana will be for thoseunorganised sector workers who have
monthly income uptoRs 15,000.
The scheme will provide them an assured monthly pension of Rs 3,000 from
the age of 60 years on a monthly contribution during their working age.
An unorganised sector worker joining pension yojana at the age of 29 years will
have to contribute only Rs 100 per month till the age of 60 years.
A worker joining the pension yojana at 18 years, will have to contribute as little
as Rs 55 per month only.
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The Government will deposit equal matching share in the pension account of
the worker every month.
zz For the workers contributing Rs 100 per month, equal contribution would be
paid by the government.
The Hindu.
zz

Source

Female labour force participation
Why is it in
the news?
More in the
news

Source

According to Deloitte report, the female labour force participation in India has
fallen to 26% in 2018 from 36.7% in 2005.
zz The lack of access to quality education and underlying social, economic barriers
limiting the opportunities for women.
Findings of the report:
zz About 95% or 195 million women are employed in the unorganised sector or
are in unpaid work.
zz The education ecosystem needs to go through a set of system strengthening
initiatives, including the introduction of digital and STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) education in schools, which in turn will
introduce girls to various career choices.
¾¾ Also a set of underlying social, economic and political barriers limits
opportunities for women.
¾¾ Due to the advent of technology and digitisation, women who are largely
employed in low skills will lose their place in the workforce.
zz

Indian Express.

Twin-leach pits use
Why is it in
the news?

More in the
news

A government-commissioned survey shows that just over a quarter of rural
toilets use this twin-pit system.
zz The waste from the remainder of rural toilets could create a new sanitation
issue which harmful to health and the environment.
zz It would also push a new generation into manual scavenging.
Twin-Pit system:
zz Under the twin-pit system, two pits are dug with honeycombed walls and
earthen floors which allow liquid to percolate into the surrounding soil.
zz When one pit is filled and closed off, waste flow is transferred to the second pit,
allowing waste in the first pit to be converted into manure after a year or two.
zz The twin pit has been promoted by the Ministry of Drinking Water and
Sanitation as well as the World Health Organisation as an in-situ sanitation
system.
zz This system claims to bypass thorny issues such as caste purity, as owners will
be dealing with manure, not excreta.
Data:
zz National Annual Rural Sanitation Survey 2018-19, shows that just 26.6% of
rural households use the recommended twin-pit system to dispose of excreta
from their toilets.
zz Septic tanks are the most popular option, with 28% of toilets connected to a
septic tank with a soak pit and 6% to a tank without a soak pit.
zz
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Uttar Pradesh tops the list with 64% of toilets with twin pits.
Uttar Pradesh had made the technology mandatory for anyone who wanted to
avail the government’s ₹12,000 subsidy to build toilets.
The Hindu.

Source

Casual farm labour shrinks: NSSO's Report
Why is it in
the news ?

More in the
news

zz

zz
zz
zz
zz

Source

According to the Periodic Labour Force Survey (PLFS) 2017-2018report by
NSSO, an estimated 3.2 crore casual labourers lost their jobs in rural India
between 2011-12 and 2017-18, a 29.2% slide over the previous survey.
Of these, almost 3 crore were those working on farms.
However, the government has not released the report so far.
Casual labour refers to those employed from time to time according to
exigencies of work.
Other Findings of the report:
¾¾ The share of rural households with major income from casual labour in
agriculture decreased by 10 percentage points since 2011-12.
¾¾ That works out to a drop of 15 million families (from 36 million to 21 million)
dependent on casual farm work.
¾¾ The rural casual labour segment- farm and non-farm- shows an overall slide
of 7.3% in male and 3.3% in female employment since 2011-12.
¾¾ However, the report identifies a 4% rise in self-employed farm labour.

Indian Express.

World TB Day
Why is it in
the news?
More in the
news

The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare commemorated the World TB Day
with a function to mark the occasion, and reiterated the commitment to
eliminating TB in the country by 2025.
zz The ministry stressed on the importance of more sensitive and responsive
doctors, paramedics, frontline health workers and community partners, while
dealing with TB patients.
zz Various presentations made at the event highlighted the key changes introduced
in the policy landscape of TB in the country.
zz India is now closest ever to covering all TB cases with 21.5 lakh new TB patients
notified in 2018.
zz
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Universal drug susceptibility testing has been rolled out, shorter and newer
treatment regimen has been expanded countrywide.
zz India is moving towards an injection free regimen.
zz The NikshayPoshanYojana:
¾¾ Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has announced the scheme for
incentives for nutritional support to TB patients.
¾¾ All TB patients notified on or after 1st April 2018 including all existing TB
patients under treatment are eligible to receive incentives.
¾¾ The patient must be registered\notified on the NIKSHAY portal.
¾¾ The scheme is supervised by Health and familiy welfare department.
¾¾ It will come under National Health Mission.
PIB.
zz

Source



5

Economics

SWIFT
Why is it in
the news?
More about
the news

Source

The Reserve Bank of India had twice cautioned the banks about the possible
misuse of SWIFT infrastructure, much before the letters of undertaking (LoU)
scam came to light at the Punjab National Bank.
zz RBI had also directed them to implement safeguards.
zz SWIFT:
(1) SWIFT stands for the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunications.
(2) It is a messaging network that financial institutions use to securely transmit
information and instructions through a standardized system of codes.
(3) SWIFT assigns each financial organization a unique code that has either
eight characters or 11 characters.
(4) The code is interchangeably called the bank identifier code (BIC), SWIFT
code or SWIFT ID.
zz Letters of Undertaking (LoUs):
(1) An LoU is simply a request made to another bank to loan money to a client.
(2) LoU is an assurance given by one bank to another to meet a liability on
behalf of a customer.
(3) It is similair to a letter of credit or a guarantee.
(4) It is used for overseas import remittances and involves four parties —
an issuing bank, a receiving bank, an importer and a beneficiary entity
overseas.
(5) LoUs are conveyed from bank to bank through “Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication” (SWIFT) instructions.
zz

The Hindu, LiveMint.
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Forex swaps
Why is it in
the news ?
More in the
news

Source

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has decided to inject rupee liquidity into the
system through long-term foreign exchange buy/sell swap.
zz It is a first-of-its-kind instrument used for liquidity management.
zz RBI would buy as much as $5 billion from the banks in a swap deal that could
inject nearly 35,000 crores into the system.
zz Banks would be required to park dollar funds with RBI with a deal to buy it
back from the RBI after three years.
zz The auction for this US dollar buy/sell swap auction will take place on March
26.
zz RBI generally use bond purchases for the same all these years. RBI has infused
more than Rs 2.36 lakh crore through such purchases so far this fiscal.
zz Auction Process:
zz The swap will be a simple buy/sell trade in which banks can place bids to sell
their excess dollars to the RBI in and simultaneously agree to buy the same
amount at the end of the swap period.
zz The auction cut-off for this swap would be based on the premium amount in
paisa terms.
zz Market participants will place their bids with the premium that they are willing
to pay to the RBI for the tenor of the swap expressed in paisa terms.
zz Successful bids will get accepted at their respective quoted premium.
zz Why Forex swap?
zz According to bankers, the move is seen to lower the dependence on open market
operations which have been a significant amount of the overall borrowing.
zz Open market operations (OMO) refer to the buying and selling of government
securities in the open market in order to expand or contract the amount of
money in the banking system.
zz Higher OMOs can distort the rates curve.
zz The move would boost RBI’s foreign exchange reserves which were at $401.7
billion for the week ended March 1.
The Hindu, ET.
zz

Government Policies and Taxation
GST collection
Why is it in
the news ?
More in the
news

As per the official data, GST collections in February dropped to Rs 97,247 crore
in February from Rs 1.02 lakh crore in the previous month.
zz The total gross GST revenue collected in February 2019 is Rs 97,247 crore of
which:
(1) Central GST is Rs 17,626 crore.
(2) State GST (SGST) is Rs 24,192 crore.
(3) Integrated GST (IGST) is Rs 46,953 crore.
(4) Cess is Rs 8,476 crore.
zz
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Goods and Services Tax (GST) collections in the current fiscal till February
totalled₹10.70 lakh crore.
zz Goods and Services Tax (GST) collections in the current fiscal till February
totalledRs 10.70 lakh crore.
zz The government has lowered the GST collection target for current fiscal to Rs
11.47 lakh crore in the Revised Estimates, from Rs 13.71 lakh crore budgeted
initially.
Indian Express.
zz

Source

Scheme for Textile Sector
Why is it in
the news ?

zz
zz

More in the
news

zz
zz
zz

zz
zz
zz
zz

Textile Sector
in India

zz

The Union Cabinet has approved the Scheme to Rebate State and Central
Embedded Taxes to Support the Textile Sector.
This will enable the Government to take various measures for making exports
of apparel and made-ups zero rated.
At present, apparel and made-ups segments are supported under the Scheme
for Rebate of State Levies (RoSL).
However, certain State as well as Central Taxes continued to be present in the
cost of exports.
The Cabinet decision provides for a scheme to rebate all embedded State and
Central Taxes/levies for apparel and made-ups which have a combined share
of around 56% in India’s textile export basket.
Rebate of taxes/levies has been permitted through an IT-driven scrip system
at notified rates.
The new scheme would come into effect when the rates are notified.
It is applicable for apparel and made ups now and will be extended to yarn in the
future.
Benefits:
(1) The proposed measures are expected to make the textile sector competitive.
(2) Rebate of all Embedded State and Central taxes/levies for apparel and
made-ups segments would make exports zero-rated.
(3) It will boost India’s competitiveness in export markets and ensure equitable
and inclusive growth of textile and apparel sector.
The Indian Textile industry is one of the largest in the world with a large raw
material base and manufacturing strength across the value chain.
Textile plays a major role in the Indian Economy
(1) It contributes 14% to industrial production and 4% to GDP
(2) With over 45 million people, the industry is one of the largest source of employment
generation in the country.

India is the largest producer and the second largest exporter of cotton in the
world. India is also the leading consumer of cotton.
zz The Textile sector in India is dominated by women workers, with 70% of the
workforce being women.
The Hindu.
zz

Source

Renewable status for large hydro power projects
Why is it in
the news?

zz

The Union Cabinet approved a new hydroelectric policy aimed at boosting the
hydro power generation.
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More in the
news

zz

zz
zz

zz

zz

Source

The policy also accorded the status of renewable energy projects to large
hydro projects.
Earlier, hydro projects up to 25 MW capacity were considered as renewables
and were eligible for various incentives like financial assistance and cheaper
credit.
With the government's decision, hydro projects above 25 MW can also avail
the benefits.
Government Data:
(1) India is aiming 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022. With addition of
large hydro to clean energy segment, India is poised to have 225 GW of
renewable energy by 2022.
(2) India has a hydro-power potential of 1,45,320 MW, of which only about
45,400 MW has been utilised so far.
(3) Only about 10,000 MW of hydro-power has been added in the last 10 years.
More About the Policy:
(1) Large hydro projects(LHPs) will be included as a separate category under
the non-solar renewable purchase obligation policy.
(2) Under this policy, power purchasers will have to source a portion of
electricity from large hydro projects.
(3) Debt repayment period for hydro projects increased to 18 years from the
current 12 years with the provision to introduce an escalating tariff of 2%.
(4) LHPs would now be able to sell renewable energy certificates under nonsolar Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) to discoms.
(5) The policy also provides for additional funds separately for infrastructure
development as well as separate funds for the costs of flood moderation.
(6) The budgetary support for infrastructure creation will be limited to Rs 1.5
crore per MW for projects up to 200 MW and Rs 1 crore per MW for those
above 200 MW.
Variability in sources:
(1) The policy has meant a drastic change in the renewable energy mix as well.
(2) Whereas earlier, wind energy contributed nearly 50% of all renewable
energy capacity, it will now make up only 29.3%.
(3) Similarly, solar energy’s share will fall from 34.68% to 21.61%.
(4) The hydro sector, however, will see its share grow from just over 6% to over
41%.
The Hindu, ET.

Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Ordinance 2019
Why is it in
the news?
More in the
news

As per the tax practitioners, Banning of Unregulated Deposit Scheme Ordinance
will not affect the ongoing monthly schemes operated by jewellery and chit
fund firms.
zz Banning of Unregulated Deposit Scheme Ordinance’, it was promulugated by
President last month, to save gullible investors from losing money to Ponzi and
fake deposit schemes.
zz The ordinance makes such unregulated deposit schemes punishable, among
other things.
zz
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Unregulated Deposit Scheme will mean a Scheme or an arrangement under
which deposits are accepted or solicited by any deposit taker by way of business
and which is not a Regulated Deposit Scheme.
zz Regulated Deposit Scheme will essentially comprise of schemes that fall under
any one of the regulators such as RBI, IRDA, State government etc.
zz Salient Features of Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Ordinance 2019:
(1) The ban on unregulated deposits and its promotion is expected put a
closure to this illicit activity.
(2) Any deposit scheme not registered with the government would be treated
as an unregulated deposit scheme and would, as such, be banned.
(3) The Ordinance has provisions which ban deposit takers from promoting,
operating or accepting deposits in any unregulated deposit scheme.
(4) Many depositors have been taken for a ride by illicit entities running such
scheme and duping people.
zz

Source

The Hindu, ET.

Blockchain-enabled marketplace app for coffee
Why is it in
the news
More in the
news

Source

The commerce ministry launched a blockchain-basedcoffee e-marketplace.
It will help farmers integrate with markets so that they can realisefair prices
for the commodity.
zz The pilot project has about 20 participants, including 14 coffee growers, and
will run for four-to-six months.
zz The blockchain will reduce the number of layers between coffee growers and
buyers and help farmers double their income.
zz It said that India is the only country in the world where entire coffee is grown
under shade, handpicked and sun dried.
zz Indian coffee is highly valued in the world market and sold as premium coffees.
zz The blockchain-based marketplace app is intended to bring in transparency in
coffee trade.
zz Blockchain Technology:
(1) The blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions
that can be programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually
everything of value.
(2) Originally devised for the digital currency, Bitcoin, the tech community is
now finding other potential uses for the technology.
(3) A block is the ‘current’ part of a blockchain, which records some or all of
the recent transactions.
(4) Once completed, a block goes into the blockchain as a permanent database.
Each time a block gets completed, a new one is generated.
(5) There is a countless number of such blocks in the blockchain, connected to
each other (like links in a chain) in proper linear, chronological order.
The Hindu.
zz
zz
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Infrastructure
Wind energy
Why is it in
the news ?
More in the
news

Wind energy
sector in
India

Source

According to a report by Crisil, capacity addition in the wind energy sector will
slow down over fiscal 2019 to 2023.
zz The addition activities to get slow given the decline in bid responses and
profitability of original equipment manufacturers.
zz Findings of the Report:
(1) India is likely to witness fresh investments worth Rs 1.1 lakh crore flowing
into wind energy projects of 14-16 gigawatt (GW) capacity over five years
through 2023.
(2) The shift to a competitive bidding mechanism has slowed industry growth
due to a significant fall in tariffsand also due to the allotment of central
transmission utility’s grid-connected capacities.
(3) Consequently, there is a decline in both bid response and profitability for
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
(4) The shift to a competitive bidding mechanism in the wind energy sector has
resulted in tariffs falling to Rs 2.4-2.6 per unit, from Rs 4-4.5 per unit under
the feed-in tariff regime.
(5) The other constraints to capacity addition are:
a) Poor bid response and slow tendering,
b) Inadequate transmission infrastructure and
c) Availability of low-cost funds for projects.
zz India has the 4th largest installed capacity in wind power after China, U.S and
Germany.
zz The total installed capacity of wind power in India as on March 2017 is around
32 GW.
zz A recent study by National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) has shown wind
energy potential of 302 GW at 100 m hub-height in India.
zz Wind Energy has spread across the South, West and North regions of India.
zz Tamil Nadu has the highest installed capacity in the country.
The Hindu.
zz

Solar capacity addition
Why is it in
the news ?

More in the
news

According to a Crisil report, Inconsistent government actions have cast a
shadow over developer sentiment in the solar sector and slowed down capacity
addition momentum.
zz This will result in the government achieving only 60% of its 100 GW target by
2022.
zz Findings of the Report:
¾¾ India’s solar sector installed capacity is expected to touch 60 GW by 2022
and 70 GW by 2023.
¾¾ Crisil Research expects solar power capacity additions of 48-50 GW between
fiscals 2019 and 2023.
zz
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Developers sentiment has been negatively impacted by the lack of clarity on
several policy issues and arbitrary bid cancellations, which is contrary to a
supportive policy stance from the government.
zz The two main factors increasing cost pressures for the solar sector included:
(1) The imposition of the safeguard duty on solar component imports and
(2) The uncertainty over the Goods and Services Tax treatment of the sector.
zz Tax Ambiguity:
¾¾ Ministry of New and Renewable Energy had issued a clarification on the
issue, saying that entirely solar projects would be taxable at 5%.
¾¾ However, at the same time, it also said that if an engineering, procurement,
and construction (EPC) contract included both supply and services, it would
be adjudged on a case-to-case basis.
¾¾ This has created a concern, as most projects were set up on an EPC basis,
whether in-house or outsourced.
¾¾ Later the GST Council in December 2018 clarified that in the entire value of
the EPC contract, where 70% will be taxed at 5%, and 30% at 18%, to factor
in both the supply and service component.
The Hindu.
zz

Source



Miscellaneous
CII Survey on MSMEs Jobs
Why is it in
the news ?
More in the
news

zz

zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

MSMEs

zz

The Confederation of Indian Industry(CII) survey of over one lakh small and
medium enterprises have shown 13.9% increase in net jobs created in the
MSME sector in last four years or 3.3% per annum.  
Findings of the Survey:
Maharashtra, Gujarat and Telangana have been the largest job generators over
the past four years.
In the case of case of exporters, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Telangana have
emerged as the top three states.
About 73% of the jobs were created by micro enterprises.
Small enterprises, on the other hand, accounted for 23% of the net jobs
created, while medium enterprises accounted for just 4%.
Nearly two-thirds of the respondents witnessed an increase in hiring activity
over the last four years, while 17% witnessed no change.
The hospitality & tourism sector accounted for 12% of the jobs, while the
textiles & apparels and metal products sectors each contributed about 8% to
job creation.
The MSME sector comprises more than 63 million units and employs about
111 million people.
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The share of MSMEs in GDP is about 30%, with the sector accounting for about
45% of manufacturing output and about 40% of India’s total exports.
zz The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Development (MSMED) Act, 2006 is
amended to define units producing goods and rendering services in terms of
annual turnover as follows:
(1) A micro enterprise will be defined as a unit where the annual turnover
does not exceed Rs 5 crores;
(2) A small enterprise will be defined as a unit where the annual turnover is
more than Rs 5 crore but does not exceed Rs 75 crore;
(3) A medium enterprise will be defined as a unit where the annual turnover is
more than Rs 75 crore rupees but does not exceed Rs 250 crore.
The Hindu.
zz

Source

  Exports on Rise
Why is it in
the news?
More in the
news

zz
zz

zz

zz

zz

As per the data from Commerce Ministry, the country’s exports grew by 2.44%
year-on-year to USD 26.67 billion in February.
The 2.44% increase in exports as well as lower imports of gold and petroleum
products in February significantly narrowed the country’s trade deficit to $9.6
billion.
Exports:
(1) India’s merchandise exports rose to $26.67 billion in February from $26.03
billion in the year-ago month.
(2) The growth is mainly on account of higher shipments in sectors such as
pharmaceutical, engineering and electronics.
Imports:
(1) Imports declined by 5.4% to $36.26 billion in the last month, narrowing the
trade deficit to $9.6 billion.
(2) The gap between imports and exports was $12.3 billion in February 2018,
and $14.73 billion in January 2019.
(3) The decline in imports was mainly on account of sharp decline in inward
shipments of gold and petroleum products.
The trade deficit has widened to USD 165.52 billion during the 11 months of
the current fiscal from USD 148.55 billion compared to the year-ago period.
The Hindu.

Source

Anti-profiteering
Why is it in
the news ?

More in the
news

According to the chairman of National Anti-Profiteering Authority (NAA),
mock purchases can be made by NAA offices to check a trader’s invoice for
profiteering.
zz Consumer complaints are not the only trigger for the National Anti-Profiteering
Authority (NAA) to act.
zz The NAA was set up under Section 171 of the Central GST Act, 2017 to check
whether trade and industry were passing on rate reductions under the Goods
and Services (GST) Tax.
zz Profiteering:
(1) Profiteering means unfair profit realized by traders by manipulating prices,
tax rate adjustment etc.
zz
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(2) In the context of the newly launched GST, profiteering means that traders

Source

  FPI inflows
Why is it in
the news ?

Concept

Source

are not reducing the prices of the commodities when the GST Council
reduces the tax rates of commodities and services.
zz National Anti-Profiteering Authority (NAA):
(1) The Authority’s main function is to ensure that traders are not realizing
unfair profit by charging high price from the consumers in the name of GST.
(2) The responsibility of the NAA is to examine and check such profiteering
activities and recommend punitive actions including cancellation of licenses.
(3) The NAA is headed by a senior officer of the level of Secretary to the
Government of India.
(4) There are four Technical Members from the Centre and/or the States.
The Hindu.
Amid clarity on government spending plans and positive sentiments, Foreign
investors poured in close to Rs 17,220 crore on a net basis into Indian equities in
February this year.
zz This is the highest since November 2017.
zz Between February 1 and March 22, 2019, the FPIs have pumped in a net of Rs
46,000 crore in the Indian equities.
zz Foreign investors have turned into net buyers in February mainly on account of
clarity on government spending post budget and value buying in several pockets.
zz As per some experts, the ongoing rise in equity markets and rupee gains
against the dollar are likely to continue due to the FPI inflow.
zz The overall surge in FPI inflows from February to March has lifted the Sensex
at the BSE by 1,908 points or 5.3%.
zz The rupee, in the meantime, has gained Rs 2.13 against the dollar as it has
strengthened from a level of 71.08 against the dollar on January 31 to now
trade at around 69 per dollar.
zz Concepts:
zz Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) is investment by non-residents in Indian
securities including shares, government bonds, corporate bonds, convertible
securities, infrastructure securities etc.
zz Any equity investment by non-residents which is less than or equal to 10% of
capital in a company is portfolio investment. While above this the investment
will be counted as Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
zz NRIs doesn’t comes under FPI.
zz Foreign Portfolio Investors includes investment groups of Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs), Qualified Foreign Investors (QFIs) and subaccounts etc.
zz FII is an institution like a mutual fund, insurance company, pension fund etc.
zz FII is an institution who is registered under the Securities and Exchange Board
of India (Foreign Institutional Investors) Regulations, 1995.
zz QFI is an individual, group or association which is a resident in a foreign
country.
Indian Express.
zz
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Science & Technology

CCR5-delta 32: The rare mutation to stop HIV
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

Recently, with the case of the London Patient, scientists have successfully
duplicated DrHütter’s CCR5-delta 32 experiment from 13 years ago.
zz Less pain than earlier method: Latest experiment is less painful than earlier
one which was used to cure Timothy Ray Brown, the pioneering survivor of HIV.
zz London Patient: The remarkable research breakthrough that appears to have
cured the anonymous “London Patient” of HIV is based on a stem cell transplant
involving CCR5-delta 32 homozygous donor cells.
zz Same treatment conducted successfully: This is the same treatment that cured
Timothy Ray Brown, known as the “Berlin Patient” when he received two stem
cell transplants in 2007 and 2008.
zz Allogeneic stem cell transplant:
(1) DrHütter put Brown through an allogeneic stem cell transplant.
(2) It involved replacing his immune system with donor hematopoietic stem
cells (usually found in bone marrow) so that his immune system could be
regenerated, with no malignant cells.
(3) Importantly however, the donor he chose carried what is called a CCR5delta 32 mutation.
(4) On the surface membrane of immune cells is a protein called CCR5, which
is acts like a door that allows HIV entrance into the cell.
(5) HIV uses the CCR5 protein to enter immune cells, but it can’t latch on to
cells that carry the delta 32 mutation.
Indian express
zz

Toyota and Japan space agency plan joint mission to the moon
Why is it in
news?

zz
zz

More in
news

zz
zz

zz

Toyota is teaming up with Japan’s space agency on a planned mission to the
moon, with the Japanese auto giant expected to develop a lunar rover.
It will be the car manufacturer’s first full-fledged entry into space exploration, after
the company jointly developed a robot sent to the International Space Station.
Mobility method: Toyota, car giant, is expected to jointly develop a “mobility
method” to be used on the lunar surface for the mission.
Previous landings on moon:
(1) So far, only Russia, the United States and China have made the 3,84,000km journey and landed spacecraft on the moon.
(2) Last month, Israel launched a spacecraft that aims to join them.
Future plans:
(1) In 2017, Japan revealed plans to put an astronaut on the Moon around 2030.
(2) Before humans set foot on the lunar surface again, NASA aims to land an
unmanned vehicle on the moon by 2024.
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Source

The Hindu

Kyasanur Forest Disease (KFD) virus
Why is it in
news?

What is KFD?

Source

For the first time, the virus causing Kyasanur Forest Disease has been found in
the tick pools collected in Hassan district.
zz The samples collected at Chikkabasavanahalli in Hassan taluk and Basavanagudi
near Devaladakere in Sakleshpur taluk were confirmed positive for the
presence of the KFD virus.
zz What causes it?:Kyasanur Forest disease (KFD) is caused by Kyasanur Forest
disease virus (KFDV), a member of the virus family Flaviviridae.
zz Earlier encounter:
(1) KFDV was identified in 1957 when it was isolated from a sick monkey from
the Kyasanur Forest in Karnataka (formerly Mysore) State, India.
(2) Since then, between 400-500 humans cases per year have been reported.
zz Source of KFD virus: Hard ticks (Hemaphysalisspinigera) are the reservoir of
KFD virus and once infected, remain so for life.
zz Common hosts:
(1) Rodents, shrews, and monkeys are common hosts for KFDV after being
bitten by an infected tick.
(2) KFDV can cause epizootics with high fatality in primates.
zz Prevention:A vaccine does exist for KFD and is used in endemic areas of
India. Additional preventative measures include insect repellents and wearing
protective clothing in areas where ticks are endemic.
The Hindu, cdc
zz

Supersonic Shockwaves
Why is it in
news?

NASA has captured unprecedented photos of the interaction of shockwaves
from two supersonic aircraft, part of its research into developing planes that
can fly faster than sound without thunderous “sonic booms”.
More in news zz Experiment:
(1) Two supersonic T-38 jets flew just 30 feet apart below another plane
waiting to photograph them with an advanced, high-speed camera.
(2) At an altitude of around 30,000 feet, it captured images of the shockwaves
emanating from both planes.
zz Application/use of Photographs: It is going to help in advance our understanding
of how these shocks interact.
zz Restrictions: Sonic booms can be a major nuisance, capable of not just startling
people on the ground but also causing damage — like shattered windows — and
this has led to strong restrictions on supersonic flight over land in jurisdictions
like the United States.
Source
The Hindu
zz

Early detection of heart attack
Why is it in
news?

zz

A low-cost, ultra-sensitive device that is capable of detecting the cardiac
biomarker troponin T protein has been fabricated by a research team from the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Hyderabad.
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More in news zz Troponin T:It is a cardiac protein that is released into the bloodstream after a
heart attack.
zz Comparison with existing devices: Unlike the commercially available test
that can detect the protein at nanogram per ml concentration, this device can
detect the protein at an extremely low concentration of femto gram per ml.
zz Early diagnosis of a heart attack: This could help pave the way for early
diagnosis of a heart attack, increasing a patient’s survival rate. It even has the
potential to be able to predict the onset of a heart attack.
zz Cost-effective fabrication:Unlike electrodes that are available, it costs very
little to fabricate this bioelectrode. This is because a commercially available
substrate was used. Further, very little antibody was needed to coat the
electrode.
Source
The Hindu

Combat causality drugs
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

DRDO develops 'combat causality drugs' to reduce casualties in Pulwama type
attacks and during warfare.
zz Extension of the golden hour: The combat causality drugs can extend the
golden hour till the trooper is shifted to hospital.
zz Prevent unwanted blood loss: These medicines will ensure soldiers do not
suffer from unwanted blood loss while being taken to a better healthcare from
war zones.
zz Composition: The drugs include bleeding wound sealants, super absorptive
dressings and glycerinated saline, all of which can save lives in the event of
warfare in the jungle and high altitude areas as well as in terror attacks.
The Hindu, PIB
zz

West Nile fever
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

zz

A seven-year-old boy from Malappuram district has been diagnosed with West Nile
fever, a relatively unknown viral infection in the Malabar region in recent times.

What is WNF: West Nile fever is spread by Culex mosquitoes and the infection
could be confirmed only if the second samples test positive.
zz Symptoms: It include fever, headache, tiredness, and body aches, nausea,
vomiting, occasionally with a skin rash on the trunk of the body, and swollen
lymph glands.
zz
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Transmission:
(1) The World Health Organisation (WHO) says West Nile virus transmits to
humans through bites from infected mosquitoes.
(2) Mosquitoes become infected when they feed on infected birds.
(3) Above transmission cycle is self explanatory.
zz Presence in Kerala: The presence of West Nile fever was first raised in Kerala
over a decade ago in Kottayam and Alappuzha.
The Hindu

zz

Source

WHO strategy to fight flu pandemics
Why is it in
news?

The World Health Organization launched a strategy to protect people
worldwide over the next decade against the threat of influenza, warning that
new pandemics are “inevitable”.
More in news zz Influenza epidemics:
(1) According to WHO, Influenza epidemics is largely seasonal affected around
one billion people and kill hundreds of thousands annually.
(2) WHO describes it as one of the world’s greatest public health challenges.
zz New strategy:
(1) WHO’s new strategy, for 2019 through 2030, aims to prevent seasonal
influenza, control the virus’s spread from animals to humans and prepare
for the next pandemic.
(2) The new strategy called for every country to strengthen routine health
programmes and to develop tailor-made influenza programmes that
strengthen disease surveillance, response, prevention, control, and
preparedness.
zz WHO recommendations for prevention:
(1) It recommends annual flu vaccines as the most effective way to prevent
the spread of the disease, especially for healthcare workers and people at
higher risk of influenza complications.
(2) It also called for the development of more effective and more accessible
vaccines and antiviral treatments.
(3) Due to its mutating strains, vaccine formulas must be regularly updated
and only offer limited protection currently.
Source
The Hindu, WHO
zz

Mosquito-killing drug offers new tool for fighting malaria
Why is it in
news?

Researchers said, a mosquito-killing drug tested in Burkina Faso reduced
malaria cases by a fifth among children and could be an important new tool in
the global fight against the disease.
More in news zz Drug: The drug, ivermectin, is already widely used to treat parasitic infections
but had not previously been tested for its effects on malaria incidence.
zz How is it work?
(1) When people take ivermectin it makes their blood lethal to the mosquitoes that
bite them, thereby reducing the likelihood that others will be bitten and infected.
(2) It could potentially be used in combination with other malaria control
methods to protect more people.
zz
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Annual cases: According to the U.N. health agency’s 2018 malaria report, after
several years of steady declines, annual cases of the mosquito-borne disease
have levelled off.
zz Data points: Malaria infects over 200 million people a year and killed 435,000
in 2017, mostly in Africa.
zz Future work: Other control methods being tested include a vaccine and genetic
modifications to block mosquito reproduction.
The Hindu
zz

Source

Dry eye disease epidemic
Why is it in
news?

More in
news

Source

For the first time, a large-scale, hospital-based study in India involving over
14.5 lakh patients had found the incidence (number of new cases occurring
each year) of dry eye disease to be 21,000 (1.46%).
zz Urban areas leading the way: At over 12,500 cases, the incidence in urban
areas was higher than in rural areas (over 8,700 cases).
zz What study says?:
(1) With a large ageing population, growing middle-class and chronic nature of
the disease, India is on the verge of a dry eye disease epidemic.
(2) The prevalence of dry eye disease will be in about 40% of the urban
population by 2030.
(3) Since the disease tends to be progressive with age, once corneal damage
becomes irreversible it can lead to visual impairment and even blindness.
(4) Early diagnosis and treatment is therefore important. The disease is hugely
underdiagnosed in India.
(5) Onset of dry eye disease is early in men than in women. In men, the age of
disease onset is early 20s and 30s compared with 50s and 60s in women.
(6) Hormonal imbalance could be a likely reason for higher cases in women in
their 50s and 60s.
(7) This is first study that has shown an age-based gender risk for the disease.
zz Low tear production:
(1) Dry eye disease could occur due to inadequate tear production (aqueous
deficient), tear film instability due to evaporation or mixed type.
(2) Over 20.5% had dry eye disease caused by inadequate tear production,
35.5% due to tear film instability (evaporative) and 40% being mixed.
(3) Age, urban residence, occupation and socio-economic affluence were
found to be high risk-factors for developing the disease.
The Hindu
zz

Japan to make crater on asteroid
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Japan’s space agency said that its Hayabusa2 spacecraft will drop an explosive
on an asteroid to make a crater and then collect underground samples for
possible clues to the origin of the solar system.
zz Ryugu: The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency said that Hayabusa2 will drop
an impactor of the size of a baseball weighing 2 kg on the asteroid, named
Ryugu, to collect samples from deeper underground that have not been
exposed to the sun or space rays.
zz
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Mission: While moving away, Hayabusa2 will leave a camera to capture the
outcome. Scientists will then analyse details of the crater to determine the
history of the asteroid.
The Hindu

zz

Source

Lancet on TB
Why is it in
news?

As World Health Organisation report in 2017, out of the 10 million new
tuberculosis (TB) cases reported globally, 2.74 million were from India which
showing a marginal reduction from 2.79 million in 2016.
More in news zz Government’s highly ambitious target: Despite TB incidence in the country
being 204 cases per 1,00,000 in 2017, the government has set a highly
ambitious target of “eliminating TB by 2025”, five years ahead of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) target.
zz The Lancet Global Health article:
(1) According to it, as compared with 2015 data, 57% reduction in incidence
and 72% reduction in mortality will been seen only by 2035.
(2) It says, strengthening the care cascade could reduce cumulative TB
incidence by 38% in the case of India.
(3) India has to adopt measures to prevent TB on a population level to eliminate
the disease in the coming decades.
zz Access to services:
(1) The India report card says diagnosis and treatment for drug-sensitive and
drug-resistant TB need improvement.
(2) Modelling suggests that lives of eight million (28%) people with TB can
be saved over the next 30 years if tests are subsidised and patients are
supported to complete the treatment.
zz Lancet Commission recommendation to India: The Lancet Commission
recommends that India should scale up access to TB services for all those
seeking them, optimise engagement of private sector providers and guarantee
universal access to drug susceptibility testing and second line TB drugs.
Source
The Hindu
zz

Evidence of water on asteroid Bennu
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

Scientists have discovered evidence of abundant water-bearing minerals on
the surface of the near-earth asteroid Bennu.
zz OSIRIS-REx spacecraft: NASA’s OSIRIS-REx spacecraft that is currently orbiting
the asteroid confirmed the presence of aqueously altered, hydrated minerals
on its surface.
zz Clue to Earth origin: Scientists say similar objects may have seeded the earth
with water and organic materials.
zz Bennu:
(1) Scientists chose Bennu as the target of the OSIRIS-REx mission because of
its composition, size, and proximity to Earth.
(2) Bennu is a rare B-type asteroid (primitive and carbon-rich), which is expected
to have organic compounds and water-bearing minerals like clays.
The Hindu
zz
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Sharp rise in H1N1 cases
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

Source

In a matter of three weeks, the number of influenza A (H1N1) cases and deaths
in India has risen sharply by about 6,200 and over 225, respectively.
zz Rise:
(1) As per figures collated by the Integrated Disease Surveillance Programme,
from 14,803 cases and 448 deaths till February 24 this year, the number of
cases and deaths till March 17 has touched 20,977 and 677, respectively.
(2) The number of cases reported till March 17 this year is far more than what
was reported in the whole of 2018 (14,992).
zz Lead by Rajasthan:
(1) Rajasthan continues to report the most number of cases and deaths,
followed by Gujarat.
(2) Deaths from H1N1 in Rajasthan have increased from 137 to 178, while in
Gujarat the increase as been from 88 to 125.
zz Status of other states:
(1) Delhi has the third most number of cases; the number increased from 2,738
to 3,484.
(2) The number of cases in Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra and Karnataka has
nearly doubled in three weeks.
The Hindu
zz

PSLV C-45
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

PSLV- C45 which will carry EMISAT, the primary satellite and 28 international
customer satellites is scheduled to launch on April 01, 2019 subject to weather
conditions.
About EMISAT:
zz Purpose:
¾¾ It’s intended for electromagnetic spectrum measurement.
¾¾ It’s been developed for monitoring radar network by India.
zz Weight: 436 kg.
zz Orbit location: 753 km altitude.
zz Basis:EMISAT based on ISROs Indian Mini Satellite-2 (IMS-2) bus platform.
zz Platform for different experiments:
¾¾ After all the satellites are put into orbits, the fourth stage of the rocket
will be propelled to a different elevation and will be used as a platform for
different experiments by Indian institutions, including ISRO.
¾¾ Indian Institute of Space Science (IISc) and the Radio Amateur Satellite
Corporation are the other two institutions that will have their devices on
the experimental platform.
¾¾ Difference from previous launch:
¾¾ Normally the rocket engine is left redundant as space debris once the launch
mission is over.
¾¾ But ISRO uses it for such experiments for the second time in a series.
¾¾ During the last PSLV mission also it adopted the same innovative method.
zz PS4 Orbital Platform:
zz
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Aim: To provide a microgravity environment for research organisations and
academic institutes to perform experiments.
zz Three payloads: In this mission, the PS4 hosts three payloads¾¾ Automatic Identification System (AIS) from ISRO.
¾¾ Automatic Packet Repeating System (APRS) from AMSAT (Radio Amateur
Satellite Corporation).
¾¾ India and Advanced Retarding Potential Analyzer for Ionospheric Studies
(ARIS) from Indian Institute of Space Science and technology (IIST).
The Hindu, ISRO
zz

Source

Mission Shakti- Anti-satellite missile test
Why is it in
news?

More in news

In an incremental advance, India successfully conducted an Anti-Satellite
(ASAT) missile test, named Mission Shakti.
zz India becomes the 4th country in the world to demonstrate the capability to
shoot down satellites in orbit.
zz So far, only the United States, Russia and China have this prowess.
zz

Aim of test: Mr. Modi said the aim of the test was to maintain peace, rather
than war mongering.
zz Satellite targeted:
(1) The satellite downed by the ASAT missile was Microsat-R, an imaging
satellite in LEO which was launched into orbit on January 24, 2019 using a
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV).
(2) LEO of 300 km was chosen to “minimise” debris and it also won’t last more
than a few months.
zz ASAT missiles:
(1) India has built the broad capabilities and building blocks to develop
ASAT missiles for some time as part of its Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD)
programme.
zz
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Source

(2) Anti-satellite weapons provide the capability to shoot down enemy satellites
in orbit thereby disrupting critical communications and surveillance
capabilities.
(3) ASAT missiles also act as a space deterrent in dissuading adversaries from
targeting the country’s satellite network.
The Hindu



7

Internal Security

Smart fence along border
Why is it in
news?

More in
news

Source

Union Home Minister inaugurated an electronic surveillance system along
India-Bangladesh border stretch in Dhubri district.
zz “smart fencing” will be operationalised in the 61 km riverine section of the
international border in the district where the Brahmaputra river enters into
Bangladesh, in a bid to check illegal immigration and smuggling of arms,
ammunition, drugs and cattle.
zz 61 km gap:
(1) Assam shares a 263 km border with Bangladesh.
(2) Much of the border was fenced, but a 61 km stretch in Dhubri district
remained open owing to the terrain dictated by the Brahmaputra.
(3) A digital ‘barrier’ has finally filled a 61 km gap on the 4,096.7 km IndiaBangladesh border fence three decades after the project kickstarted.
zz BOLD-QIT (Border Electronically Dominated QRT Interception Technique):
zz It comprises microwave communication, optical fibre cables, cameras, and an
intrusion detection device.
zz Project will cover the India-Bangladesh border in the area which consists of
‘char’ (sand islands) and innumerable river channels, which makes border
guarding a daunting task, especially during the rainy season.
zz Comprehensive Integrated Border Management System: It was established
under the Comprehensive Integrated Border Management System.
zz Information and technology wing of the BSF: It undertook project BOLD-QIT and
completed it in record time with the support of various manufacturers and suppliers.
The Hindu
zz

ISRO-CNES Maritime surveillance system
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

•
•

National space agency ISRO and its French counterpart CNES sealed an
agreement to set up a joint maritime surveillance system in the country.
Constellation of satellites:The two nations will explore putting up a
constellation of low-Earth orbiting satellites that will identify and track
movement of ships globally – and in particular those moving in the Indian
Ocean region where France has its Reunion Islands.
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Sharing data and development of new algorithms:Both will initially share data
from their present space systems and develop new algorithms to analyse them.
zz Agreement background: The agreement comes a year after the broad
collaboration plan the two governments initiated during French President
Emmanuel Macron’s visit in March last 2018.
The Hindu
zz

Source

Army to undergo major reforms
Why is it in
zz In a major move, Defence Minister has approved the first batch of reforms in
news?
the Army.
More in news zz Reforms include(1) Relocation of 229 officers from the Army headquarters.
(2) Creation of a new post of Deputy Chief for Military Operations and Strategic
Planning.
(3) Setting up new wings for vigilance and human rights issues.
zz Aim and intention of reforms: It is finalised after 12 independent studies, the
reforms are intended to make the 1.3 million-strong force leaner and meaner.
zz Officers being moved Out: Number of officers being moved out was 20% of
the number of officers in the Army headquarters in the national capital, and
they would be deployed in forward locations along the borders with China and
Pakistan.
zz Creation of post of Deputy Chief of the Army Staff, strategy: It is being
created to deal with military operations, intelligence, strategic planning and
operational logistics.
zz Other reforms: The reforms will also include restructuring the Army’s
officer cadre, bringing down age of key commands, arresting rising revenue
expenditure and “rightsizing” the force.
Source
The Hindu

India, Russia sign deal on nuclear submarine
Why is it in
news?

zz
zz

More in news zz

zz

Previous
Chakra
submarines
on lease

zz
zz

India sealed a $3-billion deal with Russia for leasing a nuclear-powered attack
submarine for the Indian Navy for a period of 10 years.
The two countries signed an inter-governmental agreement capping months
of negotiations on price and other aspects of the deal.
Chakra III:
(1) Under the pact, Russia will have to deliver the Akula class submarine, to be
known as Chakra III, to the Indian Navy by 2025.
(2) It will be the third Russian submarine to be leased to the Navy.
Countering China: India has been significantly bolstering its naval prowess in
the backdrop of China’s attempts to expand its influence in the Indian Ocean
region.
INS Chakra: In 1988, the Indian Navy leased for three years a nuclear-powered
cruise missile submarine that was named INS Chakra.
Chakra II:
(1) In 2012, it took on lease for 10 years, a second submarine named Chakra II, which
currently serves with the Eastern Naval Command.

(2) India and Russia are discussing extending the lease of this submarine to 2027..
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Source

The Hindu, Livemint

India is world’s 2nd largest arms importer
Why is it in
news?
More in
news

According to the latest report published by the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI), India was the world’s second largest importer of
major arms in 2014–18 and accounted for 9.5% of the global total.
zz Delays in deliveries reduced imports: Indian imports decreased by 24%
between 2009-13 and 2014-18, partly due to delays in deliveries of arms
produced under licence from foreign suppliers, such as combat aircraft ordered
from Russia in 2001 and submarines ordered from France in 2008.
zz

Russia’s contribution in India’s arms imports:
(1) Russia accounted for 58% of Indian arms imports in 2014–18, compared
with 76% in 2009-13.
(2) Israel, the U.S. and France all increased their arms exports to India in 201418.
(3) However, the Russian share in Indian imports is likely to sharply go up for
the next five-year period as India signed several big-ticket deals recently,
and more are in the pipeline.
(4) These include S-400 air defence systems, four stealth frigates, AK-203
assault rifles, a second nuclear attack submarine on lease, and deals for
Kamov-226T utility helicopters, Mi-17 helicopters and short-range air
defence systems.
zz Imports decreased despite of tensions: The report noted that despite the
long-standing conflict between India and Pakistan, arms imports decreased for
both countries in 2014-18 compared with 2009-13.
The Hindu
zz

Source

TROPEX 19
Why is it in
news?

zz

The major combat units of the Navy, including the Carrier Battle Group with
INS Vikramaditya , nuclear submarines and scores of other ships, submarines
and aircraft swiftly transited from exercise to operational deployment mode as
tensions between India and Pakistan escalated.
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The deployment came amid the largest war game of the Navy, Theatre Level
Operational Readiness Exercise (TROPEX 19), which began on January 7 and
which was planned to be concluded by March 10.
zz TROPEX: Theatre Level Readiness and Operational Exercise (TROPEX) is an
inter-service military exercise involving the participation of the Indian Army,
Air Force, Navy and the Coast Guard.
zz Background:
(1) Beginning in 2005, the exercise has been held annually, with the exception
of 2006.
(2) The last edition of the exercise was conducted in 2017.
zz Period: The exercise generally commences at the beginning of each year and
lasts a month.
zz Purpose:
(1) The exercise is designed to test the combat readiness of the Indian naval units,
as well as the Indian Air Force, Indian Army and the Indian Coast Guard.
(2) It also seeks to strengthen interoperability and joint operations in a complex
environment.
zz Phases: It is generally carried out in three phrases- independent workup phase,
joint workup phase and tactical phase.
The Hindu
zz

TROPEX

Source

Pulwama attack
Why is it in
news?

India will make a request the U.S. for details from a service provider of “virtual
SIMs”.
zz Virtual SIMs ware used by the suicide bomber of the Jaish-e-Mohammad
behind the Pulwama attack and his Pakistan and Kashmir handlers.
zz It was found that the bomber, Adil Dar, was in constant touch with his JeM
handler across the border using this technology.
More in news zz Use by Pulwama terrorist:
(1) It was a new method for terrorists across the border to use a “virtual SIM,”
generated by a service provider in the U.S.
(2) Adil Dar was in constant touch with his Jaish-e-Mohammad handler across
the border and the mastermind Mudassir Khan using the virtual SIM
technology.
zz How is Virtual SIMs work?
(1) Under the method, the computer generates a telephone number and the
user downloads an application of the service provider on his smartphone.
(2) The number is linked to social networking sites.
(3) The verification code generated by these networking sites is received on
the smartphone, and the user is ready.
Source
The Hindu
zz

Jamaat-e-Islami
Why is it in
news?

The surge in local youth joining terrorist ranks spurred the ban on Jamaat-eIslami (JeI-J&K).
zz Central government said that JeI has been using its network of schools to
further promote anti-India feeling among children in the Valley.
zz
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More in news zz Jamaat-e-Islami (JeI-J&K):
(1) It is a socio-religious group that has been active in the State since 1942.
(2) Its leaders have been encouraging cadres of the JeI youth wing- Jamiat-ulTulba to be recruited into terrorist outfits.
(3) It added that hardline leaders of the JeI continue to maintain regular
contact with Pakistan High Commission for support.
zz Evidence of raise in joining militancy:
(1) Most locals who joined terrorist groups were associated with the JeI, either
through educational institutions run by them or religious activities.
(2) In 2018, more than 180 Kashmiri youths joined these groups, and around
56% were locals.
(3) The same year as many as 252 terrorists were killed in various operations
and around 60% were locals.
zz Reversal of trend:
(1) Earlier foreign terrorists killed were more in number but the trend has
reversed in the past two years.
zz More locals have joined the militant ranks and more are getting killed.
Source
The Hindu

Army’s carbine procurement held up
Why is it in
news?

zz

The fast-track procurement of 93,895 Close Quarter Carbine (CQB) rifles for
the Army has been delayed even after the completion of cost negotiations as
the case is pending with the Defence Ministry.

zz

Oversight committee:
(1) Cost negotiations have been completed, and the file has gone to a threemember oversight committee where it has been held up without a
decision.
(2) It consists of members of the Army, the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) and the Defence Ministry.
(3) It had received questions on the company’s capability to deliver the entire
volume in time.
(4) The case has been held up by objections from the DRDO official on the
committee.

More in
news
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(7) The committee was supposed to give its comments in three days, but it

Source

had taken longer, and had not given any reason for the delay.
zz Deal requirements:
(1) The carbine should have an effective range of 200 m and weigh less than 2
kg.
(2) Under the FTP process, there is no elaborate general staff evaluation, and
the exercise is expected to be completed in a year.
(3) The evaluation is based on the operational requirements, and deliveries
should be completed in a year of the contract having been signed. The
deal is estimated to cost Rs. 1,800 crore.
The Hindu
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